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This book is devoted to problems 
of rating the strength of elements of 
designs that are operating under the 
conditions of thermal effect. We con¬ 
sider the main units of a liquid rocket 
engine. They are rated on permissible 
displacements and deformations. 

The book is intended for design 
engineers, graduate students, and read¬ 
ers that are familiar with the funda¬ 
mentals of engineering strength ratings 

Edited by S. D. Krasilnikov, engineer. 



PREFACE 

The majority of contemporary thermal engines have characteristic 

high temperature operation rates. In connection with this the creation 

of methods of practical rating of thermal units on their strength 

pertains to the most urgent problems of the applied theory of elas¬ 

ticity and plasticity. 

Many works have been published that are devoted to this problem. 

However, the most attention in research is given to the creation of 

methods of determination of stressed and strained states. The question 

of how should the obtained result be used for evaluating the reli¬ 

ability of a design has undeservedly been forgotten. This work is 

an attempt to fill the shown gap to some extent. 

It is absolutely clear that the problem of reliability of ther¬ 

mally stressed units cannot be set up in general form. It should be 

solved only in reference to a specific type of design. The author 

is limited to the consideration of liquid-propeliant rocket engines 

as typical designs working under conditions of stressed thermal 

conditions. Problems of rating the turbopump unit, pipelines, the 

pressure accumulator containers, and fittings are not considered at 

all. Rating of these units, which are free from thermal influence, 

does not contain specific peculiarities and may be basically conducted 

vil 



with the help of well-known methods of strength analysis. 

For thermally stressed units, a rating on permissible stresses 

cannot as a rule lead to satisfactory results. Therefore, the author 

proposes rating on permissible displacements and deformations, which 

in principle is a new solution of the problem. The book includes 

basically the results of the author*s own research conducted#in 

1954-1955. 

The book is intended for design engineers. It may also be used 

by students of undergraduate and graduate designing. It is assumed 

that the reader is sufficiently acquainted with the study of strength 

of materials. Certain general theoretical positions that go beyond 

the scope of the subject of strength of materials are presented in 

Chapter II in a manner necessary for understanding the proposed 

methods of analysis. 

The author will accept all remarks on this work with gratitude. 
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Sirengih^ of Thermally Stressed 
Units of Liquid Rocket Engines. 
State Scientific-Technical 
Publishing House, Oboronglz, 

Moscow, 1963 
Pages: Cover-212 

CHAPTER I 

PECULIARITIES OF STRENGTH ANALYSIS OF 
LIQUID-PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 

Cyrillic Designations In Text 

p - g - gas. 

war - bend - bending. 

“P - Ih - Interhousing. 

§ l# Structural Elements of Engine 

The propulsion system of contemporary llquld-propellant rockets 

Is a rather complicated unit that Includes, besides the engine, a 

number of accessories, containers, and pipelines of the fuel, cooling, 

and automation systems. 

In the strength analysis of engine accessories such as supply 

lines, containers under high pressure, springs and diaphragms of the 

reduction gear, high-speed disks of the turbopump unit, and certain 

others, these do not appear, as a rule, serious difficulties for 

engineering analyst. Methods of rating such components at the present 

are well developed and are widely known] therefore, we shall not remain 

on these questions and shall turn directly to thermally stressed units 

of the engine chamber. 

The engine chamber Is a thin-walled structure forming a semiclosed 

body (Fig. !)• 



The main part of the engine 1b the 

shell, that envelopes the combustion 

chamber, the zone of critical section, 

and the nozzle area. The shell, as a 

rule. Is axially symmetric. Only for 

Fiß. 1. certain multiple-chamber engines can 

It have small asymmetry. However, even In this case one may approx- 

l> it 'ly assume that it is a revolving body. The combustion chamber cari 

have both a cylindrical and also a more complicated form, for instance 

spherical or ellipsoidal. The nozzle section is either in the form 

of a cone, or in the form of a surface of double curvature as shown 

in Fig, 1. 

The shell of a liquid-propellant rocket engine is a double-walled 

structure, i.e., it consists of two connected shells, between which 

there flows a liquid coolant (Fig. 2). In a liquid-propellant rocket 

engine for cooling there is used for the most part one of the fuel 

components which proceeds through the pipelines to the collector on the 

end of the nozzle section (see Fig. 2), and from it - in the space 

between the shells - into the so-called interhousing space. Further, 

the liquid coolant passes into the head of the engine and through 

the burners enters the combustion chamber as the fuel component. 

It is very obvious that the pres¬ 

sure of the cooling component at the 

entrance to the burners should exceed 

the pressure of gases in the combustion 

chamber; otherwise the fuel component 

cannot be fed into the operating space 

of the engine. Due to losses in the cooling duct the pressure of the 



liquid coolant in the collector at the nozzle cutoff iß higher. 

Thu«, in the interhouBing space of the running engine there iß 

establiehed a pressure higher than in the combustion chamber. This 

pressure varies with respect to the length of the engine, decreasing 

somewhat toward the head. 

In the direction of the working space the shell is affected by the 

pressure of gases, which strongly varies with respect to engine length. 

The highest pressure is in the combustion chamber. Further, along 

the length of the engine, the pressure drops. In the critical, 

narrowest section, it constitutes, roughly speaking, half of the 

pressure in the combustion chamber. At the outlet of the nozzle the 

pressure of gases is close to atmospheric and can fluctuate from 0.5 

to 1.5 kg/cm2. Laws of change of gas pressure pg and pressure of 

liquid coolant in the interhousing space pih along the length of an 

engine are shown in Fig. 5. As can ba seen, pressure p^ in all 

points is greater than pressure pg. The smallest drop is observed 

in the zone of connection of the combustion chamber with the head. 

The shell of a liquid-propellant 

rocket engine experiences in the area of 

gases not only a power effect, but also 

a thermal effect. 

In the working space of the engine 

the temperature of gases is very high. 

It varies approximately from 5000-3500°C 

at the end of the combustion chamber to 

1300-i800°C at the nozzle cutoff (character 

*>f change of gas temperature is shown in 

Fig. 5). Temperature of the shell wall Fig. 5. 



touching the gaees, due to heat transfer in the liquid coolant, turns 

out to be essentially lower, but at the same time remains so high that 

It noticeably shows up on the strength indices of the shell material. 

The shell is most heated in the zone of critical section. Max¬ 

imum temperature of the wall with respect to maximum temperature of 

gases shifts in the direction of the nozzle (see Fig. 3). This occurs 

due to the fact that transmission of heat to the wall depends not 

only on the temperature of gases, but also on the rate of their flow. 

The higher the rate, the more intense the transmission of heat. 

Temperature of the surface touching the gases (the so-called gas 

wall) can reach 800 to 1000°C. This magnitude depends on a great 

number of factors. Such factors should, in the first place, include 

the temperature of gases and the conditions of cooling. The better 

the cooling, the lower the wall temperature. 

Temperature of the wall strongly depends on its thickness. The 

thicker the wall, the higher its thermal resistance and the higher, 

consequently, its temperature and lower strength indices of the 

material. 

At those high temperatures that the gases have in liquid-propellant 

rocket engines, it turns out to be impossible to increase the strength 

of the inner shell by means of increasing its thickness. This would 

lead to overheating of the inner wall, local melting of it, and 

washing of the metal by fast-flowing gases. 

Thus, the inner shell should be sufficiently thin in order to 

insure the necessary transmission of heat and to preserve a low wall 

temperature. On the other hand, it should be sufficiently strong in 

order to sustain the drop of pressures between the working and 

interhousing spaces. 

4 
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Temperature of the ßhell variée not only with respect to the 

length of the engine, but also with respect to wall thickness (Fig. ^). 

Usually the law of temperature variation with respect to thickness of 

the inner ehell is taken as linear. 

As was noted above, the outer and inner 

shells of the engine are connected together. 

Structurally, this connection may be carried 

out by various methods. 

Below we shall distinguish the widely- 

spaced and closely-spaced connections. 

In the first case the connection between 

shells is carried out by welding them to several 

• no 

C c ft. 

k 

11 
Fig. 4. 

rings that are located in the interhousing space (Fig. 5). The rings 

have a number of holeo for free passage of the liquid coolant. 

Inasmuch as the rings are widely- 

spaced, the inner shell in its free spans 

should possess sufficient rigidity in 

order to independently perceive the drop 

of effective pressures. Consequently, 

the inner shell should be sufficiently 

thick. 

Under highly stressed thermal condi¬ 

tions or, in general, in those cases when 

intense abstraction of heat cannot be obtained, the inner shell should 

be thinner and should have a large number of reinforcements. In this 

case the closely-spaced connection of shells is applied. 

With the closely-space connection the sone of propagation of 

local bending of the shells in the region of the connections completely 



envelopes the dimensions of the spans. The shell between the connec¬ 

tions works basically by bending. 

There exist many design variants of making closely-spaced connec¬ 

tions. Three of the most Important types of connections will be 

considered In detail In Chapters IV, V, and VI. These are the longi¬ 

tudinal, screw, and point connections. 

Thermally stressed units also Include the engine head (see Fig. 1) 

which is intended for correct carburetlon. Design of the head varies 

depending upon the form of the combustion chamber and the utilized 

fuel components. 

The question of strength arises in the first place for a flat 

head. As a power element the flat head constitutes a round sectional 

plate connected by a large number of burners. The head is affected 

by the drop of pressures in from the supplied components and from the 

gases in the combustion chamber. Furthermore, the head, like the 

shell, is subjected to thermal effect. 

Design of the flat heat is considered in Chapter IX. The 

above-considered conditions of shell loading pertained to the operating 

conditions of an engine. Besides the operating conditions, it is 

possible to also consider the conditions of pressing. In the process 

of pressing, into the interhousing space of the engine there moves 

heightened pressure in the absence of pressure in the working cavity 

and at normal temperature of walls. Such an operation is the operation 

of technological control. In a number of cases the engine should be 

subjected to strength analysis also in conditions of pressing. 

It is necessary to say that conditions similar to conditions 

of pressing can appear in certain engines during starting, when the 

pressure in the combustion chamber has not yet risen, and the pressure 



in the interhousing space already has. Therefore conditions of 

pressing are considered sometimes as starting conditions. 

§ 2. Peculiarities of Problems Arising During Strength 
Analysis o'f an Engine 0 0 

In the strength analysis of an engine the most difficult problem 

is analysis of the shell and head during a high thermal effect. The 

fact is that the analysis of these components for permissible stresses 

is ineffective. In the usual analyses, widely encountered in machine 

building practice, it is assumed that the stresses in the components 

are elastic and constitute a portion of the yield point or ultimate 

strength. Simple calculations show that due to only one thermal effect 

on a shell (without forces of pressure), the latter experience stresses 

that noticeable exceed the elastic limit. 

This means that it would be incorrect to consider a shell as an 

elastic body. In such cases the component (shell) should be analyzed 

in the plastic region, i,e., the analysis should be made taking into 

account the fact that the material does not follow Hooke's law. How¬ 

ever, this is still essentially insufficient. The question arises 

of what should be detected in such an analysis? If, as a result of 

analysis, stresses are detected in the shell, the designer all the 

same will not have the possibility to Judge the efficiency of the 

design. 

If the material possesses clearly expressed plastic properties 

(and for the shell material of a liquid-propellant rocket engine this 

is precisely the case), it is very difficult to Judge the degree of 

danger of stresses. 

Let us consider, for example, a simple case. A rod, secured 

by its ends (Fig. 6), is uniformly cooled. In it there appear 

.. ? 

♦ 



temperature stresses* The question arises of how dangerous are they? 

If the material Is brittle, this question could be answered rather 

simply» Here It would have been possible to proceed by known methods, 

l.e., to calculate, as this Is usually done, the elastic stress and, 

comparing It with ultimate strength, find the safety factor. 

For a material possessing high plastic properties there cannot 

be any temperature destruction, l»e», the origin of a fracture as a 

result of thermal stresses (here the possibility of melting of the 

material Is not considered). In order for the rod to break, It must 

be given great elongations, l.e.. Immeasurably larger than those 

which can be obtained as a result of thermal effect. 

Thus, we must assume that the thermal stresses for the considered 

rod are not dangerous. They are ”passive" and appear as a result 

of the given, comparatively small, theraal strains, whereas tensile 

elongations are very great» 

i - t 1 
Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 

We shall now assume that the same rod Is loaded by force P (Fig. 

7). Independently of whether the rod material Is brittle or plastic, 

the stress Is "active." Here force and stress are given, but not 

strain. The degree of danger of this loading should be estimated by 

means of comparison of stress with yield point or ultimate strength. 

It does not follow, however, to consider that as a result of the 

force effect, "active" stresses always appear in the indicated sense, 

and as a result of the theraal effect, always "passive" stresses. 

For instance, local bending stresses, the so-called edge effect 

stresses, during loading of a shell by Internal pressure p (Pig. 8) 



ar« "passive*” They are absolutely safe ac long as the material 

possesses plastic properties* The same local stresses In the zone of 

application of external forces can be "active”* (Fig* 9). 

Everything said above Indicates that the stresses determined 

apart from the character of their appearance still do not give the 

possibility to Judge the degree of danger of loading the structure. 

In the design of such a complicated component as the chamber of 

a llquld-propellant rocket engine, where simultaneously power and 

thermal factors are acting. It Is Impossible to make a Judgement on 

the suitability of the design only on the basis of analysis of the 

state of strain, even with full consideration of all peculiarities of 

plastic strain* 

It Is possible to say morei the state of strain of the shell 

of a llquld-propellant rocket engine In the evaluation of Its suit¬ 

ability withdraws to a second plan. For the designer. It Is Important 

In the final result that during a short time of operation of the 

engine the shell completely retains Its dimensions or. In any case, 

does not change them so much that the operating conditions of the 

♦The terms "active" and "passive" stresses used here should not be 
confused with the concept of active and passive strains In the con¬ 

ventional sense (see p. lb). 



engine are disturbed. Thus, the evaluation of suitability of a design 

with respect to magnitude of displacements and analysis of permissible 

displacements, i.e., rigidity analysis, takes on meaning, but during 

plastic strain. 

For the head of an engine it is essential that in the process of 

operation the airtightness of swiveling* of the burners into plates 

is retained. When during bending in the plates there appear large 

elongations, the swiveling opens. Consequently, here the ana.ysis 

should be conducted not on the permissible stresses and even not on 

displacements, but on permissible strains (elongations), which are, 

of course, in the plastic region. 

Either way, it is necessary to recognise that an analysis of the 

main components of a liquid-propellant rocket engine, working with an 

allowance of plastic flows, should not he made on permissible stresses. 

This question should be answered depending upon the assignment and 

the purpose of the element of the design. The so-called thermal 

stresses should be taken in consideration only when they promote the 

appearance of plastic flows. The main Influence of temperatures 

appears in the change of strength and mechanical indices of the 

material. 

Further, it is necessary to consider that pressure in the working 

and interhousing spaces does not remain constant along the length of 

the engine. Temperature al"o varies along the length of the engine. 

Therefore, a check on the rigidity and strength of the shell of a 

♦Translation editor's note« An exact translation of the Russian 
word "zaval'tsovka" cannot be determined here. It seems to lmp y 

Mswiveling," or "swiveling device. 



liquid-propellant rocket engine should he produced in several sections 

of the engine, for instance in the combustion chamber, the critical 

section, at the end of the nozzle area, i.e#, where it is necessary 

in connection with the laws of change of loads and temperatures. 

We shall now try to describe in detail the analysis of a liquid- 

propellant rocket engine, 

§ 5. General Diagram and Sequence of Proposed Strength 
Analysis of a Liquid-Propellant Rocket Engine 

The statements given above clearly show that strength analysis 

should precede thermal analysis of an engine. Thus, for instance, 

the overall dimensions, pressure in the combustion chamber, nozzle 

expansion, and so forth, are selected on the basis of considerations 

of overall design and according to the results of thermodynamic engine 

analysis. Thickness of the inner wall and method of connection of 

shells, magnitude of pressure in interhousing space, and so forth, 

are determined in the first place by the conditions of creation of 

a reliable system of cooling, and only then, by the strength con¬ 

ditions. 

After a general thermal and hydraulic analysis is conducted, 

i.e., temperature of wall and pressure in the working and interhousing 

spaces are found, it is possible to proceed to strength analysis 

of the engine. Consequently, strength analysis obtains the character 

of a checkout. If it is established that some elements of the engine 

do not satisfy the strength conditions, the design should receive appro¬ 

priate changes. This frequently entails the change of thermal and 

hydraulic conditions and requires the introduction of corrections into 

the thermal analysis. After that, the strength checkout should be 

repeated. 

However, the indicated sequence of analysis in the design 

... li. 



of an engine is not solely possible, A more correct method would be 

one which allows the selection of dimensions as a result of thermal 

and strength analyses united in a single analysis complex. 

Strength analysis of an engine should be made on the main elements 

considered above. Thus, we distinguish analysis of the shell (this Is 

the most time-consuming problem), analysis of the head, and analysis 

of the structural units of the engine. The following account is also 

incorporated in this plan. 

The shell first of all should satisfy the condition of con¬ 

servation of overall strength, independently of the method of Joining 

the inner and outer shells. The shell of the chamber is then con¬ 

sidered as a compound thin-walled container under high pressure 

(pressure in combustion chamber). The connections between shells are 

approximately averaged and it is assumed that the connection of shells 

is carried out conditionally uniformly over the entire surface. 

This allows us to conduct an approximate general analysis, not con¬ 

sidering the peculiarities of behavior of shells in the vicinity of 

local connections. Such an approximate analysis constitutes the first 

stage of the full strength analysis of the shell. The shell should 

satisfy, in the first place, the condition of overall strength, 

found by such a method. 

The next step in the analysis is the determination of local 

deflections of the inner shell in the nozzle area, in the critical 

zone, and in the combustion chamber. Local deflections should not 

exceed a certain definite magnitude; otherwise this will show up in 

the conditions of cooling and will lead to burnout of the engine. 

Thus, analysis of the shell should be produced according to permissible 

deflections by some method depending upon the type of connection of 



shells. If the shells have widely-spaced connections, the analysis 

for local deflections should be replaced by strength analysis of the 

inner shell. 

Once again we shall emphasize that this analysis should be con¬ 

ducted not only for the combustion chamber, but also for the critical 

zone where there takes place the highest temperature, and also for the 

nozzle area at the cutoff with the biggest drop of pressures between 

the working and interhousing spaces. 

In the analysis of the head the main problem is the determination 

of deflection of flat head under the action of temperature and drop 

of pressures, and most of all, the determination of the greatest 

elongation of the plate in the zone of attachment of the burners. The 

magnitude of this elongation determines the disturbance of airtightness 

of the expanded burners and is a standard measure of the restricted 

state of the external head. 

After the head is analyzed, one should proceed to the analysis 

of the units for attaching the head to the shell and the shell to 

the brackets, and determine the degree of loading of the Joints, 

connecting the inner and outer shells. 

That Is the appearance of the general plan of practical strength 

analysis of a liquid-propellant rocket engine. In the same order it 

will also be presented below. 

It remains only to say that this analysis is approximate and, of 

course, still by far not enough reveals all the regularities behavior 

of the design of a liquid-propeliant rocket engine in real conditions 

of its operation. 

In particular, at high temperatures the shell material of a 

liquid-propellant rocket engine for several minutes of engine operation 

13 



noticeably manifests the property of brief creep. In other words, 

the shell has in certain cases the possibility, during the time of 

engine operation, to noticeably change its dimensions during constant 

operating conditions of the engine, i.e. during constant loads and 

temperatures. 

14 



CHAPTER H 

BRIEF INFORMATION ON THE 
AND THE THEORY 

THEORY OF PLASTICITY 
OF SHELLS 

Cyrillic Designations In Text 

ÄOnojiH = add = additional. 

C « m * middle, 
cp = av * average. 

T = y = yield. 

§ ^ Elasticity and Plaatleity 

The ability of solids to deform under the action of external 

forces and to completely restore their dimensions after removal of 

the action of the forces carries the name of elasticity. In contrast 

to elasticity the ability of bodies to retain permanent (plastic) 

deformations, caused by external forces, bears the name of plasticity. 

Completely elastic and completely plastic bodies do not exist. 

It is well-known that under small forces any body is basically elastic 

and the properties of plasticity do not have to be considered, as 

this is done In the solution of basic problems of the theory of 

elasticity and strength of materials. Under large loads the properties 

of elasticity do not disappear, but the properties of plasticity 

become very predominant. 

The phenomena of plasticity and elasticity are well Illustrated 

in the example of a simple tension-compression test of a material. 



Th« connection between stresses and elongation is usually represented 

in the form of the stressastrain diagram shown in Fig. 10. The form 

of the curve depends on the properties of the material and the temp¬ 

erature at which the test was conducted. To a certain extent the form 

of the curve also depends on the speed with which the sample was 

loaded. We shall not remain on the last dependence and shall say that 

the stress-strain diagram was made on a tensile testing machine with 

constant speed of tension. Usually this speed varies from one 

hundredth to one percent of elongation of the sample per minute. 

On the initial approximately rectilinear 

section of the diagram OA (see Fig. 10) the 

strains are almost completely elastic. After 

removal of the load the sample restores its 

dimensions. The properties of plasticity were 

quite difficult to detect here with the help 

of direct measurements. They appear the most 

noticeably in the process of multiple loading, for Instance, in the 

form of internal friction during free vibrations of an elastic body. 

Upon further loading the plastic strains Increase quickly. If 

the stress is raised to a certain value of a^, and then the sample 

Is unloaded, the diagram of unloading, as it is known, will proceed 

along line BC, parallel to QA. We shall obtain the permanent plastic 

strain depicted by section OC. 

The test sample also retains its elastic properties. Correspond¬ 

ing elastic strain is depicted by section CD. 

Since the diagrams of loading and unloading of the sample do not 

coincide, it is taken in accordance with this to distinguish active 

and passive deformation of the sample. During active deformation, or 

is 



active strain, stress Increases, and during passive, It drops* Thus, 

the section of the diagram OB corresponds to active, and BC, to 

passive strain* 

Now the question arises of how to analytically connect stresses 

and strains, and most of all, according to the results of uniaxial 

tensile testing, how to cross to general dependences of complicated 

state of strain* 

Within the limits of elastic strains this question Is answered 

comparatively simply. 

During uniaxial tension Hooke’s law Is valid in the form 

0»£«. 

For complicated state of strain (Fig. 11) there Is Introduced 

a second Independent constant p. and constant G, connected with E and 

li by the relationship 

*0+1») (i) 

Further, by means of the superposition 

principle of strains along three axes x, y 

and z, we obtain known linear relationships 

y T„=~i 

•,“yl«,-F(«.+01l T«=y ; 

o 

(2) 

Fig. 11. 

We shall not remain on this question In detail. Inasmuch as all 

this Is assumed to be known from the study of strength of materials. 

The form of notation (2) Is not the only possible one. 

First of all, relationships (2) can be reversed. Then stresses 

ax, a , and az will be expressed through components of strains. By 



considering expression (1), we obtain 

o,=2Gt,-f %,= Ot„: 

®f=20if-fX*; »„«Or*,: 
0,=:201,+X«; Isj—OImp 

(?) 

where fi Is the relative change of volumei 

+'r (“i 

(5) 

The moment of transition of the elastic zone to the plastic, i.e., 

the moment of appearance of noticeable plastic strains (point A on 

Fig. 10), can be determined by one of the theories of strength. 

As we know from the study of strength of materials, at present 

there are several criteria of transition from an elastic zone to 

a plastic zone. The most commonly used are the hypothesis of maximum 

shear, Mohr’s hypothesis, end the hypothesis of energy of distortion. 

We shall consider the latter. According to this hypothesis the 

transition from elastic zone to plastic occurs when magnitude 

called the intensity of stresses, reaches the yield point, i.e., 

magnitude a (see Fig. 10). 

Magnitude in the elastic zone may be expressed with the 

help of relationships (3) through the strain components. Then, 

considering expression (1), we obtain 



Designating 

,,= »■+,.>x 

x/(.,-./+(,.-.,>«+(..-./+-i-(T}f+T;,+Ty. (7) 

we shall call this magnitude the intensity of strains. 

For the elastic zone the following compact relationship Is valid» 

(3) 

which can be considered as one of the forms of expression of general¬ 

ized Hooke’s law. 

It is now necessary to find the appearance of the connection 

between components of stresses and strains in the plastic zone. The 

determination of these relationships and solution, on their basis, 

of a number of problems of mechanics of continuous media also consti¬ 

tutes the content of the theory of plasticity. 

§ 5* Basic Relationships of the Theory of Plasticity 

The dependences between components of stresses and strains in 

the plastic zone should obviously be constructed in such a manner that 

they include the equations of the elastic zone as a particular case. 

It is necessary that during small strains the unknown relationships 

transfer into relationships (2), (3), and (8). But this is small. 

It is necessary that from the same relationships of plasticity as a 

result there follows the accepted hypothesis of so-called strength, 

i.e., in this case the hypothesis of energy of distortion. Then the 

unknown relationships of plasticity will constitute a logical expan¬ 

sion of the above-established regularities. This will be a new step 

through elasticity and the criteria of strength to the plastic 

region. 
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For the laws of plasticity it is convenient to select the same 

form of notation as for the laws of elasticity. Thus, instead of 

writing 

—m 
where l’(e) is a function graphically assigned to the stress-strain 

diagram (Fig. 12), it is possible to write 

(9) 

where E* is the modulus of plasticity and is considered as a function 

of elongation e. 

From the diagram shown in Fig. 12 it is 

clear that 

At small strains 

Upon transition to a complicated state 

of strain, the trend looks very tempting to generalize in this way 

relationship (8), taking 

(10) 

where E‘ is again considered as a variable, and relationship (10) is 

kept unitary for all forms of state of strain. 

At small strains, expression (10) changes into expression (8). 

Transition from elastic state to plastic in characterized by the 

equality 

According to expression (6) we then arrive at the strength 



hypothesis of energy of distortion. 

Numerous experiments, set up for checking the expressed assumption, 

showed that it is correct for a very hroad class of cases. 

Thus, it was established that the form of dependence (10) 

is determined basically by the properties of the material and almost 

does not depend on the form of state of strain. 

This position is the initial point of the theory of plasticity, 

it is developed in detail in [14] and [7]. A simple, methodical account 

of this question is also given in the book by N. I. Bezukhov [?]. 

The second position of the theory of plasticity is the condition 

that the change of volume 

is purely elastic. This well agrees with direct experiments. At all 

pressures attainable for contemporary technology the phenomenon of 

permanent strains cannot be attained during manifold compression in 

materials. 

During deformation of a material the plastic strains as a rule 

are more noticeable than the elastic ones. Since 0 is a magnitude 

of the same order as elastic elongations, it is usually taken that 

during plastic deformation the volume changes insignificantly. Then 

in the construction of formulas connecting the components of stresses 

and strains in the plastic zone, we take the magnitude 

Now we shall compose the unknown relationships. 

First of all let us note that during uniaxial tension, when 



V-T«=To=0. 

the intensity of state of strain (6) and intensity of deformed 

state (7) are converted correspondingly to a and e. This means 

that expression (10) changes into expression (9)# and this is an 

analytic expression of the curve of the usual stress-strain diagram. 

But according to the first position of the theory of plasticity, 

dependence (10) is unitary for all states of strain. Consequently, 

it does not differ from the dependence assigned by the usual stress- 

strain diagram. It is necessary only to plot along the axes not a 

and e, but and (Fig. 1J). Then 

i.e., we obtain the magnitude of the variable modulus of elasticity. 

Now, analogous to expression (1) and 

(2), we write out the unknown relationships 

O’-ÿf; 

a «Lr 
*9 

1L 
•i 

«I 

a*, 
ï* 9l V' 

[•’- 

j-(•,+*.)]: 

j-(*t+•,)]: 

(•,+«,)}: V 

(11) 

When u ■ 1/2 the conversion of equations (3) leads to uncertainty, 

inasmuch as X - go, and 0-0. Therefore, we shall preliminarily 

perform the following operation. 

We shall add the first three equations (3) and, designating 

•»"l’•*)*■•*»* “■(•*+*.+•**• 
3 3 

oo 



we obtain 

•«,=<20+»Kr 

Now from each equation we subtract correspondingly the left and 

right sides of the last relationship. 

Then the first three equations (3) will take on the following formi 

*j 9tp ~~ 20 («J 

•• “ «cf == 20 (., — et,). 

For the plastic zone. Instead of equations (3), we obtain 

^*1 1 (12) 

This Is the appearance of the relationships between components 

of stresses and strains in the plastic zone. 

Subsequently we shall use these relationships only for the flat 

state of strain. We shall make the necessary conversions* We shall 

take 

Then equations (11) will take on the following formi 

« 

(13) 



Furthermore, 

(14) 

Converting equations (ij) we find 

(15) 

Intensity of state of strain (6) will be 

•i (16) 

We further put o and a (15) In expression (14) and find 
* a y 

The expression for intensity of deformed state (7) takes on 

the following form* 

subsequently we shall basically use relationships (15) and (17). 

§ 6. Condition of Simple Loading 

All experiments for checking the basic relationships of plasticity 

were conducted In conditions of simple strain, l.e., under the con¬ 

dition that In the process of loading the principal axes of the 

deformed state kept their own direction constant. Namely In these 

conditions was there established a good coincidence of the above- 

expressed hypotheses with experiment# 



A. A, Il’yushin proved the theorem that simple strain takes place 

(Independently of shape of the body) when the loading Is simple, l,e., 

all forces in the process of loading increase not in arbitrary form, 

but in proportion to one parameter, for instance time. During complex 

loading of a body, i.e., when growth of one of the forces is not 

accompanied by proportional growth of all others, the principal axes 

of strain will not retain their direction. Then the main positions of 

the theory of plasticity remain experimentally unconfirmed. However, 

with small deviations from conditions of simple loading they may be 

approximately considered correct. Experiments on the study of complex 

loading at the present are insufficient to confidently advance any 

hypothesis of plasticity in these conditions. 

Everything said above may be summarized by the formulation of 

A. A. Il'yushini 

"The theory of small elastic-plastic deformations gives correct 

(agreeable with experiment) results at least, when the process of 

loading of the body is simple, i.e., external forces from the begin¬ 

ning of their application increase in proportion to a common parameter." 

This can be illustrated by the following simple example. 

Let us assume that there is a rod (Fig. 14), loaded by tensile 

forces P and twisting moments M. 

If P and M increase from zero proportionately, the determination 

of the state of strain in this rod can confidently be carried out by 

the apparatus of th-s above described theory of plasticity. If both 

force factors increase, but not quite proportionately, one may assume 

that the theory of plasticity is useful, at least as an approximate one. 

It is more difficult to answer the question* what will happen 

when moment M and force P change evidently not in preportion? For 

•v- 



instance, at first moment M is applied, and then force P or, conversely, 

at first force P, and then moment M» Here there is no confidence not 

only in the possibility of application of the available theory of 

plasticity to an analysis, but also, in general, it is not known if 

the same result or different results will be obtained with the shown 

change of the order of the loading. 

Now we shall see in what measure 

everything said above can relate to 

the analysis of thermally stressed Fig. 14. 

units of liquid-propellant rocket engines. 

In a liquid-propellant rocket engine the forces of pressure in 

different zones of the working volume and interhousing space with 

known approximation may be considered proportionately variable. Thus, 

for instance, the pressure in the nozzle area increases in proportion 

to the pressure in the combustion chamber. As approximately propor¬ 

tionately increasing it is also possible to take the pressure in the 

interhousing space. 

•Hie matter with temperatures is more complicated. In this case 

the temperature should also be considered as an external influencing 

factor. 

The question of in what conformity with the external forces should 

temperature increase, so that the strain is simple, requires special 

study. This problem is quite complicated. Inasmuch as the thermal 

effect is not limited by only thermal elongations. With Increase 

of temperature the mechanical characteristics of the material are 

lowered and the form of the stress-strain diagram is changed. 

Partially, the answer to this question may be obtained in the 

analysis of the processes of heating of a shell in certain cases of 



engine starting; for instance during instantaneous starting and starting 

with given time delay on the preliminary stage* These problems, 

however, have an independent meaning. Therefore, disregarding the 

peculiarities of the law of temperature increase, we shall assume 

that the theory of plasticity in its present form with some degree 

of approximation reflects the process of deformation of the shell of 

a liquid-propellant rocket engine during thermal effect. If there 

is no thermal effect, i.e., if conditions of pressing are considered, 

this question is indisputable and does not evoke any doubt, inasmuch 

as in this case the loading will be simple. 

The second moment, provoking certain difficulties in the 

application of the theory of plasticity to the analysis of a liquid- 

propellant rocket engine, is the question about the presence of zones 

of unloading. 

During simple loading there appears for the most part active 

strain, although here during loading there is possible in certain 

points a transition from active strain to unloading. The presence 

of temperature complicates the phenomenon, and all the more so its 
f 

analysis, under the condition that the law of growth of temperatures 

is unknown. Subsequently we shall consider that the growth of 

temperatures occurs in accordance with the growth of external forces 

and strain in all points of the investigated design is active. It 

is possible to trust that this will not lead to large errors, even if 

in certain volumes there occurs the process of unloading. Subsequently 

this question, as the first, should be studied independently. 

Let us now turn to questions of geometry of shells. 

§ 7. Shells and Their Basic Peculiarities 

A shell is any body in which one of the measurements (thickness) 

is significantly less than two others. 



The locus of points, equidistant from the main surfaces of a 

shell, bears the name of middle surface. The geometry of a shell is 

completely de' jrmined by the fora of the middle surface and by the 

law of change of thickness* The latter however does not have an 

essential meaning, inasmuch as shells, as a rule, have constant 

thickness. 

If the middle surface is a plane, such a shell is called a 

plate. 

If the middle surface is a surface of revolution, such a shell 

is called a shell of rotation. The shell of a liquid-propellant 

rocket engine, as was mentioned above, is, if not exactly, then 

almost exactly, a shell of rotation. Only this type of shell shall we 

consider below. 

As variables, characterizing the local geometry of a shell of 

rotation, we shall select the radius of curvature of a meridian arc 

R^, secoiid main radius Rgi and angle 0 between the normal to the 

middle surface and axis of symmetry (Fig. 15a). 

Radius R2 is always equal to 

the distance from the middle 

surface along the normal to the 

point of intersection with the 

axis of symmetry; Rg is positive. 

Radius R1# depending upon 

the fora of meridian arc, may be 

both positive and negative. Thus, in Fig. 15a the curvature of the 

meridian arc is considered to be positive. For a conical shell (Fig. 

15b) the curvature of a meridian arc is equal to zero (R^ - co). For 

the shell of a liquid-propellant rocket engine in the vicinity of the 



critical section (Pig* 15b) the curvature of a meridian arc will be 

negative* 

All three above introduced magnitudes(H^, and 6) are functions 

of the location of point A on the surface. 

The form of the middle surface of & shell after deformation 

carries the name of the elastic surface of a shell* It may be 

characterized by three projections of full displacement of point A 

(Fig* 16) on axes x, y, and z* We shall designate these projections 

correspondingly as u, v, and w. 

Axis x and displacement u are directed 

on a tangent to a meridian arc, while y and v, 

on a tangent to a circular arc, and z and w, 

on a normal* If deformation of the shell is 

axially symmetric, displacement v becomes zero* 

Now it is necessary to express the defor¬ 

mations appearing in a shell through displacements u, v, and w* 

At first we shall find the component of deformation ex, ey, and 
«Mk «Hk «Hk 

7W in the middle surface* We shall designate them by e_, e“, yL,. 
xy * Jr xy 

We shall start with e“. This magnitude consists of three 

components* 

The first component is stipulated by displacement u* The left 

end of element dx (Fig* 17) obtains displacement u, and the right, 

Displacement w is considered to be equal to zero* Increase 

of length of the element will be equal to 'fa** and corresponding 

unit elongation is equal to —, 

The second component is stipulated by displacement w (Fig* 18). 

If before deformation the length of the element was dx, after 



deformation It will be 4r+ 
WáM 

*1 

Increase of length is equal to and 

corresponding elongation is 

Finally, the third component is stipulated 

by turn of element dx in the plane of a meridian 

arc (Fig. 19) in the absence of displacement u. 

Section AB» is larger than section AB by the magnitude 
cos! 

Corresponding elongation will be 

I —CMl I» 
cm! 2 

Since angle 

elongation is equal to 

This magnitude, as we cen see, is a 

quadratic function of deflection. At small 

deflections it may be disregarded. Subsequently, 

we shall also consider large displacements. 

Summarizing the obtained expressions, we 

find 

'•-T+i+f®'- (*») 

It is analogously possible to compose an 

expression for e®. Here, however, it is necessary 
if 

to add one more component. 

Let us consider element dy (Fig. 20). If both 

ends of this element obtain displacement u, section 
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AC is extended to 
éf 

Äiif» 
Unit elongation will be equal to 

The firet three components will be written by analogy with e111 and 

the last magnitude will be addedt 

2 (*,) * (19) 

Fig« 20. 

angle between sections A'B1 and 

In order to find the angle of 

slide V^y, we shall consider element 

dx dy in a plan (Fig. 21). 

Before deformation, three point 

occupy position ABC. After deforma¬ 

tion, A’B’C', accordingly. The 

\B will obviously be, 

* 
Ti 

The angle between sections A»^ and AC 

Disregarding magnitudes of 

higher order, we find 

ss 
du 

b 
V 
b 

du y 

b Äjlgl* 

Angle of slide (change of 

angle BAG) is equal to the sum 

of obtained angles, 

Ti+T«= dx 
9 

To this magnitude there should be added another nonlinear 

component, stipulated by the large magnitude of deflection w. The 



origin of this component becomes clear from the consideration of Fig* 

22* Due to the fact that sections dx - AB and dy - AC turn corre¬ 

spondingly at angles byt/òx and òw/ày# the angle between them does not 

remain straight. It varies exactly by the magnitude of the mentioned 

additional component. 

As we know, the cosine of the angle between 

two straight lines 

where l1, Ig, m1, ... are the direction cosines 

of straight lines forming angle <p. 

?-=W-T-*.: 

/,«*1; «i=0; 

/,=0; si,**!; 

Consequently, 

c*>* (00* -T«*J * TiMw.=^jj . 

Thus, in the middle surface the angle of slide 

'T* * 1st 
do 

dx 
du 9 . dw dm 
dy dx dy (20) 

Now it is necessary to find the components of deformation ex, Ey, 

and "v . in layers at distance z from the middle surface. This is 
xy 

usually done by means introducing the hypothesis about the invariability 

of the normal. It is assumed that points located on the normal to 

the middle surface remain on this normal after deformation. This 

hypothesis is absolutely analogous to the hypothesis of plane sections 



in the usual bend analysis of a beam« 

Using the hypothesis about Invariability of the normal. It Is 

possible to say that displacements of a point, at distance z from the 

middle surface, will differ from u and v by magnitudes and * — 
ê* êf 

(Fig. 25). 

Thus. 

■•—‘IT 
-- 

èf 

where u . v . and w„ are displacements of a point 
z z z 

at distance z from the middle surface« Further¬ 

more, in this point one should consider Instead 

of R, and Rg, the magnitudes R^ + z and Rg + z, and corresponding to 

this 

and 
*i l* 

. R% \ 

Now from expressions (18), (19)í *nd (20) we shall easily find 

the components of deformation in all layers of the shell* For that 

it is necessary to substitute, taking, instead of u, v, and w, the 

magnitudes u_# vw, and w . and correspondingly changing R^ and Rp* 
Z Z Z X c. 

As a result, retaining the first powers of z, we obtain 

. - * i ^_• . th **■ ■ » . » *»i 
ãf iM if Rttgi' ix if l ixif +/?îIf l + /?2Igl dy Y 

oi> 



Hi® components containing z aa the factor are deformations caused 

by bending and torsion of the shell* 

With the closely-spaced arrangement of connections In the shell 

of a liquid-propellant rocket englnef bending takes on a clearl'r 

expressed local character and deformations are determined basically 

&»w 

èjfl 
-rr *nd by the magnitudes 

Therefore# in expressions of bending strains we shall reject the 

immaterial components# such as -jp, etc* 

Furthermore# with real relationships oí dimensions of the shell 

of a liquid-propellant rocket engine# in expressions for 6y and "Y^y* 

components and ^ are very small. 

Subsequently we shall use the following simplified expressions* 

Numerical estimation of the role of the rejected components 

while making practical calculations shows that the error connected 

with the simplification made does not exceed 2-2#. 

§ 8. Equations of Equilibrium for Shells 

By two meridional and two tangential sections we shall isolate 

from the shell an element with dimensions dx dy (Fig. 24). To the 

edges of the isolated element we shall apply internal forces and 

moments* 

By T and T we shall designate the tensile forces occurring 
X y 

per unit of length of arc of the corresponding section) ^ and Qy are 



the transverse forces; S le the shear force* The dimension of these 

force factors Is kg/nmu 

In exactly the same way we shall Introduce 

designations for specific bending moments Mx 

and My and torsional moment H, Their dimension 

is kg*mm/mm; p is the internal pressure* 

Positive directions for forces and moments 

are shown in Fig. 25. Here each of the specific 

force factors is multiplied by the corresponding length of arc of 

the section. Thus, the meridional force will be T dy, tangential 

Ty dx, etc. 

Section dy* on the right 

differs from dy on the left. 

It is easy to show that 

Fig. 24. 

Section dx upon transition 

from one meridian to another is 

not changed. Inasmuch as the 

shell is a shell of rotation. 

The external forces acting on 

the shell are assumed to be 

asymmetric; therefore, the 

applied internal forces do not possess properties of axial symmetry. 

If the loads are symmetric, the internal force factors do not depend 

on y. 

Equations of equilibrium will be composed for a deformed shell, 

l.e., we shall consider that due to rather large local displacement 

C5 



w th# radii of curvature of the middle eurface were noticeably changed 

• " 
and took on the value# of and Rg* 

We shall project all force# acting on the element on a nonral 

to the middle surface. 

Disregarding magnitudes of the highest order of smallness, we 

obtain 

fdxdy-T,d*^-T,dy %-+Sdy±(^)djc+ 

+Sd*-^(±-)dy+Q,dy-{<)t+^dx)dy' + 

+Q,dx-(Qt+i£dy)dx=0. 

whence, after substitution of dy' and simple transformations, we 

find 

Í.+ÍS *W 
tody 

Om *Qi 
Äjtg« to to 

:0. 

The three first components taken separately form the known 

Laplace relationship. 

The fourth component enters the equation, since it was agreed to 

consider the noticeable change of form of the shell. The loaded shell 

is distorted, there appears twisting In the middle surface, and forces 

S give the component along the normal. 

Further, however, this component will be disregarded, since as 

compared to the second and third It turns out to be small. Forces Tx 

and T are sufficiently large. They are stipulated not only by the 

presence of local deflections, but also, most of all, by the overall 

extension of the shell of a llquld-propellant rocket engine under the 

pressure In the working cavity. Shear force S appears only as a result 

of asymmetric local deflections In the shell and, therefore, turns out 
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to be insignificant. 

Further, in the obtained equation we shall disregard the term 

as compared to 

Qm 

Äjifi 

dür 

This is a logical result of the assumptions, made in the preceding 

paragraph. With the closely-spaced arrangement of connections between 

shells the arbitrary displacements and force factors have a predominant 

value as compared to the displacements and forces themselves. If, 

furthermore, we consider that for real geometric relationships of 

the shell of a liquid-propellant rocket engine the magnitude Rg tan 9 

is sufficiently large, the disregard becomes evident. 

Thus, the equation of equilibrium takes on the following formi 

_Tl dQj 
to 

àQ, 
ày (22) 

We shall now project all forces in a direction tangent to the arc 

of a meridian and the arc of a circle. This will give 

Hence 

r*-dx) dy-—Tdy—T, dx 
à* I ' * 9 *,tgt 

■Sdx+ (ta 

Hs+$dy)äx-<>.d>f+0,d*i{Z)äy-o. 

(T,+%-d,)dx-Ttdx+(S+ £.dx)dy'-Sdy+ 

Tm . *TÆ 
Äfl|lT dür R, 

iy 1 à* + -t+Q — 
7T*WtàMÔy 

-0. 
(2?) 



Vfe »hall tak», finally, th» buo of moment» of all force» with 

respect to the tangent to the meridian arc and the tangent to the 

circular arcs 

[Mv+*-~dy)dx-Mfdx-Qfdxdy-Hdy+ 

At),/-Wx ¡jí^-0; 

(Mj+^dxjdy'-M, dy - Q, dx dy - M, dx + 

+{H+fd’) dx-Hdx*=ù, 

whence 

»L: 
w> èf T *MTâiïo' 

~ iMm i dH i Ms-Mf 

We °*'«n d. »regard, as this was done above, the magnitudes 

« and*'-*’ 
#,«*« «I«« 

Then 

V* T ** 

* ig'tf 

Putting Qy and ^ In equation (22), we obtain 

. T1 T1 *"• 1 
' 'jT »T a«* 

mH **i 
*M*J if 

=0. 

Curvatures 1/¾ and 1/¾ differ from 1/¾ and 1/¾ correspondingly 

and 
if if 

by magnitudes Thus, 



Finally we obtain 

I I . ---; 
Ä| . Ri i* 

I I 
■ = —— — .. 

*Ma d*H 
à** d*dy dyi 

=0. 
(24) 

Now it remains to establish the connection between components of 

stresses ax, ay, and Txy, forces Tx, Ty, S, and moments K , and H. 

We shall consider the lateral edges of element dx dy (Fig. 26). 

At distance z from the middle surface we shall isolated on these 

edges elementary lines with width dz« Stresses o , a , and -r , 
Ä y Jv Jf 

within the limits of each line remain constant* 

Force T dy will obviously be equal to A 

Fig. 26. 

♦f 
Tady= j 9adydz. 

* 
" T 

Since dy within the limits of the edge 

remains constant or, more exact, almost 

constant, then 

. * 
♦t 

T.- j 
â 
T 

Analogously 

♦f ♦i Fy* J ipdzi 5* J 
T 

» 
T 

Moment M dy will be 



• • 

- f •jijé*. 
-f 

The sign is placed here because positive stress with 

positive z gives a moment opposite in sign to that considered in the 

composition of equations of equilibrium (see Fig. 25)« 

Thus, 

♦f 

Af,— - f it. 
è 

-T 

In exactly the same way we find My and H. 

We shall finally write out these expressions together: 

"T 

(25) 

The calculated relationships, characterizing the deformed state 

and state of strain of the shell, are sufficient in order to solve 

the basic problems appearing in the design of a liquid-propellant 

rocket engine. 

We shall now stop on Galerkin*8 method, which will be necessary 

to use subsequently. 

§ 9. Galerkin^ Method 

One of the wide-spread methods of approximate solution of 
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differential equations of the applied theory of elasticity and mechanics 

is Galerkin's method. 

Let us assume that there is a differential equation 

(26) 

and given boundary conditions for the unknown function of w. 

According to Galerkin, the solution of equation (26) is taken 

in the form of 

(27) •-*!?«(*) +A*h{x) +.. 

where cp^, cp2 ... <Pn are certain functions satisfying the boundary 

conditions at any values of indefinite parameters A^, A^, ... A^. The 

number of these parameters may be any. In particular, we shall 

subsequently solve the problem with one parameter. Then 

v-Af(x). 

In the selection of functions <p2 ... <pn one should follow not 

only the requirement of observance of boundary conditions, but also 

the form of the proposed solution. It is necessary that the functions 

respond as best as possible to the character of solution unknown to 

us, but guessed according to the physical sens® of the problem. In 

connection with this, equation (26) in the solution of practical 

problems should be composed with respect to unknown w, allowing a 

graphic physical interpretation. 

We shall put w from expression (27) into equation (26), which 

takes on the following form* 

Hx,Au 

Function f(x) is not identically equal to zero, inasmuch as 

expression (27) is not an exact solution of equation (26). Thus, 



I 

function f(x) Is a function-error. 

He shall multiply f(x) alternately by 9, .... ¢,,. take t'rom 

these products the Integrals In the entire region of variation of x, 

equate each of them to zero, and thus obtain a system of equatlone 

with respect to number of unknowns A2> An‘ 

s 
j/(x)t,dx=0: 

s 
We shall determine from this system the constants kv kr ... An< 

put them into the adopted motion (27). and obtain an approximate 

solution of equation (26). 

This Is the purely external side of the method. 

For the first time this method was applied by B. 0. Galerkin in 

1915 [5). He showed that the method just now presented can obtain a 

very exact solution of many problems of structural mechanics, and 

expressed certain considerations Justifying this method. 

Subsequently. Galerkin's method with constant success was 

applied in the solution of many problems of the applied theory of 

elasticity and mechanics* 

It 1B necessary to say that even before B. G. Galerkin (In 1913) 

I G. Bubnov in [3] Indicated that the solution of the problems con¬ 

sidered by 3. P. Timoshenko can be obtained, not resorting to analysis 

of potential energy of the system. X. 0. Bubnov recommends to put 

series (27) In the differential equation, and then in the determination 

of coefficients to proceed In the above-described manner. 

'1 



!• G* Bubnov accompanieß this indication with a reoervationi 

"If the convergence for the series is great" and "if only the functions 

are selected so that 

when ifk, 

considering not a one-dimensional, but a two-dimensional problem (we 

are considering the analysis of plates)." 

Let us remember that the set of functions tp., ¢., ¢ , ..., <p , 
■I» ^ 

possessing the property 

J?<?* dx---= 0 when t + k, ( 29 ) 

is called a set of functions orthogonal in the interval (b - a), and 

property (29) is the property of orthogonality. 

If not one of the functions and <pk is identically equal to 

zero, when i » k 

» 

• 

The property of orthogonalilty is possessed, in particular, by 

trigonometric functions, certain polynomials, and many others. 

If the solution of equation (26) is determined in the form of 

series (27), composed according to orthogonal functions, for instance 

according to trigonometric functions 

«~4|Sln «<*-«) -j- ^ sin f) ... sin 
è —a 

ar.(x — a) 

è-m ’ 
(30) 

Bubnov-Galerkin conditions (28) take on a simple meaning. 

After substitution of series (30) in the differential equation 

wt obtain the function-error of f(x), which in the interval of change 

of X, i.e., (b — a), we decompose in a series according to those 

orthogonal functions 



Taking the firet Bubnov-Qalerkin equation (28), we obtain 

.In 111^=0+...]x 

• • 

XHn"dx*=0. « 

From the properties of orthogonality (29) it follows that 

{/(*)* <fjt= Ä, f .In* 
• • 

In accordance with Galerkin's method we equate this integral 

to zero* But since 

then, consequently, B^ - 0. 

The second Bubnov-Oalerkin condition will give Bg *» 0, the third 

- 0, etc. 

Thus, consecutively executing condition (28), we consecutively 

equate to zero the coefficients of expansion of the function-error, 

decreasing it and approximating it to zero. 

In case of a convergent process with the number of members of a 

series tending to infinity, the function-error becomes equal to zero. 

The Bubnov-Galerkin conditions (28) may be considered as the 

requirement, that the function-error be orthogonal to the functions 

Og# •••» 

If the solution is found exactly, f(x) s o, conditions (28) are 

always executed, since the function. Identically equal to zero, is 



orthogonal In general to all functions. 

Solving the problem approximately, we cannot require that f(x) 

be orthogonal to all functions, and we are satisfied that it is orthog¬ 

onal with respect to a limited number of functions •••» 

In the same way we approximate the function-error to zero not only 

in orthogonal, but in general also in any functions <p2, ..., <Pn. 

Galerkin's method can be consdered not only as a method of 

orthogonalization, but also as a modification of the power method 

(see [12], [10], and [8]). We shall not remain, however, on this 

question. 

Let us consider a simple example of the solution of a problem 

by Galerkin's method. 

We shall find the maximum deflection of a double-seat beam, 

loaded by a uniformly distributed load with intensity q (Fig. 27). 

As it is known, 

Élwf—M. 

For the considered beam the 

Fig. 27. bending moment is 

Then 

£/W+«U-«f=°. 

Boundary conditions are 

w = 0 when x - 0 and x ■ l 

We shall assume that the exact solution of the problem is unknown. 

We shall take the equation of the elastic line of the beam in the form 

of a sinusoid 



«her« A Is an arbitrary constant equal the biggest deflection* 

The selection function « satisfies the boundary conditions and 

the form of the elastic line, selected In such a way, will agree with 

the expected solution. 

We shall place w in the differential equation 

We shall multiply this expression according to Galerkin by 

and take from the product the Integral In the region of variation of 

X, i.e., from zero to l. Then 

The values of integrals will be the following: 

whence 
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At the same time the exact solution Is 

..-¾ £--0.013021-^-. u 

The accuracy In this example, as we can see, is more than 

sufficient. 

More specifically, Galekin's method may be seen in [12], [10], 

and [8], 

Î? 



CHAPTER III 

GENERAL CARRYING CAPACITY OF THE SHELL OF A 
LIQUID-PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE 

Cyrillic Designations in Text 

r « g = gas. 
r.p * g.op » operating gas pressure. 

K = c * contact. 

un æ ih = interhousing. 

n = tot » total, 
no * st * strength. 

p * ten * tensile. 
p.T « o.p = operating point. 

cp = av = average. 

T « y « yield. 

§ 10. Preliminary Remarks 

The shell of an engine forms a container, which contains gas 

with heightened pressure. Consequently, independently of the method 

of attaching the shells and independently of the type of connections, 

in the first place there should be observed the condition of overall 

strength. 

This condition will be analogous to the condition of strength 

of ordinary receptacles from calculation according to the membrane 

theory. Thus, if we consider a cylindrical vessel in ordinary 

ÎS 



conditions, then independently of all other circumstances, it is 

required that the magnitude of stress 

is less than ultimate strength. When this condition is observed it 

is then possible to definitize the calculation, considering the 

rigging points, local connections, and so forth. 

The shell of the combustion chamber constitutes a cylindrical or 

spherical double-walled vessel, in the interhousing space of which 

there flows a liquid coolant. The inner shell on the average is 

heated significantly more than the external one. 

The shells are fastened together. This fastening, as mentioned 

above, can be carried out by different methods. The general carrying 

capacity is not influenced by the form of Joining of the shells. It 

has meaning only in the appraisal of strength of the Joining itself 

and for the laws of change of local deflections in the vicinity of 

the connecting units. 

The exceptions are the cases when from technological considera¬ 

tions for imposition of connections the form of the shell is essen¬ 

tially modified. For instance, for the shell shown in Fig. 28 the 

connection is carried out with the help of welding along a helical 

knurl in the external shell. This leads to the fact that the external 

shell almost completely loses its ability to perceive axial forces 

and works like a corrugated box. Here the form of Joining affects 

the general carrying capacity. 

Thus, considering the general carrying capacity of the shell, we 

are distracted froi. the local peculiarities of design in the vicinity 

of the connection points Of the shells and we consider the walls of 



Fig. 23. 

the hypothesis of homogeneity. 

the chamber as uniform. We shall average the 

stresses, assuming that the number of rigging 

points on the surface of the shell is very 

great. We shall also disregard bending stresses 

both in the internal and external shell. The 

latter essentially results as a consequence of 

§ H# Estimation of the gf . cyllndric^- 
* -of s. Combustion Chamo er Without the --- 
-Calculation of Axial Force 

Let us first consider a ring cut from a cylindrical shell, and 

let us simplify problem to a one-dimensional type, disregarding axial 

thermal elongation, and the influence of axial force. 

Subsequently we shall see that axial tensile force noticeably 

affects the quantitative results of calculations. Therefore, when 

conducting practical calculations it is necessary to consider it. 

But we shall pay no attention to it for technical purposes. 

Thus, this and the following paragraphs of Chapter III do not 

contain any calculating formulas and are intended only to explain 

the method of calculation as simply as possible. 

Pressure of gas in the working cavity will be designated by pg, 

and pressure in the interhousing space, by plh. 

All parameters pertaining to the inner shell will be given a 

"prime" and the parameters pertaining to the outer shell will be 

given two primes. Thus, the thickness and radius of the inner shell 

will be h' and R', and the outer h" and R". Subsequently, for all 

shells we shall consider that 

R* « R" * R. 
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We shall Isolate from the shell an element with central angle 

dqp and within the limits of this element we shall Isolate the outer 

shell from the Inner (Fig. 29). Tangential stress will be designated 

i " 
by a and a correspondingly for the inner and outer shells. 

y y wLm 
The Inner shell is affected from 

within by pressure pß, and on the out¬ 

side by the pressure in the inter¬ 

housing space p^. 

Dividing the shells, we shall 

introduce contact pressure pc ("tensile 

pressure), which is the averaged 

(reduced) pressure of forces of con¬ 

nection between shells. 

From conditions of equi ibrium of elements, depicted in Fig. 29# 

Fig. 29. 

we obtain 

R- I 
If we exclude p , from these equations. 

(31) 

(32) 

Now we shall turn to tangential elongation. 

Total elongation e , f can be considered as the sum of the force 
y tot 

and thermal elongations: 

i M 
Here, by the magnitudes tav and t&v we mean the average (with 

respect to thickness) temperature of the internal and external shells. 

The coefficients linear expansion a1 and a" within the limits of 



Therefore, In the future It will be more convenient to write thermal 

• f 1 . 1 . 1 1 * "If 
elongation not In the form of at, but to consider It directly, as a 

function of temperature 

••-/(O. 

Graphs of for certain materials* are given by curves shown 

In Fig. 30. 

Expressions for total 

elongation will be written In 

the form of 

‘¿•“‘it'H} (33) 

» " 
Magnitudes e and e are 

y * 
connected with stresses o 

« * 
and o by a dependence 

determined from the stress- 

strain diagram. It Is then 

necessary to remember that the stress-strain diagram should be made 

not at normal temperature, but at average operating temperature, l.e., 

» '• 
for the Inner shell at temperature t_,r, and for the external, at t 

&V cly 
• « 

Temperatures tay and tftv will be considered as given. They have 

to be determined preliminarily from calculation of heat transfer. 

If the connection between shells is rigid, then, obviously, 

*■,. (34) 
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In the case of pliable connections, total unit elongation will be 

distinguished by the magnitude depending on the rigidity of the 

connections: 

where pc is the contact "pressure", and k is the rigidity factor of 

the connections. Practically, usually magnitude k is so big that the 

ratio pc/k as compared to and eÿtot turns out to be negligible. 

Therefore, we shall subsequently use expression (34). 

Equations (31)-(34) are sufficient so that in the first approxi- 
t » 

mation we may determine stresses a and o and the increase of diameter 
y y 

of the combustion chamber in operating conditions. Furthermore, we 

can also find the given contact pressure p , and by it the stress 

occurring on the connection between points in operation conditions. 

We shall now turn to testing diagrams of the material of the 

internal and external shells (Fig. 31). Subsequently we shall con¬ 

sider that the diagram of compression completely coincides with the 

stress-strain diagram. 

We assign the magnitude 

Further from expressions (33) we find 

» '• 

and then by the stress-strain diagrams we determine a and a . 

The found values of stresses are put in the equation of equilib¬ 

rium (32) and we find pressure p^. If the obtained value of pg does 

not coincide with the given operating pressure, it is possible, by 

assigning new a value of Eytot* to perform the operation of calculation 



'rtv 

Fig, 31. 

ftgAin and to select magnitude 

c . . by means of sample, 
tot * 

More necessary and indic¬ 

ative is the construction of 

the dependence of increase of 

radius of the chamber 

a*—(55) 

on pressure. Then there is 

no necessity to select £y 

It 1, necessary to simply assign several values of ey tot and by 

the above described method determine the corresponding values of 

After that, we construct the graphic of 
g 

*-/<AÄ) 

and on It by the given value of pg the operating point Is Indicated. 

Such a construction Is necessary for appraisal of the reserve of gen¬ 

eral carrying capacity of a shell (see § IT). _ 
m the operating point the stresses oy and oy are known. Further- 

more, w. are given pressure Plh In the Interhouslng space. This gives 

the possibility, with the help of one of equation. (31). to determine 

given contact pressure p0, and by It to find the force, on the 

connection, of shells. This question will be specially considered In 

§ l8. 

£«92 MM\ k'~h0~\& MM. 
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Average temperature of Internal and external walls is 

^«*575#C and ^=*100*C 

¡ tiiiiiAi 

Material of shells is stainless steel. Thermal elongations are 

given by the graph shown in Fig. 30s 

•¡t*®*0,01040; *;e,=0,00166. 

We shall assume that the stress-strain diagrams of this steel 

at temperatures of 575 and 100°C have the form of the curves shown 

in Fig. 32. 

We shall say that 

at negative values of 

e the diagram of a, e 
w y 

has the same form as at 

positive values. Only 

the sign of a becomes 
y 

opposite. 

Operating pressure 

in combustion chamber is 

pg - 40 kg/cm . 

We shall assign a 

series of values of ÁR. For instance» we shall take AR * 0.25 mm» 

0.5 mm» etc. Thus» we obtain the first column of Table 1. 

We further determine for every AR 

•f«1 
A* 

and obtain the second column of the same table. 

Subtracting the thermal elongations from ^ we find, according 

to expression (33), e and e and complete the third and fourth columns 
If if 

rr: 



of Table 1. 

Table 1. 

ut 

•.25 
0,80 
•.75 
•.ITS 
1.» 
1.25 
I.» 

•y 

2.72 
5.4« 
•.!• 
•.S3 

15.10 
13.51 
M.32. 

^•10» 

-7.55 
-4.M 
—2,24 
-0.89 
+0,50 
+3.21 
+5.02 

«^lO» 

+ 1.06 
+ 3.78 
+ 5.50 
+ 7.86 
+ 9.24 
+11.« 
+14.66 

Y-eJtn 

-21,4 
-20,4 
-16.0 
-10.8 
+ 1.0 
+18.8 
+20.8 

V 

+19.4 
+27,8 
+29.4 
+3M 
+30.4 
+31.2 
+31.8 

ki'J'lto' 

-3.3 
+12.1 
i-20,6 

+31.3 
+62.6 
+81.5 
+85.5 

According to the stress-strain diagram (see Fig. 32) we find 

« ^ " 
oy and oy. 

For small values of t , when the diagram in the elastic region 
if 

sharply rises upwards and on the curve cy is difficult to find, stress 

a should be calculated as 
«y 

v^v 

We shall assume that in our case 

r-l,6.10»**W| r-2.104 

Finally, by formula (32) we determino p and complete the last 

column of the table. 
» " 

Thus, we obtain the dependences of pg, ay, and oy on AR, which are 

depicted in the form of curves in Fig. 35. On each of the curves is 

marked the operating point (o.p.), corresponding to given pressure 
o 

p - 40 kg/cm . 
o 

As can be seen, at operating pressure the increase of radius of 

the combustion chamber constitutes 0.91 mm* Stress in the outer 

shell will be equal to 30 kg/mm2, and in the internal shell 6.0 kg/mm . 

The last stress is compressional, which is explained by the large 



thermal elongation of the Inner shell. If operating pressure had been 

larger, the stress In the Inner shell would have become tensile. 

The question of how much 

given operating pressure Is 

dangerous for the considered shell, 

should be discussed specially. 

Certain considerations on this 

matter will be expressed below, 

In § 17. 

The curves shown In Fig. 33 

were constructed at constant given 

temperatures of Internal and exter¬ 

nal shells. Therefore, when pres¬ 

sure pg becomes equal to zero, the 

shell retains the deformation 

caused by thermal expansion. 

It is Important to note that on the curve of change of pressure 

pg there are observed two sections of sharp growth. The first section 

at small AR and the second at AR « 0.9 mm. This is explained rather 

simply. 

If pressure is small, the external shell works elastically and 

with the growth of pressure the deformations are increased slowly. 

If pressure becomes higher, in the outer shells there appear 

plastic strains, whereby the outer shell will be loaded not only by 

forces pressure, but also by forces in the direction of the internal, 

more heated shell. There occurs a fast growth of AR with insignificant 

growth of pressure. 

At higher pressures the strength of the shell again increases and 



the presBure curve sharply rises (see Fig. 33). This occurs when the 

force elongation of the Inner shell overlaps the thermal elongation. 

Then the Inner shell starts to he stretched and Is Included Into work 

as a supporting element. 

Finally, as one may see from the curve shown In Fig. 33, at the 

largest pressures both shells are stretched with plastic strains and 

AR grows quickly. The carrying capacity of the system is exhausted 

after this. 

To avoid misunderstandings we shall Indicate In conclusion that 

the curve of pg * f(AR) Is not the stress-strain diagram of the shell 

and does not characterize the process of loading In time. We assume 

that the process of loading of the shell occurs at variable temperature 

(with the growth of pressure, temperature changes), whereupon stresses 
i " 

ay and ay are always Increasing, i.e., deformation Is active. The 

curve of p^ » f(AR) Is constructed at constant temperature. 

§ 13. Determination of the Carrying Capacity of the Cylindrical 
Shell of a Llquld-Propellant Rocket Engine Taking Into 

Account "Axial Force 

Until now, for simplicity of reasonings we did not take Into 

account the circumstance that the shell of a liquid-propellant rocket 

engine is stretched not only in tangential, but also in axial direction. 

We shall now construct the dependence of p « f(AR) taking into account 
C> 

axial tensile force. 

We shall designate by K the relation of meridional force to 

tangential: 

(36) 

where one prime as before pertains to the inner, and two primes to the 



outer shell. 

For various sections of the chamber the magnitude K will be 

generally different. It depends on the form of chamoer and on the 

conditions of Its attachment to the engine frame. Thus, for Instance, 

If the chamber Is secured In the zone of critical section (Fig. 24a), 

for the cylindrical part, obviously, K = 1/2, inasmuch as the relative 

meridional force is twice less than tangential. If the chamber is 

secured in the zone of the head (Fig. 24b), the axial tensile force 

in the cylindrical part is equal to the difference of 

where P is the engine thrust transmitted to the frame. 

Relative meridional force is 

r* XT* — Pr*#7 — P 

and tangential is 

Therefore, in this case 

(37) 

K weakly depends on the pressure in 

the chamber. This dependence is stipulated 

only by the fact that thrust P has a constant component connected with 

the external atmospheric pressure. In a void, K does not depend on 

pressure pg. 

For the ring, considered above, in the calculation we took only 

the average temperatures of the internal and external shells. Such 

simplification, however, leads to noticeable errors in connection with 

the fact that the inner shell sustains significant heating, and 

temperature sharply changes along the thickness. Just as sharply do 



the mechanical characteristics of the material change. Therefore, 

for a more exact result one should consider the actual temperature 

of the inner shell and determine the stresses through layers. 

Practically, it is sufficient to divide the shell into four layers and 

determine stresses in five points (z = -h»/2j z = -h»/4; z = 0; 

z * +h'/4; z - +h,/2)• 

For the outer shell the shown method does not give noticeable 

precise definitions, inasmuch as temperature of the shell Is small 

and almost does not change along the thickness. 

According to expressions (25) we have 

7#=* J ••dr, f •fdz. 
it it 

h h 

For the outer shell the magnitudes o and a may be considered 
X y 

as constants, having a certain mean value. Then 

n—U'. f,-i?. 

Expression (36) now takes on the form 

(38) 

Correspondingly, the equations of equilibrium (31) and (32) are 

converted: 

dz=(pt-pm9+pJR; (39) 

(40) 



(41) äs+y~r.K- 

Equations (33) and (34) remain constant. 

I 
* 

V 

Additionally, we have 

the condition 

Each shell (internal and external) is in a biaxial state of strain 

in the presence of plastic deformation# Consequently, for solution 

of the problem it is necessary to use the apparatus of the theory of 

plasticity (see Chapter II). 

Keeping the stress-strain diagram constant for both shells, we 

shall replace a and e plotted on the axes with the values of and e1# 

According to expressions (16) and (17) under the condition that 

axes X and y, i.e., the principal axes, *ave 

s—jry V •l+Vf+'J • 

The connection between components of stresses and strains is 

established by relationships (15)ï 

Summing up, we have the system of equations necessary for the 

solution of the problem. We shall once again write out all equations 

and shall discuss the order of conducting the calculations: 

♦t 
f •, dM+*/r-ßrR ; 
V 

(41) 



(38) 

Tf- ^(‘P* ï 

l/"Kï*+ss+(«y1 : 

We shall rewrite equation (J8) In deformations 

shall convert expressions (44), excluding from them 

e'. e\ e", and e," with the help of equations (42): 
fcx' y' x' y 
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(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

For that, we 

the magnitudes 



Here the primes over e . . and e . . are omitted. Inasmuch as 
X tot y tot 

these magnitudes for Internal and external shells are common. 

Putting the obtained expressions of stresses Into equation (38), 

we obtain 

rr*M+* 
i 

7:-2 

where 

4-3 1- if 
2— If (46) 

The order of calculation will be the following. We shall assign, 

as this was done above, the magnitude AR and then determine 

(47) 

Furthermore, we assign the magnitude 

it" " 
After that, by formulas (42) we find ex, e , ex, and e . 

Further, by formulas (43) we calculate e± and e±. By these 
t 

magnitudes from the corresponding stress-strain diagrams we find 

n I » " . " 
and a1, and then from expressions (44) we determine ax, oy, ax, and ay. 

Now we place the obtained values of stresses in equation (45) and 

see if this equation is satisfied or not. If it is not satisfied 

i »» 
(which is most probable), with constants ey and ey it follows to change 

e and to repeat the calculation until equation (45) is satisfied. 



When this is attained, from equation (41) we find pressure pg. Thus, 

we determine one point of the unknown dependence pg = f(AR). 

Further, one should assign a new value of AH and again determine 

pressure pg. 

After we find several points, we construct the unknown curve of 

Pg * f(AR). 

§ 14. Example of the Construction of a Calculating Graph for 
a Cylindrical shell Taking into Account Axial Force 

We shall make a numerical example. We shall repeat the calculation 

made above in § 12, but taking into account axial force. 

Let us consider that the chamber of an engine is secured in the 

middle, as shown in Fig. 34a. 

In this case, for the cylindrical part of the chamber K * 1/2 

and equation (45) takes on the form of 

é 

■> + 7-O' 
•1 

-• (48) 
9 • 

'1 *1 
T-é* + -irir 
>1 «I 

Radius of shell K will be taken, as before, equal to 92 mm. For 
i 

the inner shell h1 = 1.5 mm; the material is stainless steel; tav = 

= 575°C. For the outer shell h" = I.5 mm; the material is the same; 

" o 
tav * 100 C- 

Further, we must know the distributive law of temperatures along 

the thickness of the inner shell. We shall assume that the temperature 

of the surface touching the gas is t = 720°C, Temperature of the 

surface touching the liquid coolant is t * 430°C. 



We shall take the distributive law of temperatures to be linear 

and shall calculate the temperature in five points along the thickness. 

According to these temperatures, with the curve for stainless steel 

(see Fig. 30) we shall derive the values of thermal elongations: 

a 
A 
2 

k_ 
~ 4 0 

t *C TO 647 575 508 430 

«1 0,01342 0,01192 0,01010 0,00895 0,00757 

Let us assume that the stress-strain diagrams of steel for five 

temperatures have the form of curves shown in Fig. 35. 

Regarding the outer shell, for it the stress-strain diagram of 
h 0 

the material is constructed according to average temperature tav = 100 C 

(see Fig. 32). It is necessary only to remember that e is now replaced 

by e^, and a by the value of ¢^. 

We shall consecutively assign values of AR and select for each 

of them extot with such calculation that equation (48) is satisfied. 

Results of calculations are given in Table 2. 

Table 2 

A* 
mm y tot c 

X tot 
K 

kg/mm kg/m 

K 
kg/mm kg/iwi 

kg/cm^ 

0,25 
0,50 
0.75 
0,075 
1.00 
1» 
tjo 

2,72 
5.44 
0.16 
9,52 

10,90 
13,61 
16,32 

2.5 
4.4 
6.6 
7.2 
7.6 
7.0 
7.7 

—34,6 
-34,1 
—31,7 
-28,0 
-18.6 
-6.4 
+ 0.2 

-31.3 
-31,7 
-23,7 
-12.3 
-0.4 
+17.2 
+27.0 

+35.3 
+42.4 
+45.0 
+44,9 
+44,1 
+42.7 
+41.0 

+37.7 
+47,2 
+49.2 
+S0.4 
+51.0 
+53.0 
+55.3 

3.7 
16.0 
27,0 
41.4 
55.1 
76.3 
90.3 



Pig. 55. 
The following order of calculation 

is expedient. We assign magnitudes 

6 ^ 4. and e ^ and toy the formulas in 

(42) we determine ex and ey for five 

points of the inner shell (z * -h'/2» 

z = -h’/4, z = 0, z * +h'2 * +h’/2)» 

and also e and e for the outer shell. 
X Jr 

Pig. 36. 

II 

Further, it is necessary to find 
i 

the intensity of deformation for five 

points of the inner shell and one value 

of e" for the outer shell. Computation of these magnitudes by the 

formulas In (43) requires much time and It is more convenient to use 

the graphic method proposed by V. S. Zarubin [6], 

For determination of ^ on paper with a millimeter grid there Is 

constructed the diagram shown In Fig. 36. On axes tx, ey, and 

there Is made a marking In the scale of elongations. The angle between 

axes £ and e is equal to 120 • 
X y 
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If section OA Is equal to e„# and OB — e » It is easy to show 
* y 

Vi 
that section AB Is equal to This section Is measured on the 

diagram by dividers and Is plotted on the vertical axis (section OC). 

Then, obviously, section OD gives the value of magnitude Inasmuch 

as 00* ^^OC. 

The found values of e1 allow us, with the test diagrams or in¬ 

material (see Figures 32 and 35), to find the values of and 

(c^ for five points of the Inner shell, and also for the outer 

shell. 

Further, we must turn to formula (48) and calculate the Integrals 

TT ▼ T' 

Í 'if4'*““ I ip4'*- 
V V * 

This Integration Is the most simplest of all to conduct by the 

method of trapezoids with the formulas 

+(7) „+T(if) ,lS 
-+T- f-+-rJ 

3Í7^~-r[T(7,;)j , +(7^) ,+ 

+(^)-+(7^1,,+1-(7 

Magnitude ex tot, found by formulas (48), shoxild coincide with 

the value of ex which was derived In the beginning of the calcu¬ 

lations. 



Therefore, as was noted above, the calculations should be made in 

several samples at different values of ex Practically, the 

coincidence of ex in the second significant digit is sufficient. 

After e . . is selected, by formulas (44) we compute a and a 
X tot n h X y 

for five points of the inner shell and a and a for the outer shell. 
X j 

By the method of trapezoids we calculate the integrals 

*T 
r;- f 

_ r 

and by fornida (41) we find pressure pg. 

Thus, one line of Table 2 is completed and the point of dependence 

pg = ^(AR) is determined. 

According to this table, the curve shown in Pig. 37 is constructed 

The curve of pff, obtained thus, differs somewhat from the one which 
D 

was found above without the calculation of axial force. On the graph 

there is also placed the old curve. It is shown by the dotted line. 

As can be seen, in the presence of axial force the character of 

curve p * f(AR) remains the same. On the curve, as before, there 

are two sections of comparatively fast rise of pressure p . 

Inasmuch as operating pressure pg = 40 kg/cm is given to us, 

we determine the operating point (o.p.). Increase of radius with 

this pressure is AR * 0,862 mm instead of AR = 0,91 mm# obtained with¬ 

out calculation of axial force. 



Fig. 57. 
*20 -0 O « 

^•40kg/W 

Fig. 38. 

Elongations ex tot and ey tot in the operating point will be the 

following: 

•«-0,00712; I 

•„-0,00937. J (*9) 

In the composition of Table 2 we have also calculated the stresses 

appearing in the shell. In the outer shell the stresses are uniformly 

distributed along the thickness. In the inner shell there takes place 

a complicated distributive law of stresses. Figure 38 gives diagrams 

of stresses at p » 40 kg/cm2. 

§ 15. Determination of General Carrying Capacity of a 
^hell of rtoncyllndrlca] Form 

Frequently it is necessary to conduct a calculation of the general 

carrying capacity of shells of noncylindrical form. Such a necessity 

appears not only when the combustion chamber is not cylindrical. 

The fact is that the calculation of general carrying capacity precedes 
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the calculation of local deflections. From the calculation of general 

carrying capacity we determine magnitudes ex tot and ey tot, which enter 

as initial data in the calculation of local deflections. Therefore, 

if it is necessary to calculate local deflections, for instance, of the 

nozzle area, it is necessary to first calculate the general carrying 

capacity (nozzle area has a noncylindrical form). The very same may 

be also said about a shell in the zone of critical section. 

Let us consider an axially symmetric shell of noncylindrical 

form (Fig. 39). The local geometry of the middle surface is determined, 

as we know, by the two main radii and Rg and angle 0. 

From the conditions of equilibrium of 

part of the shell that is cut off by the normal 
i »• 

conical section (Fig. 40), we find Tx + Tx • 

Further, from the Laplace equation 

f.+ï. | y;+r; 
* #, 

Pr (50) 

I '» 
we determine the magnitude T + T . This Fig. 39. 

gives the possibility to find magnitude K [formula (36)]. 

All other equations for a cylindrical shell 

are kept unchanged. The order of construction 

of the calculating graph also remains unchanged. 

Only instead of equation (41) in the determina¬ 

tion it is necessary to use equation (50). 

For determination of contact pressure pc Fig. 40. 

we write out the Laplace equation for the outer shell (Fig. 41): 

f.. n 
Pi 

f tPrn%mmm Pv (51) 
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In conclusion, once again let us 

emphasize that inasmuch as along the length 

of the chamber the magnitudes R^, Rg# 9, 

•• 

* and K change, in the calculation of 

carrying capacity one should construct 

Fig. 41. no,t one> several working graphs for 

the same chamber, but for several of its sections, as ¿his is done 

in the below-mentioned example. 

Ç 16. Example of the Construction of a Calculating Graph 
-for a ¿hell" bf WônTylînirïcàrrdH-- 

Let us consider a combustion chamber of noncylindrical form, 

whose meridional arc is outlined by a circle with radius R^ (Fig. 42). 

The dimensions of the chamber are the following: R1 = 400 mm; a * 200 

» 

Inner shell: thickness h = 2 mm; 

material is carbon steel. 

According to the temperatures given 

from the curves of Fig. 30 we derive the 

values of thermal elongations: 

f 
V 
2 

V_ 
“ 4 0 ♦Í 

r •€ 700 600 500 400 300 

• •i 0.01060 0.00860 0.00685 0.00630 J 0,00380 

Stress-strain diagrams for the inner shell at the shown temperatures 

are shown in Fig. 43. 
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External shell: thickness h" = 2.5 mm; material is low-carbon 

steel. Stress-strain diagram for the external shell Is depicted in 

the form of a curve in Fig. 44. Average temperature is t" = 8o°C. 
it av 

thermal elongation is av * O.OOC95; operating pressure in chamber 

is pg = 25 kg/cm2; thrust is P = 10 t. 

It is required to construct calculating graphs for points 1 
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and 2 of the combustion chamber (see Fig. 42). 

In section 1 (see Fig. 42) R1 = 400 mm, R2 = 200 mm, and 0 = 90°. 

At first we calculate the r^agnitude K. For that, it ic nececnary to 
I « 

find axial force + ?x in section 1. 

If the chamber is secured to the frame near the head, as shown in 

Fig. 42, then 

Turning to the Laplace formula (50), we find the relation 

^ ft 

#r**í—p Pi 

Hence K = 0.411. 

Equation (45) then takes on the form 

Now we shall begin the calculations for construction of the graph. 

We assign some value of total tangential eiongation at point 1. 

For instance, we take eytot * 0.00250. 

Furthermore, we assign magnitude ex tot. For instance, ex tot = 

= 0.00100. 
it"»' 

By formulas (42) we determine e , e , e , and ev, and from * y * y 

expression (43) we find e| and e1# On the diagrams shown In Figures 



43 and 44 we find and and check if equation (52) is satisfied 

or not. 

In our example, when tot = 0>0°250 and ext0t = 0*00100* ^ ls 

not satisfied. 

Then at constant e. we take a new e. and repeat the calcu- y tot w"‘'w “ “w" "x tot 

lations until this equation is satisfied. In this case, when 

eytot “ 0*°0250 It satisfied if ext0t = 0*0°2C0. 

When extot *s selectedi equation (50) we find pressure pg. 

Further, selection of ex tot is repeated for the new value of 

ey tot* As a resul,t* f°r Point 1 we obtain the data given in Table 3, 

Table 3. 

tot*^ *x toffc3 

r 
X 

kg/miri 

T ' 
y 

kg/mrr, 

T" 
X 

ki/rmri 

T» 
y 

kg/mm 

p 
g/ 2 k /cnr 

2.50 
5.00 
7.50 

10.00 
12.50 
15.00 

2.00 
3,20 
3.55 
3.55 
3.25 
2.S0 

-37.5 
—30.5 
-17,1 
-7.0 
-0.3 
+ 5.0 

--35.0 
-17.8 
+ 7.5 
+23.3 
+33.2 
+39.5 

+44.3 
+45.9 
+43.8 
+41.1 
+39.2 
+37,6 

+50.4 
+55.6 
+57.9 
+59.7 
+61.6 
+62.9 

8.9 
22.7 
39.4 
50.0 
57.1 
61.9 

Pg kg/cBl2 

. 

/ 
/ 

[ 3 « f 
r 

/ 
ao ii V7S mm 0M as L 

Fig. 45. 

According to these data we 

construct calculating graph I 

(Fig. 45). 

We shall now go to point 

2 of the combustion chamber 

(see Fig. 42). Here as before 

= 400 mm. The second radius 

of curvature R2 is depicted in 

Fig. 42 by section 02. It is 
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easy to establish that Rg = I69 mm. Angle 6 * 60°, 

Here 

(Tj+7¾ sin I 
»lr»l| — P 

2s/?|ilnl 

Turning to equation (50), we find 

„ M I 
“ tÎ+tJ*" 2/,1^ sla* I /¾ ’ 

whence K = 0.221, and equation (45) takes on the form 

We shall further conduct the same operation as for point 1 

a result we obtain Table 4. 

Table 4 

«y toflO3 

* 

•y tot,lc3 
T' 

X 
M/mm 

r 
y 

Kg/irm 

fPII 
X 

Kg/ran 
y 

Kg/«r 

Pg 
p 

kg/cn 

Í.50 
S.00 
7.» 

10.00 
13.80 
18.00 

1.00 
3.C0 
3.55 
1.90 
1.10 
0.94 

-38.1 
—34,3 
-25.1 
-18.1 
-13.4 
-0.5 

-35.5 
-19.4 
+ 2.3 
+18.4 
+26.0 
+32.3 

+42.1 
+42.8 
+30.1 
+35.0 
+31.7 
+29.1 

+51.1 
+56.5 
+58.4 
+60.1 
+61.8 
+82.7 

10.2 
34.0 
39.4 
80.0 
88.7 
61.3 

♦Translation editor's note: This should 

probably read as follows: ex 

As 

Curve II, constructed by this table, is shown in Fig, 45. On 



P 
both curves there are plotted the operating points of p = 25 kg/cm . 

o 

Construction of the computed curves for a chamber of noncylindrical 

form does not essentially differ from the construction of curves for 

a cylindrical shell. 

§ 17. Certain Considerations About the Safety Factor of 
a Combustion Chamber with Respect to 

General Carrying Capacity 

After the calculating graph is constructed and the operating 

point is plotted on it, the following question should be answered: 

Is the operating pressure dangerous for the considered chamber or not? 

In other words, it is necessary to state what the safety factor of the 

chamber will be. 

This question should be approached approximately the same as 

it is approached in the calculation of other designs. We usually 

proceed in the following manner. 

If there is a stress-strain diagram (Fig. 46), then, producing 

the calculation and determining stress a, it is possible to plot 

on the diagram the operating point, as shown in Fig. 46. Further, 

on the diagram some characteristic point is selected. This may be 

the point of ultimate strength agt or the yield point ay. Both points 

are conditional. The safety factor is taken as the ratio of yield 

point or ultimate strength to operating voltage. The magnitude of 

safe«y factor is usually established on the basis of the practical 

experience of creating similar designs. 

We shall now try to analogously approach the analysis of a 

combustion chamber. 

Let us consider a typical calculating graph (Fig. 47) and note 

on it points A,B,C, located in zones where curve pg = f(ey tot) has 

the biggest curvature. 



of the chamber. Therefore, 

should be below point C. 

Above point C there occurs a rapid 

increase of magnitude ey tot or If the 

operating point is located above point 

C, then, obviously, with a small excess 

of pressure in the chamber above calcu¬ 

lated p , we obtain significant inflation 

we must assume that the operating point 

On the other hand, on section AB 

rnd below, pressure p is small and the 
o 

shell is loaded insignificantly. On 

these sections, as noted, the inner shell 

due to thermal effect is compressed and 

does not work as a carrier element of the Pig. 47. 

structure. This shell is included in work only in zone BC. Therefore, 

the location of the operating point below point B is impractical. It 

remains to consider that the operating point should be located on 

section BC. Such location of the operating point is also expedient 

in view of the comparatively small local deflections appearing in 

the shell. 

We shall now select on the computed curve the limit point, with 

respect to which we shall agree to determine the safety factor for 

general carrying capacity. This point is most conveniently selected 

according to the magnitude of angle of inclination of tangent to 

curve p * f(e tot). If this angle is small, the deformations grow 
g y 

quickly, which should be considered as an impermissible phenomenon. 

Let us assume that point C will be limiting, in which the tangent of 

the angle of inclination is equal to 1/2 of its highest value on 

section BC (Fig. 48). 
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As the safety factor 

with respect to general 

carrying capacity we shall 

take the relation 

«-ÍS. 
/r# 

where p r is the pressure 
‘of gas, corre¬ 
sponding to 
point C, 

p is the operating 
® pressure in the 

chamber. 

Magnitude n should be designated depending upon type of engine 

and on the experience of creation of analogous designs. Magnitude 

n can be influenced by the strength-specification peculiaries of 

different materials, the time factor in work of the engine, and the 

creep of the material connected with it, and other factors. Finally, 

selection of the magnitude of factor n is influenced by the shape of 

the calculating graph. 

Let us assume for instance that, there are two curves I and II 

(Fig. 49), differing from one another only in the upper part. In 

curve I behind point C build-up of deformations occurs slower than 

in Curve II. Consequently, the value of coefficient n may be less. 

Inasmuch as magnitude n is 

conditional, in a number of cases it 

is possible to emit its calculation 

and limit ourselves to the construction 

of a rating curve with plotted 

operating point. If it iu clarified 

that the operating point is located 
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outside the danger zone of fast build-up of deformations. It Is possible 

to consider that the general carrying capacity of the chamber is 

ensured« 

In conclusion, let us note that the constructed rating graph, 

although it allows us to to estimate the carrying capacity of a 

shell, at the same time does not give the possibility to directly 

select the permissible rated pressure in the chamber. With one 

change of operating pressure the heat regime of the engine and 

temperature of walls changes. In connection with this, the form of 

the rating graph also changes. Therefore, on the same engine upon 

transition to new operating pressure the curve pg = f(ey tot) should 

be reconstructed. 

§ 18. Determination of Forces Occurring on a Connection 
Between Shells in Operating Conditions 

Above we introduced the concept of given contact pressure pc, 

which is the averaged action of forces of connection between shells. 

In the selected rule of signs it was assumed that to positive 

p corresponds extension of connections, i.e., breaking away of 
c 

shells from each other. 

Magnitude of contact pressure is determined from equation (51)î 

(53) 

where Plh is the presLure in the internousing space; 

T** and Tn are the axial and tangential i orces in the outer shell, 
X y 

and R2 are the main radii of curvature. 

After contact pressure is found, it is easy to determine the force 

on the connection. 

If the connection between shells is carried out with the help of 
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welded points» the force on each point Is 

where Is the surface area of the shell, referred to one point. 

With uniform arrangement of points 

where S is the surface of the shell; 

n is the number points on this surface. 

If the connection between shells is a seam (regardless of what 

type), then the force, occurring per unit of length of the seam, is 

defined as 

where L is the total length of seams, distributed along surface S. 

During the strength analysis of the connection the known force 

is compared with the destroying force. 

Let us consider several numerical examples of determination of 

forces acting on a connection. 

As can be seen from formula (53)* in the determination of p 
• it 

it is necessary to know the magnitudes of forces T and T . Conse- 
X j 

quently, the determination of pressure pc should precede the analysis 

of the shell for general carrying capacity. So that this analysis 

is not repeated, we shall use the available results. 

For the cylindrical shell considered in § 14 (see the 
h 

calculating graph shown in Fig. J>()9 we obtained: T = 50.5 kg/mm when 

Pg 31 40 kg/cm2; radii of curvature ^ = 00 and Rg = 92 mm; pressure 

in interhousing space pih = 50 kg/cm2. Then, according to expression 

(53) Pc « -4.6 kg/cm2. 
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The sign shows that the connections between shells will 

oe compressed. Shells In operating conditions are not detached, 

but are pressed to one another. In this case this occurs due to 

significant themal expansion of the Inner shell with the comparatively 

small Influence of foices of pressure. 

At negative pc the question of resistance of connections to 

breaking away loses Its meaning. 

We shall point out two more examples for the engine chamber, 

considered in § 16. 

For section 1, when pg = 25 kg/cm2, the force = 45.6 kg/mm 

and Ty = 55.9 kg/mm. Radii of curvature R1 = 400 mm and R2 = 200 mm. 

Pressure In Interhousing space plh = 33 kg/cm2. From formula (53) 

we find pc = -6.3 kg/cm2. 

„ For 8ectlon 2» when Pg = 25 kg/cm2, force t" = 42.4 kg/mm and 

Ty - 56.6 kg/mm. Radii of curvature Rj = 400 mm and R = 169 mm. 

Pressure in Interhousing space p^ = 32 kg/cm2. According to formula 

(53)» Pc “ -12.1 kg/cm2. 

Further, depending upon type of connection, we determine the 

force on the connection. 

Here the contact pressure turned out to be negative. Connections 

work under compression. If pressure in interhousing space was increased, 

the connection would work under breaking away. 

The force on a point in operating conditions is sometimes 

determined as the product of drop of pressures Plh-pg on area F1, 

arriving at one point: 

Consequently, instead of pc we select the drop of Plh-Pg. However, 
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From the considered examples it is clear that due to significant 

thermal elongation the magnitude pc can sharply fall so much that 

it even becomes negative. 

Besides the thermal effect, the magnitude pc also depends on 

the absolute value of pressure p , i.e., on the position of the 
o 

operating point on the calculating graph. For instance, if in the 

first of considered cases the operating pressure is increased to 50 

kg/cm2, maintaining the drop of pressures Plh-Pg constant (plh = 60 

kg/cm2), with that same temperature from table 2 we find Ty = 50.8 

kg/mm. 

Then instead of p =-4.6 kg/cm we obtain pc = -1-4.8 kg/cm . 

The connections will not work under compression, but under 

breaking away. Analogous results are obtained, in general, for all 

engines. 

The dependence of the force on a connection upon absolute pressure 

is well illustrated by the following simple example. 

Let us assume that 

Pwp—Pr“0, 

i.e., pressure in interhousing and operating spaces are equal, and 

there is no thermal effect. 

In this case the drop of pressures on the internal shell is 

equal to zero, but the connections will be loaded. The outer shell, 

under the shown relationship of pressures, will extend and pull 

through the connections the internal shell, which is not loaded by 

excess pressure. The connections work under breaking away, and 

pc is positive. 

In conclusion, one should note that strength analysis of con¬ 

nections should be produced not only in operating conditions. In the 



process of starting of the engine, while pressure and heat conditions 

are not established, there always are possible conditions in which 

there appears the danger of breakaway of shells in their connections. 
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CHAPTER TV 

CALCULATION OF LOCAL DEFLECTIONS WITH THE CONNECTION OF SHELLS 
ALONG THE GENERATRIX (LONGITUDINAL CONNECTION) 

Cyrillic Designations in Text 

r = g = gas 

K = c = contact 

up = ih = interhousing 

n = tot = total 

cp = av = average 

§ 19. General Remarks Concerning Local Deflections 

The question considered in the preceding chapter concerning the 

general carrying capacity of a shell constitutes the first stage of 

strength an ilysis of a liquid-propellant rocket engine. 

Let us assume that this problem is solved. Then there appears 

the question of how capable is the shell to resist local deflections. 

Local deflections appear as a result of forces of interaction 

between inner and outer shells. These forces are concentrated., if 

the shells are connected in points or are distributed along certain 

lines# if the connection between shells is a seam. Above, during 

calculations on general carrying capacity, the forces of interaction 

were assumed to be uniformly distributed on the surfaces and entered 
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the equations of equilibrium in the fon. of contact pressure p [seP 

formulas (40) and (51)]. With positive value of pc the connections 

between shells are stretched, and the passage sections between them are 

creased (Fig. 50a). If pc < o, the connections between shells 

are compressed, and the passage sections are narrowed (Fig. 50b). 

Finally, when pc = 0 there do not appear local deflections In the 

shells. 

xi xucaj. aeisections 

appear to be large, the 

dimensions and form of passage 

sections will change in the 

interhousing space, which can 

introduce changes into the 

conditions of cooling of 

the engine. 

For practical calculations it is important to answer the question 

concerning the connection of local deflections with effective pressures 

and temperatures, and to establish at what distance should the 

connections be located so that the deflections do not exceed permis- 

sible magnitudes. 

Thus, the problem is set up concerning the calculation of a shell 

for allowed displacements (deflections). The magnitude of allowed 

deflection should be established on the basis of calculation of 

conditions of cooling in deformed channels. Allowed deflections 

should obviously be such, that the conditions of cooling of shells 

is not noticeably disturbed. 

Local deflections may also be evaluated on the basis of com¬ 

parison with deflections appearing in analogous, already used, engines 



As a preliminary consideration it Is possible to affirm that a 

permissible deflection should have a magnitude of the order of the 

allowance for thickness of a wall, so that distortions in rated con¬ 

ditions of heat transfer due to bending of the shell do not exceed 

those which occur due to deviations of thickness of a sheet from 

nominal dimensions. 

A more detailed investigation of this question goes beyond the 

scope of our problem. Below we shall consider that allowed deflections 

are given, and we shall stop only on the study of the dependence of 

deflections on effective pressures and temperatures. 

Calculation of a shell for local deflections should be produced 

both in operating conditions and also in conditions of pressing. 

Furthermore, and this is important, it should be produced for different 

sections of the engine, in which it is possible to expect the appearance 

of large local displacements. It is possible even beforehand to say 

that such calculation, for instance, should be made for the inner 

shell at the nozzle cutoff, where there takes place the biggest drop 

of pressures P^-Pg* Always, apparently, it is necessary to check the 

inner shell for local deflections in the combustion chamber, but also 

perhaps in the critical section, where temperature of the wall is the 

highest. 

Due to the great complexity of the question we shall solve the 

problem approximately by Galerkin»s method, assuming that the dimensions 

and geometry of the connections and the shells themselves are given. 

In this case it is na ural, inasmuch as the dimensions of shells are 

basically selected from conditions of cooling and general carrying, 

capacity. 

Below we shall consider three forms of coupling of shells: 



longitudinal, helical, and pointed. 

In this chapter we shall consider the simplest longitudinal con¬ 

nection. 

§ 20. Basic Relationships for Longitudinal 
¿onnectlon of SheTTs 

By longitudinal connection we mean such a connection when the 

internal and external shells of an engine are united together by 

welding or soldering along the generatrix (Fig. 51). Between the 

shells there are packed rigid longitudinal linings, fixing the 

clearance size. 

Let us consider one of the shells 

* separately from the other. We shall introduce 

a system of coordinates with its origin on 

the middle surface of the shell. We shall 

direct axis x on a tangent to a meridional 

Fig. 51. 
arc, and y on a tangent to a circular arc. 

The beginning of reading shall be in the middle between two neighboring 

welded seams (see Fig. 51). 

We shall assume that stresses and deformations in the shell change 

only as a function of y and do not depend on x. Such an assumption 

will be exact for a cylindrical shell, when the forces of pressure 

do not change along the generatrix. For a shell of noncylindrical 

form the expressed assumption should be considered as an approximate 

one, but nonetheless fully acceptable, inasmuch as we are speaking 

of local deflections with weak dependences of geometric parameters 

of the shell from x. 

We shall now return to the relationships derived for shells in 

Chapter II. 
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Equation« (a), under the condition that the magnitudes entering 

them do not depend on x, take on the following form: 

Magnitudes c^and eytot designate the total components of 

deformations. Including thermal elongations. 

By displacements w and v we mean the magnitudes counted off 

from conditionally fixed connections, l.e., purely bending displace¬ 

ments. But then It is necessary to consider the circumstance that 

the connections do not remain In place and that In the process of 

loading by Internal pressure pg the shell on the whole still obtains 

elongation« extot and sytot. which were calculated In the preceding 

chapter, when we determined general carrying capacity. 

As a result, we obtain 

•«---•4.+ Ä| ; 

•»“•m+t;+ir+t(^)’ 

where the upper line denotes the elongations obtained from analysis 

of ..»e general carrying capacity at operating pressure. 

Thus, bending elongations are summarized with elongations 

and ay tot* . 
In order to find the force elongations it Is necessary 

temperature from the total elongations ex tot and eytot» 

necessary to consider, obviously, that temperature Is variable 

respect to thickness and Is, In other words, a function of z. 

Finally we obtain 

subtract 

then 

with 

(54) 



Eauation of equilibrium (24) for our case takes on the following 

form: 

m—ÎL-7* /_!_*tw\ ft (55) 

From equations (25) we have 

— J «¿dz. 
* 
T 

(56) 

If now return to relationships of plasticity (17) and (15), we 

shall obtain 

(57) 

(58) 

The obtained equations (54)-(58) are sufficient for solution 

of the problem. 

§ 21. Sequence of Solution 

We shall assign, first of all, the form of elastic surface, i.e,, 

we shall select the laws of change of w and v as a function of y. 

The mean free path between connections will be designated by 

2b (Fig. 52) and function w will be taken in the form of 



(59) 

where w is the maximum value of deflection w. 
m 

When y = 0, w = W-j* When y * hf both the 

function w itself, and its derivative become 

equal to zero. 

Fig, 52. 
We shall now construct function v. This 

function is not as graphic as w; therefore, 

It is more difficult to select it. 

We shall take function v in the form 

B tin 4* ¿)ito —• 

Displacement of v at any value of constants B and D becomes equal 

to zero when y = ;+?>• 

Constants B and D will be selected in such a manner so that the 

mean value of intensity e1 on section 0-b is minimum. In this case, 

on the average the internal potential energy of the deformed body will 

also be close to minimum. Then it is possible to trust that function 

v will sufficiently well reflect the real displacements in the con- 

sidered shell. 

We shall place w and v in expressions (54)î 

Let us return to expression (57) and put in it ex and 6y. After 

integration 



We sVall differentiate this expression with respect to B and D, 

and equating the derivatives to zero, we find 

Then 

ŸTli+drhi+fff“ fry » 

Thus, assigning only one parameter of deflection w , we can 
m 

determine elongations in any point of the path located between two 

connections. 

In functions (59) and (60) 

Further, the problem will be numerically solved. We shall assign 

magnitude wm and shall determine pressure p, under the action of 

which the shell obtains such local deflection. 

It would be even better to immediately assign the magnitude of 

permissible deflection w^ Then, obtaining pressure as a result of 

the solution and comparing it with the operating drop, we will be able 

21 



to decide if the shell satisfies the necessary condition of local 

rigidity. 

Let us consider several layers of a shell, taking a number of 

different values of z. The most convenient of all is to take five 

values: 

--±; *—i.; ,-0: *-+y. 

Inasmuch as the distributive law of temperatures is given, one 

may assume that temperature in each layer is known. Consequently, 

according to each value of z, depending upon temperatures, we shall 

have the stress-strain diagram a± = f(£l) and definite thermal 

elongation Et. 

Further, on the section of change of y from zero to b, we shall 

select several points (below we shall take 11 points, dividing the 

interval into ten sections). 

Then we begin the calculations. According to the selected values 

of z and y we shall calculate, by formulas (61), e and e , and 
X y 

for each of these magnitudes we shall make a table. In each table 

there will be 5 lines (for z) and 11 columns (for y). 

In spite of the fact that z does not enter e in evident form, 

ex depends on z, since et changes with respect to thickness. 

Further, according to expression (57), according to the values of 

ex and 6y there is compiled a table for e^, and according to the 

corresponding stress-strain diagrams, another table for After that, 

it is possible by formulas (58) to find the values of stresses ax and 

ay and to construct the same tables for them. 

Now it is necessary to integrate stresses a and a with respect X y 

to z (with respect to thickness of the shell), so that according to 

equations (56) we may find magnitudes Tx, Ty, and M , entering 



equation (55). 

; 0 
• 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.T O.i 0.« 

1 

1.0 

1 
-T 

» • 

1 
“T 

0 

+ T ‘ • 

+ T 
. f 1 1 • 

For that, the most convenient way to proceed is in the following 

manner. 

For the five points of each column of the table we construct on 

one graph 11 curves of dependence of one of the stresses (a or a ) on 
'X y' 

z for every y; all curves are measured with a planimeter. Thus, we 

determine 11 values for T , and then for T . 
x y 

Let us note Incidentally that for cylindrical and conical shells 

Rj = oo. Therefore, the member containing Tx In equation (55) becomes 

equal to zero and It Is not required to compute T and a for these 

shells, if we are not concerned with the overall picture of distribution 

of stresses. 

According to the il curves of oy = f(z) we further determine 

moment My. Each curve (Fig. 55) is divided into several sections. 

The area of the shaded rectangle is multiplied by z and these products 

are summarized for the whole graph: 

Aí,*»—2 v^- (62) 



Here one should not forget that the sign 

of z for the right and left halves of the 

graph will be different. 

If (7y ic close to a constant, then In 

the determination of M there Is a possible 
J 

loss of accuracy. The integral calculated 

at positive z will hardly differ from the 

integral calculated at negative z. Then, 

calculating the sum of (62), we will obtain a small difference of 

large magnitudes, which unavoidably will lead to noticeable relative 

error. So that this does not occur, in the calculation of the sum 

of (62) we should count off a not from zero, but from its mean value, 
y 

as shown in Fig. 54. 

Then instead of the sum of (6c) we will 

obtain 

(65) 

where differs from ay by any constant a*. 

Û. 

This constant has no effect on the 

magnitude of moment. Actually, 

♦t +t ♦t -Af,» J •/</*= ) (*9l+a)zdz= ) *ylzdz+a J zdz. 
“T 'T “T “T 

Since the last integral is equal to zero, then, consequently. 



and, this means that the sums of (62) and (65) are equal to one another. 

As a result of the described operations of Integration we obtain 

T . T . and M In tabular form as functions of only one variable y. 
x' y* y 

We shall now turn to the equation of equilibrium (55). If we 

place in this equation the functions Tx, Ty, and My, it will not be 

satisfied. 

Feing satisfied by approximate solution, we shall apply Galerkin's 

method (see Chapter II). 

We shall multiply all members of equation (55) by function w and 

will integrate by y from zero to b: 

(64) 

Since all functions entering this equation are known, after 

integration we find pressure p, corresponding to the value of wm 

derived in the beginning of the calculations. 

Usually in the solution of problems of the theory of elasticity, 

by variational methods (including Galerkin's method) we obtain an 

analytic dependenc of parameters of deflection on load, as in the 

example given in Chapter II. In this case, upon numerical integration 

(in view of the complexity of the problem) we do not obtain the entire 

dependence of p on w^, but only one of its points. It is clear that 

the integration of the obtained expressions should be performed either 

numerically or graphically. For that, it is necessary to make tables 

for each of the integrands. For the first three 

this is simple. Regarding the last integrand, it contains the second 



derivative of the function, given tabularly. 

Large errors are obtained in graphic and tabular differentiation. 

Therefore, the last integral in expression (60) shall be converted 

by means of partial integration, 

!• j ** 

Partially integrating the investigated component once again, we 

obtain 

But when y = 0, dMy/dy and dw/dy become equal to zero. Further, 

when y * b, dw/dy again becomes equal to zero, and furthermore, 

deflection w is equal to zero. Therefore, the first and second com¬ 

ponents in the right part of the last equation are equal to zero. 

Consequently, 

This integral may be taxen without difficulties. Function w 

is not given tabularly, but analytically. Therefore, it easily may 

be differentiated. 

As a result, equation (64) takes on the following form: 

-jM#dy=0- (65) 

Hence, we determine pressure p, ander the action of which we 

obtained deflection wm, derived above. 
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If it is necessary to construct a graph of the dependence of 

on ^ necessary that all indicated operations be repeated 

several times for several taken values of w . 
m 

When the calculation bears a checking character, i.e., when it 

is required only to make a verification, if deflection is greater than 

permissible, the calculation turns out to be the simplest. In this 

case, as mentioned above, we assign deflection w^, equal to permissible, 

and we determine pressure p. If this pressure is greater than operating 

pressure, this means that at operating pressure the deflection will 

be less than permissible and the result of the checking calculation 

will be positive. 

If calculation is conducted for the inner shell, by pressure p 

in formula (65) we mean the difference of pressures of the liquid 

coolant and gas: 

P3** Pmf~~ Pt* 

Whereupon, both plh and pg should be derived according to the 

section of the engine, in which the calculation of local deflections 

is conducted, i.e., if the combustion chamber is considered, p will 
g 

be the pressure in the combustion chamber. If a shell is considered 

at the nozzle cutoff, pressure p constitutes the pressure of gas at 

the nozzle outlet, also changes correspondingly. 

For the inner shell, formula (65) should give negative values 

for p, inasmuch as pressure p acts from the external side of the 

shell. Correspondingly, during th-j calculation, w should be assumed m 

as negative, since the shell, as a rule, is deflected inside. For the 

outer shell wm and p will be positive, whereby for the outer shell 

P-Pw 



Before we go on to numerical examples, we shall stop on a question 

connected with local deflections. This is the question of stability 

of an Inner shell. 

Inasmuch as an inner shell in the spans between connections is 

loaded by external excess pressure, there appears apprehension for 

its stability. 

We consider that first of all one should distinguish shells with 

closely-spaced and widely-spaced connections. 
i 

With widely-spaced connections the inner shell is basically in 

a membrane state of strain. There take place only local bending 

effects in the vicinity of the connections. The zone of propagation 

, of bending is small as compared to the total surface of the shell 

between connections. 

In this case there is a possible loss of stability in pure 

form, i.e., a transition from the membrane state to the general state 

with subsequent fast destruction of the shell. In the stability 

(analysis vf cylindrical, conical, and spherical shells, in the first 

approximation there can be applied the usual calculating formulas 

available in reference literature. 

With closely-spaced connections the inner shell is knowingly 

In the general state of strain. By measure of loading it is deflected. 

In this case there will be no loss of stability in the usual, pure, 

form. Here it is possible to expect flexing of the shell between 

connections, i.c., the appearance of an intermittently changing 

deflection. The graph of the dependence of deflection on pressure 

then has the form of curve shown in Fig. 55. 
When pressure p attains maximum value (point A), there occurs 

flexing of the shell, i.e., a snap. The deflection changes Immediately 



to magnitude AB, There then appear dynamic effects, where upon at 

the end of the snap the deflection exceeds the thickness of the shell 

a few times, which for the engine is evidently intolerable. 

9 

Calculations show that the snap begins in 

the shell during impermissibly large deflections 

Therefore the local carrying capacity is limited 

not by the appearance of the snap, but by the 

Fig. allowed deflections of the inner shell in 

intervals between connections. 

This does not exclude, in doubtful cases, the necessity of 

checking the stability calculation (local snap). If theie are such 

apprehensions, the calculation may be done by the above-stated method. 

It is then ntcessary to determine not one, but several points of the 

, curve p = and according to it to construct the curve itself. 

' If this dependence has the form of the curve shown in Fig, 55, a 

snap is possible. Where upon, the maximum (point A) gives the value 

of critical pressure (pressure of snap). If there is no maximum 

on the curve, deflection of the shell is not accompanied by a snap. 

In conclusion one should note that when conducting calculations 

of snap it is impossible in the calculating formulas to disregard 

the nonlinear components connected with magnitude dw/dy. If at small 

deflection this sometimes can be done, then here such disregard Is 

impermissible, inasmuch as the snap phenomenon is closely connected 

with a noticeable change of geometry of the shell in the process of 

its loading. 
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§ 22. Example of Calculation of Local Deflections of a 
Cylindrical ¿hell with Longitudinal Couples; 

As was noted above, calculation of local deflections should precede 

calculation of general carrying capacity. So as not to repeat our¬ 

selves, we shall use the results of calculation from the example for 

the cylindrical shell given in Chapter III. 

Let us take, for example, an engine, the calculation of whose 

general carrying capacity was shown on p. 64. 

The specifications of this engine are the following: 

£-92 mm; 

inner shell: thickness h» = 1.5 mm. Temperature and thermal elongation 

through layers: 

M 
k 

- 2 
k_ 

4 0 +JL 
* 2 

i #c 720 647 675 502 430 

* 0.01342 0,01192 0,01040 0,00095 0,00757 

Stress-strain diagrams of steel for the indicated temperatures 

are shown in Fig. 35. 

Outer shell: thickness h" = 1.5 mm; same material; t£v - 100°C. 

At operating pressure p = 40 kg/cm*- calculation of carrying 
O 

capacity gives [see equalities (49)]? 

S.=0,00712; .,.=0,00937. 

These magnitudes will also enter the calculation of the inner 

shell for local deflections as initial magnitudes. 

But the above-mentioned data are still insufficient. It is 

above all necessary to assign the geometry of the couples. Inasmuch 

as in this chapter we are considering longitudinal couples, we shall 
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assume that cylindrical shells are united through their generatrices 

(Fig. 5^)). Distance between couples (mean free path) is 2b = 25 mm. 

Now it is possible to proceed directly to the 

calculations. Let us consider the inner shell. 

We shall assume maximum deflection to be w = 0.2 mm. 
m 

The sign shows that the displacement is di¬ 

rected inside, toward the axis of the cylinder. 

Putting the values of b, wm, ¡x tot> and 

in expressions (61), we find 

•,=0.00712-«,; 

«,=0.00844 - - 20.00631 cos ^. 

where z should be put in mm. 

Radius R^ is taken as equal to infinity, and R2 = R. On the basis 

of the obtained expressions. Tables 5 and 6 are completed. 

Table 5 

* 
2 mm —0,75 -0,375 0 40.375 40.75 

«,•10» -6.30 -4,80 -3.28 -1.83 -0.45 

Table 6 
•,10» 

V 
Z mm 

• «.1 1.» «.» «.« «.» •4 «.» M «.» I.« 

-«.1» 
-«,»» 
• 

*9.m 
+«.» 

-«.* 
-Ml 

-M8 
-Ml 

-«.«• 
-1.» 
-un 
-M» 
-».« 

-1.1« 
-I.M 

-Ml 
-».«» 

-I.» 
-*.0« 

-M« 
-MO 
-Ml 

-Ml 
-*.n 
—M« 
—I.W 

-«.«• 

-1.« 
-I.W 
-«.«1 

-0.« 

-4.44 

-«.11 
-I.W 

«.a 
i.» 

-7.M 
-4.W 
-I.W 

0.W 

».«1 

-«.«1 

-S.40 

-I.W 

1.41 
«.w 

-».«• 
—».71 
-I.W 

1.74 
«.» 

-1.71 
-«.W 

—I.W 

I.W 

».» 

After that, from expression (57) we find and make Table 7. 

In the calculations it is convenient to use the diagram shown in 

Fig. 56. 
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Table 7. 
•trlO« 

V 
Z mm X 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

“0,75 

“0.375 

0 

+0.375 

+0.75 

7.35 

6.32 

6.30 

4.74 

4.73 

7,55 

6.40 

5,30 

4.71 

4.46 

§.00 
6.6.» 

5.30 

4.31 

3,70 

8,78 

7,05 

5.30 

3.74 

2.49 

9.95 

7.65 

5,30 

3,08 

1.05 

11,32 

8,26 

5.30 

2.45 

0.87 

12.78 

9.04 

5.30 

2.00 

2.46 

14.04 

9.68 

5,30 

1.83 

4.00 

15.18 

10.18 

5,30 

1.92 

5.22 

15,91 

10.54 

5.30 

2.06 

5.96 

16.15 

10.fó 

5.30 

2.15 

6,26 

On the stress-strain diagrams shown in Fig. 35# we find and 

compose Table 8# and then Table 9* 

Table 8. 
t| k^/min^ 

y 
« MB \ 

• 0.1 

4 

0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 

-0,75 

“0,375 

0 

+0.375 

+0.75 

17.6 

18.8 

20.6 

21,9 

23.4 

17.7 

18.8 

20.6 

21.1 

23.2 

17.9 

18.9 

20.6 

21.5 

22.6 

18.2 

19.0 

20.6 

20.9 

20.9 

18,6 

19.2 

20,6 

20,0 

15.1 

18.8 

19.4 

20.6 

18.7 

13.6 

19.1 

19.6 

20.6 

17,6 

20,8 

19.3 

19.8 

20.6 

17.1 

22.8 

19.5 

19.8 

20.6 

17.4 

23.6 

19.6 

19.9 

20.6 

17.7 

24.0 

19.7 

19.9 

20,6 

18.0 

24.1 

After that, we calculate stress 

The results of the calculations are given in Table 10, Stress 

ax in the considered example is not necessary to calculate, inasmuch 
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as = cd and the member of equation (65) containing Tx becomes equal 

to zero. 

Table 10, 

X 
? n ir 

* 0.1 0.7 0.1 *.« O.S 0.« 0.7 0.« 0.9 1.0 

-4.1* 
—0.371 

• 

40.37* 

40.7* 

-10.* 

-13.* 

—10.7 

-a.« 

-».* 

-11.« 

-i«.i 

“•l*.7 

-».7 

-a.* 

-1 .* 

-IS.I 

-«.7 

-M.* 

• 10.1 

-10.7 

-31.0 

-a.* 

-1».« 

-17.3 

-10.7 

-10.7 

-I».* 

-10.0 

-10.« 

— 10.7 

-l«.S 

4 13.4 

— 10,1 

—10,1 

-10.7 

- 0,3 

433.7 

-:0.0 

-1*,» 

-10.7 

- 0,4 

4».0 

-30.5 

-».3 

-10.7 

4 0.0 

♦ 37,0 

-».7 

-30.« 

-10.7 

4 *.* 

437.7 

-30.0 

-».* 

— 10.7 

4M.» 

437.« 

It is further necessary to integrate stresses a with respect 
J 

to z for determination of T and M , 
V 

Figure 57 represents the laws of change of a with respect to 
«/ 

thickness z. Measuring the obtained curves with a planimeter, we 

obtain the first line of Table 11, Then by the above-described 

method we find the value of moment My and obtain the data of the 

second line. 

Since function w is known, it is easy to find the magnitudes 

d»9 1 _ _ 
-rr# —-ar.a te. 
rfy* Ä 

Then we compose tables for the magnitudes subject to integration: 

»•$ - 

(see Table 11)* 

Now, accoraing to expression (65), it is necessary to find the 

following integrals: 

Ímdj,; ¡M’Ts“* 
• Í • 
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if ka/m2 

Fig. 57. 

The first ones may be found 

analytically. The two others are 

determined numerically according 

to the data in the last two lines 

of Table 11, 

These integrals in order of 

sequence have the following values: 

-1.25 mm2, +0.22? kg, and +0.295 kg. 

Expression (65) takes on the 

form 

/>•1,25=-0.227 -0.295, (66) 

whence 

^*—0,417 k«/irjr.2 = — 41,7 kg/cir.2. 

This is the pressure at which 

the deflection constitutes 0.2 mm. 

The sign ,,-M indicates that 

the force of pressure is directed 

toward the axis of the cylinder. 

Magnitude p is the pressure 

irop in the interhousing and 

operating spaces. For the con¬ 

sidered engine 

Pf»50—40™ 10 kg/cnt2 . 

p 
Consequently, if at pressure 41.7 kg/cm there appears a local 

o 
deflection equal to 0.2 mm, then at 10 kg/cm the magnitude of deflec¬ 

tion will be smaller. If magnitude 0.2 mm had represented permissible 



displacements, we could consider that the checking calculation gives 

a positive result. 

It is important to note that the numerical relationships in 

expression (66) allow us to conduct a comparative evaluation of the 

role of the internal force factors during local bending. 

If we return to equation (65), it can be rewritten in the 

following form: 

r=p<r.)+p(r,)+piM¿ (67) 

where 

irj'*"' 
—5- F 

\p<rj 
wáy 

t 
(68) 

The three obtained components will be thus termed: 

p(Tx) — supporting action of meridional forces; 

p(T ) — supporting action of tangential forces; 
y 

p(Ii^) — supporting action of moment My. 

In the considered example the supporting action of forces Tx is 

equal to zero. The two remaining expressions according to equation 

(65) will be equal to the following magnitudes: 

—23,6 Ks/cffl2 ; p(7*,)=-18,1 xg/cm2 . 
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In conclusion, we shall consider for the same example the 

question on the possibility of snapping of the shell between longi¬ 

tudinal couples. 

This problem, as shown above, Is solved by the same means. Only 

it is necessary to conduct calculation not for one, and for a number 

of values of w , in order to construct the curve of p = f(w ). 
m ' m' 

Omitting the intermediate calculations, we present the results 

of final calculations for several values of deflections: 

n mrri 
m 
o 

-0.2 
-0.4 
-0.6 
-0.6 
-M 

Pl?y) k,T/cm^ p(IV) K>;/cni^ p 

-14.7 0 -14.7 
-16.» -23,6 -41.7 
-9.4 -32.0 -41.4 
- 1.4 -30,7 -41,1 
+ 4.3 -46.0 -41.7 
+ 6,8 —50.6 —41,6 

These data are represented in the form of curves in Fig. 58. 

In the span between longitudinal 

couples the shell can lose stability 

with a snap at excess pressure p = 43 

kg/cm . Local deflection of the shell 

is then a magnitude of the order of 

0.3 mm. 

Pressure in the interhousing space 

of the considered engine is equal to 

50 kg/cm , and drop of pressures |p| = 10 kg/cm , This pressure with 

respect to stability of the shell should be recognized as safe. It 

then remains only to ensure that the deflection is not too great on 

the part of disturbance of conditions of cooling. In this case, when 
p 

|p| = 10 kg/cm , the deflection constitutes only +O.030 mm and the 

inner shell is deflected outwards. 
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Th. trend of curvee p^) end p(Ty) le charecterletlc. They 

are also shown In Fig. 58. 

The exporting action of moment My with the growth of deflection 

alwaye Increaeee, Inaemuch ae distortion of the shell increases. 

The supporting action of forces Ty Increases only In the begin¬ 

ning of loading, and then drops. This occurs because the sign of the 

curvature of the shell in the middle of the span is reversed and the 

compressing forces Ty no longer have a supporting, but a loading effect 

(pressure p then also drops). 

It Is necessary to note that when p = 0 the magnitude wm does 

not become equal to zero. In this case, pih * Pg and 

forces of pressure is perceived by the external shell. 

When w = 0 pressure p is determined from the relationship 

From the considered example it Is clear that with the comparative 

clarity of the physical side of the phenomenon of local deflections 

and quite evident means of counting them, the question about the 

assignment of magnitude of allowed local deflections is least answered 

Certain preliminary considerations on this matter will be expressed 

by US in Chapter VII after analysis of problems concerning local 

deflections with helical and pointed couples. 
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CHAPTER V 

CALCULATION OF LOCAL DEFLECTIONS WITH HELICAL 
COUPLES OF SHELLS 

Cyrillic Designation In Text 

n = tot = total 

Helical seam coupling of shells consists in welding the shells 

along a helical line (Fig. 59). Between the welding lines there are 

fonnud channels, through which there passes a liquid coolant. Internal 

and external shells within the limits between two neighboring welded 

seams. Just as in the longitudinal coupling, will bend, as shown in 

Fig. 60. 

The appearance of local deflections affects 

the size of the passage sections of liquid 

coolant and the change of the boundary layer 

of gas flow. If deflections appear excessively 

large, this will cause a change in the conditions Fig. 59. 

of cooling and can lead to burnout of the shell. 

Consequently, as in all cases of coupling, calculation of local 

deflection is conducted on the basis of allowed deflections. 

We shall determine the magnitude of bending displacements 



depending upon the pressure acting on the shell. 

First of all we shall consider that the angle 

of ascent of colls Is not very great and In the 

calculation of shell It Is possible to take It to 

be equal to zero. Practically, such a simplification 

Is possible apparently If the angle of ascent of 

the helix does not exceed 30°. 

This assumption significantly simplifies the problem, inasmuch 

as in these conditions the shell becomes axially symmetric not only 

in general, but also in local geometry. Now let us present the shell 

as consisting of a set of parallel tubular rings (Fig. 61). 

The mean free path between seams will 

be designated by 2a (see Fig. 61). On the 

middle of the path we shall place the begin¬ 

ning of reading of coordinate x along the 

generatrix. Magnitude y will be counted off 

, iTr.^r 

: i ¡ ; i ¡ ¡ 
. I ; i ! « 
Î i i Í i » 

i i i i 
iii!1 

I I I I I I * 

Fig. 61. 

along the circular arc (Fig. 62). 

Since the shell is completely axially 

symmetric, the deflections and stresses are 

functions of only one variable x and do not 

depend on y. 

In such a case, equation (21) takes on the 

following form: 

Fig. 62. 

Since displacements w and u are purely bending displacements and 

do not include total displacements, functions ex tot and ey tot must 

include the magnitudes êx tot and Ey tot, obtained from calculation of 
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the general carrying capacity. If from e we subtract „ . . and £ . . 
X tot y tot 

thermal elongations et, we will obtain 

. i ** i • i I / éw \> 
-,'+7r+ir+T(i7) -* 

á*w 

4* 
(69) 

The equation of equilibrium (24) for our case will take on the 

following form: 

'-Mi-SHi 
From relationships (25) we have 

rflAf, 

éjfl 
=0. 

“T 

(70) 

(71) 

Relationships of plasticity (17) and (15) give, as in the case of 

longitudinal couples« 

Now we shall consider the sequence of calculation. 

(72) 

(73) 

ill 
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§ 24. Selection of Functions w and u and Sequence of Solution 

Function w will be assigned in the same form as for longitudinal 

couples: 

+CO. (74) 

where w as before is the greatest deflection, 
m 

When X * a the magnitudes w and dw/dx become equal to zero. 

Function u will be selected from the same considerations from 

which function v was selected in the preceding chapter. 

We shall take 

« * 

2ur 

Constants A and C are selected again from the condition of 

minimum of the mean value of intensity in the middle surface on 

section 0-a. This gives 

wm • / l i 1 C—^ÍlJL 
2 « (*, * Ms/’ » « 

We shall place w and u in expressions (69): 

The solution further is conducted in exactly the same ways as in 

the above-considered problem of calculation of a shell with longitudinal 

couples. 

We shall assign displacement wm and for a number of values of z 

and X we shall find from equations (75) ex and ey. Two tables are 

made for these magnitudes. 



Then from expression (72) we find the intensity of the deformed 

state and on stress-strain diagrams we determine For these 

magnitudes we also construct tables. After that, we find ax and 

from equations (73) and the results of calculations are again given 

in tables. 

Integration of a and o with respect to z determines, according 
X y 

to equations (7i)» the magnitudes Tx, Ty, and Mx. The sequence of 

integration was described above on p. 103. 

Let us turn, finally, to the equation of equilibrium (70). 

Multiplying all terms by w and integrating with respect to x from 

zero to a, we find 

1 1 (76) 

i " 

In order to avoid differentiation of tabular function Mx, the 

last integral is taken in parts: 

• a 
(£!k9äx-^w I - 

Ac J J At .. 

Integrating once again, we obtain 

• 9 

In virtue of the properties of functions Mx and w the first two 

components in the right part become equal to zero. Therefore 

} 
á*MÀ 
ájfi 

mix dx. 

Expression (76) finally takes on the following form. 

-i ^ *% JLjU> 



-¡»‘i?“-0- 

or, if we express pressure p through supporting actions, 

ß-p<rt)+p<rj+p(M£ (77) 

where 

/(T> 

¡Mi-S) <éx 

1' 
fix 

,i 7,mix 

-ï />(Af,)= 

i*w 
'17 

áx 

wéx 
l 

wéx 

(78) 

When functions Tx, Ty, and Mx are found, it is possible to easily 

determine the integrals entering equation (77) and to find pressure p, 

corresponding to assumed deflection w^. 

We shall make a numerical example. 

Ç 25. Example of Calculation of Local Deflections with 
* * P ttsHcal Coupling oi Shell? 

In order to obtain comparable results, we shall return to the 

example which was considered in the preceding chapter. Only we shall 

now assume that the shells do not have longitudinal, but helical 

couples. We shall repeat the condition of the problem. 

Shell is cylindrical, ^ = œ, R2 « R - 92 mm.^ Thickness of 

inner shell h' * 1.5 mro» 

Calculation of carrying capacity (p.64 ) gave ëx tot - 0.00712} 
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ey tot = 0-00937. 

Temperatures and elongations through layers of Inner shells are 

given. 

Let us present these data once again: 

» 2 
Jk_ 
4 0 

I'C 720 W7 575 502 430 

4 0.01342 0.01192 0,01040 0,00995 0.00757 

Stress-strain diagrams according to these temperatures are shown 

in Fig. 55. 

Width of span between couples, as in the above-considered example, 

will be taken to be equal to 25 mm, i.e., 2a = 25 mm. 

Magnitude of deflection as before is w = -0.2 mm. 
m 

After substitution of numerical values of constants, expressions 

(75) take on the following form: 

•,-0,00728-^+0.00054 co. —— * 0.00631 cot — ; 
a . « 

•,—0,00628—•,—0,00109cos ~, 
« 

where z should be put in mm. 

Changing z and x, we construct Tables 12 and 15 for e and e 
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Table 13« 

•f* 

By formula (72) we find et and from the stress-strain diagrams shown 

In Fig. 35 we take the values of We shall further calculate 

4/3 OjAi and formula (73) we shall find ax and oy. 

Correspondingly for all values we construct Tables 14-18. 

Table 14. 
•<'10* 

\ * 
0 0.1 0.3 •0.3 4 ►.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.0 0,0 1.0 

-4,7» 
—0,375 
• 

+0.375 
+0.75 

7.70 
0.71 
5.00 
5.35 
5.30 

7.16 
6,75 
5,70 
5.30 
5,14 

8.35 
7.00 
5,73 
4,75 
4.33 

0.03 
7.36 
5.00 
4.13 
3.30 

10.03 
7.73 
5.40 
3.30 
1.65 

11.31 
8.35 
5.30 
3.41 
0,73 

13.66 
6.94 
5.13 
1.51 
3.06 

13.95 
0.54 
5.04 
0.71 
3.60 

15.06 
10,10 
5.00 
0.33 
4.80 

15.80 
10.48 
4,04 
0.46 
6.00 

16.06 
10.83 
4.91 
0.00 
6.03 

Table 15. 

ff| kg/Wi2 

0 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0,6 0.9 1.0 

-0,75 
-0.375 

0 
+0,375 
+0.75 

17.8 
10.0 
30.8 
33.4 
33.7 

17,0 
18,0 
30,8 
23.2 
33.6 

18.0 
10,0 
20.8 
21.0 
23.0 

18.3 
19.1 
20.7 
21.3 
22.0 

18,6 
19.2 
20.6 
20.3 
18,6 

18.8 
19.4 
20.6 
18.7 
12.2 

19.1 
10.6 
20.5 
15.0 
30.0 

19.3 
10.7 
20.4 
10.8 
22.4 

10.5 
10.8 
20.4 
3.8 

23.4 

19.6 
19,0 
20,3 
7.6 

23.8 

19.7 
19.9 
20.3 
9.9 

33.9 

IIP 



Table 16. 

Table 17. 

«, kg/»2 

X 
• 
• 
• •.1 •4 •4 M •4 •4 •4 •4 •4 14 

• 
4#JN 
4êM *• 

-11.1 
-11.4 

-9A 

—«M 
-If.? 
-a/ 
-14.1 
-»4 

-144 
-a.4 
-114 
-H.I 
-*.? 

-M4 
-»14 
—•4 
-»4 
-114 

-114 
-»4 
-W4 
-a.4 
-«14 

-l».l 
-»4 
-»1.1 
-».? 
4 14 

• 

-«4 
-»14 
-«4 
-114 
4».? 

-114 
-«14 

-U4 
♦■4 

-«4 
-»14 
-».1 
-14 
♦».I 

-»14 
-a.i 
-a.i 
♦ »4 
♦a,» 

-*4 
-«4 
_a4 
♦ •4 
♦B4 

Table 1Ô. 

•f Kg/«2 

\ JL 
• «.i •4 M #.4 #4 M. •4 •4 •4 i.#. 

-4.11 
-44a 
• 

4#4M 
♦4.W 

-»4 
-«14 
-M4 
-».« 
-a.« 

-a.» 
-a4 
—a.« 
-a.« 
-a.i 

-a.* 
-a.i 
-»14 
-».* 
-14.1 

-».? 
-a.i 
-a.» 
-M.I 
-»4 

-a.i 
-a.4 
-»4 
—1?»4 
— #4 

-If.» 
-a.« 
-a.i 
-M4 
♦114 

-11.» 
-n.? 
-I«4 
—1*,4 
♦a,i 

-a.» 
-H4 
-114 
-14 
♦a.» 

-a.» 
-a.4 
-a.4 
♦ *4 
♦a,i 

-a.o 
-a.o 
-a.» 
♦ f,i 
♦a.4 

-a4 
-»4 
-a.« 
♦IM 
+a4 

We shall then Integrate stresses ax and ay with respect to z 

(Figures 63 and 64). Then according to expressions (71) we obtain 

T , T , and Mv, the numerical values of which are given In the first 
JL J 

three lines of Table 19. 

After this, we conduct calculations for determination of four 

Integrands 
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Results of calculations are presented In Table 19. 

After Integration 

j»äx--ia - i 

fr,»ix—32,9 Jm, 0,282 bi. 

According to expressions (78) we deternlne the supporting actions: 

^(TJm+IO.O k*/cB2* 
,(1-,)-»6 kg/cB2! 

-2P,6 Kg/OB2. 

And finally 

41,2 kg/cB2. 

This is also the pressure which corresponds to the above taken 

value of deflection wm - -0.2 mm. 

It is curious to compare this result with the one obtained above 

for the shell with longitudinal couples. In which the same deflection 

appears at the same temperatures under the action of pressure 41.7 

kg/cm2. Consequently, with longitudinal couples the shell turns out 

to be Just as rigid as with transverse couples. However, at large 

pressures, a shell with longitudinal couples turns out to be more 

pliable. This occurs due to lowering of snorting action of forces 

T , which was Illustrated above by the curves shown In Fig. 58. For a 

shell with helical couples the supporting action p(Ty) with increase 

of deflection is not lowered. In connection with this It Is interesting 

to conduct a full comparison of curves p - f(wm) In two considered 

cases. 
Repeating the above conducted calculation for several more values 

of deflection, we obtain the following data: 



*« 

-•.1 
-i.4 
-M 
-43 
—I.t 

+».• 
+W.5 

-HM 
•fH.7 

p(ly ) k*'/c»2 

-M.Î 

-».I 
-».7 
-41.7 
-».4 

P(»V) Wc«* 

-44.1 
-473 

According to these data we construct the curves shorn In Tig. 65. 

Next to pressure curve p the dotted line shows the sane curve for the 

case of longitudinal couples. At small deflections these curves 

practically coincide. At large deflections the shell with helical 

couples turns out to be more rigid. 

As can be seen from the curves shown in Fig. 65, the supporting 

action of forces Ty and moment with Increase of deflection Increases. 

Supporting action of forces Tx 

has a sign different from p(Ty) and 

P^). Consequently, force Tx Is 

the ’’loading” factor. Inasmuch as 

this force Is compresslonal, in the 

shell there occurs Its own kind of 

longitudinal bending, analogous to 

the bending of a compressed rod. 

The considered numerical examples 

of calculation of local deflections 

possess the evident deficiency that 

they do not give the possibility to 

clarify in common form the Internal 

regularities which take place in the considered problems. The only 

means for explanation of these laws is the gradual accumulation of 

results in the solution of problems concerning local deflections. 

Changing the different input parameters, we can determine, how this ' 
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affects the final results, and on the basis of this we can make 

certain limited generalising conclusions. 

Below we shall give, without intermediate calculations, the 

results of calculations for helical couples upon change of certain 

input parameters. 

Local rigidity of a shell is very much influenced by temperature. 

We shall return to the Just now considered example and shall 

determine pressure p at the same deflection wm * -0.2 mm, only no longer 

in operating conditions, but in pressing conditions. For that, in 

formulas (75) shall take 

and subsequently magnitude will be determined on the stress-strain 

diagram derived at normal temperature. 

Calculation shows, in this case, a sharp growth of pressure p. 

When w - -0.2 mm, p - -100 ke/om2 Instead of -'»1.2 kg/cm2. obtained 
m 

in operating conditions. The difference is explained basically by 

the change of the mechanical characteristics of the material with 

temperature. 

It is very Interesting to compare the calculated data with 

experimental. For checking the calculation we made a special model 

of a cylindrical shell with helical coupling. Test of the model was 

conducted at normal temperature and at the pressure In the interhousing 

space. Dimensions of the shell were the same as In the above-considered 

examplesi R - 92 mm; h' - h" » 1.5 mm; a - 12.5 mm. 

Five points were calculated. During calculation it was assumed 

4-**+ ë . ë * o Results turned out to be the following: 
tnet extot - eytot w# 
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P ll«/e*2 

ÏÏie curve constructed according to these data Is shown In Fig. 66. 

In the same place there are shown the points obtained experimentally. 

As can be seen, the calculated and experimental data agree fully 

satisfactorily. This gives a basis to consider that the proposed 

method of calculation sufficiently correctly reflects the state 

of the shell In operating conditions, where It Is difficult to 

measure deflections. 

For this shell In pressing conditions 

we conducted calculations In order to 

establish the dependence of rigidity on 

mean free path. 

When deflection w||l - -0.2 mm, for four 

values of a the following values of pressures 

are obtained: 

IS IS.S IS 

• 

p kg/«®2 -MS -m —71,1 

The curve constructed according to these points Is shown In 

Fig. 67. 
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As one should have been led to 

expect, with a large length of free 

section 2a the given deflection Is obtained 

at smaller pressure. This occurs basically 

due to lowering of supporting action of 

bending moments. Supporting action of 

Pig. 6?. 

forces Ty is basically kept. Therefore, 

upon Increase of a, pressure p does not 

tend to zero, but to a certain constant value (see Pig. 67). 

Now let us turn to a more complicated problem, l.e., the 

calculation of local deflections with pointed coupling of shells. 
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i ■ 

CALCULATION OF LOCAL DEFLECTIONS WITH POINT 
COUPLING OF SHELLS 

Cyrillic Designation In Text 

n - tot « total 

■ »ï. 

§ 26. Basic Relationships with Point Coupling 

By point coupling we mean such coupling in which shells are 

fastened by spot welding along the punchouts made in the outer shell. 

Welding points are staggered on the surface (Fig. 68). 

Local deflections of a shell with point 

couples can be determined by the same means 

as in the two above-considered cases. Here, 

however, the problem is immeasurably more 

Flg# 68. complicated, inasmuch as deflections have to 
. V . . , ' wllli ' •' I iV 1 •;* ! llPjllpiP »'li 1 ! 

be determined as a function of not one, but two independent variables. 
.: . « ' t'- 

All equations, derived above in Chapter II, are applied to point 

coupling without simplifications. 

Equations (21) after introduction of magnitudes ¿x tQt and £y tot 

and thermal elongations (see preceding chapters) take on the following 

formt 
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(79) 

- *■ ^ ' te ' «i ' t Vte/ " âí ’ 

+-r+T(^)’-* 

í**-ir+'>r • ^ _ 2t 
èa ' * ' êa èf èjtèy 

Equation of equilibrium (24) remains without change: 

o *// 

a>#F 
(24) 

Relationships of plasticity (17) and (15) remain unchanged and, 

in distinction from the two above-considered cases of attachment, are 

not simplified: 

'“¿TV t+Vr+tH2?)’- 

V-T-Jiv+T*«)5 
- - « •£. *> 
" i ä, « • 

(17) 

(15) 

Finally, the coupling between stresses and internal forces is 

established from relationships (25): 

♦i 
r*- Í Mi' 

» 
“T 

♦4- 

- J •,*<<*; 

r,- f .,te; M,. 
-T • 

♦T 

-4 

» 
“T 

♦4 
Í 
■4 

(25) 
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These equations are sufficient for solution of the problem. Now 

let us turn to selection of functions u, v, and w. 

§ 27. Selection of Functions u. v, and w 

The distance between transverse rows of points will be designated 

by a, and between longitudinal, by b. The origin of coordinates of 

the system x, y will be placed at the point of the biggest deflection 

(Fig. 69). 

Wie shape of bent surface of the 

shell is shown in Fig. 70. This shape 

will well agree with function w, selected 

in the following forms 

Displacement w becomes equal to zero in points x » a; y * 0 and 

x = 0; y * b. Surface of deflection is symmetric with respect to 

axes x and y, and also with respect to diagonals of rectangle a x b. 

Functions u and v will be taken 

in the form of 

«-¿.inJ-C.i. *¿(1+«. &■); 

Bern—tin !S.j. 

When x * 0 and x * a, function u 

becomes equal to zero. In exactly the 

same way, function v becomes equal to zero when y * 0 and y * b. 

Constants A, B, C, and D will be selected again from the same 

condition, that average intensity in the middle surface on the area 

of rectangle a x b is minimum. 
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We place u* vf and w In expreeslons (79) and, considering z * 0, 

we obtain for the middle surface 

Now, returning to expression (17)» we find the magnitude 

and put In it ex, t , and 7xy. Then the obtained expression Is 

Integrated with respect to x from zero to a and with respect to y 

from zero to b* 

This gives 
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We differentiate this expression with respect to A, B, C, and D, 

and we equate the derivatives to zero. This gives four equations for 

determination of the unknown magnitudes; 

Hence 
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In particular cases, when a - œ (longitudinal coupling) and when 

b * öd (helical coupling) the obtained expressions for A, B, C, and D 

coincide with those which were found above in Chapters IV and V. 

Now we shall place the found values of constants in expressions 

(81). We shall then consider bending strains according to expressions 

(79), As a result, we obtain 
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-U -îïfcAli 
ï Tj» 4flft / I I 1 . ±\*,Ül^L,ln?’+ 

K** *9 

4 
-L+iL+± 
•• tä4* r *« 

2 «* « » 

■sin' 
« » 

(82) 

§ 2Ö. Sequence of Conducting the Calculations 

The calculation of local deflections in the case of point couples 

will be conducted in the same sequence in which it was done above for 

longitudinal and helical couples. 

Let us first of all assign the value of wm. Then we take several 

values of z. 

Let us consider, as before, five layers of thickness ï 

After that, we shall begin the calculation of components of 

deformations (82) as functions of z, x, and y. 

Consequently, in calculating ex for instance, it is necessary for 

every z to construct a table of e for x and y. Thus, for e there 
* x 

will be obtained five tables with respect to the number of layers. 

In each table the number of lines and columns corresponds the number 

of points taken with respect to x and y. As before, we shall take 11 

points with respect to x and y. This means that in each table there 
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will b« 121 blocks. Calculations are simplified by the fact that the 

function of deflections Is symmetric with respect to the diagonals of 

rectangle a x b. Therefore, In the table under small deflections It 

Is possible to fill In only blocks (see numerical example below). 

After tables are composed for ex, ey, and 1/2 by formula 

(17) we determine e^. On stress-strain diagrams we find and by 

formulas (15) we determine stresses a , a , and t . a y xy 

Further, we shall integrate the stresses with respect to z. This 

is done by the above-described method. As a result, by formulas (25) 

we obtain forces Tx, Ty, and moments My, and H. For each of 

these magnitudes we obtain no longer five, but one table for x and y. 

Let us return to the equation of equilibrium (24). It should, 

according to Galerkin^ method, be multiplied by function w and 

Integrated with respect to x and y from zero to a and to b: 

Since differentiation of functions given tabularly leads to 

loss of accuracy, we shall convert the last three integrals, as this 

has already been done above. 

Partially integrating twice, we find 

Ihz dxdy, 
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wäxdy — 
dMy 

~àÿ 

+ 
% 

Magnitudes òMx/dx and òw/ãx when x = 0 and x « a according to 

conditions of symmetry become equal to zero. Therefore, in the right 

part of the first expression the two first components are equal to zero 

and 

Analogously 

jfä9‘*äy=jlM’*r,Uä]' 

From conditions of symmetry, in points located on lines x = 0 

and x = a, torque H = 0. Therefore, in these points the magnitude 

dH/dy also becomes equal to zero. 

Consequently, we obtain 

Now the equation of equilibrium (24) takes on the following 

final form: 

il 

(8?) 



(83) 

+ 

Conducting monerical integration of the above-compiled tables, 

we determine pressure p, corresponding to the assumed deflection wm. 

The magnitude of pressure p may be represented in the form of 

the sum of supporting actions: 

f~p<rM>+p<r,)+fm+fi(H)+p(M¿ (84) 

where 

-* 

ïï 

wáxiy 

1 
¡'■a 

j wdxdy 

i (wdxdy 

pW 

pm- 

ii*2 
'IF 

II- 

ixdy 

¡T 

Us 

'IT 
dxiy 

mÊmmmmmm t 

wdxdy 

(85) 

We shall give a numerical example, 
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S 29. Example of Calculation of Local Deflections In the 
-"'Case of Point Coupling oT Shells- 

Let us consider local deflections for the very same cylindrical 

shell, for which calculation was conducted above In the case of 

longitudinal and helical systems of coupling. For this shell Rj * a; 

r2 = R = 92 mm; h‘ = 1.5 mm. 

Calculation of general carrying capacity (p. 64 ) gave 

1..-0,00712^.-0,00937. 

Temperatures and thermal elongations through the thickness of 

the inner shell will be the following: 

» 
* 
2 

_à_ 
4 0 

k 
+ 7 +4 

i *c 720 647 575 502 430 

Sf 0,01342 0,01192 0,01040 O.OOtNS 0,00757 

Corresponding stress-strain diagrams are given as before in 

Fig. 55. 

We shall consider point attachment in which, for instance, a = b = 

12.5 mm, i.e., longitudinal and transverse rows of points are located 

twice as closely as in the two examples of longitudinal and helical 

couplings considered above. Diagonals of the square, constructed on 

four points, are equal to 25 mm (Fig. 71). 

In order to obtain comparable results, 

we shall take, as before, wm = -0.2 mm. 

After substitution of numerical values 

of R^, R2, wm, a, and b, expressions (82) take 

on the following form: 

Fig. 71. 
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•,10»-7.20-i,1G*-a02coi £í-(!+co.Ía.)+ 

*f 0,08cot0,136co* yCO*^ - 

—*6,32 co*—co* ; 

^-=8,36-^-0,02^-^(1+co*?y-)+ 

-f-0,08co*^--0,136co* yco*^-- 

—*6,32 co*—co* : 
ë è 

y WOF*-0.41 iln y sin +0,02 *ln ~ »In 4 

+*8^32 sin y tin 

Comparing the numerical values of the magnitudes entering these 

expressions» we see that some of them are comparatively small. Thus, 

In the expression of ex the following magnitudes are small! 

In the expression of e the following magnitudes are smalls 
J 

0,02 co* co* y-^ and 0,08 co*y-* 

and In the expression of 1/2 7W the following magnitude Is smalls 
xy 

aa2ilny-sln&. 

All these magnitudes, as can be seen from expressions (82), are 

determined by the square of deflection wm. Inasmuch as deflection wm 

= -0.2 mm, i.e., is quite small, in this case these magnitudes may be 

disregarded. This does not exclude, however, the possibility of 

calculation of the quadratic members at large deflections. 

Thus, we obtain 

•JO’ -^-t.lO'-O.iaSOWyCO*^- 

—*6,32 CO*—CO* ; 
a è 

Í36 



•^-•.ae-^-ojaôcos^cos"^- 

—*6,32cot—co» — 
m è 

jTo,0P^ ” 0.407 «In y*ln^-4 *fi,32*lnysln^ . 

Disregard of the quadratic members not only simplifies the 

expressions for e , e , and 7 ; much more important is the fact that 

now all functions are symmetric with respect to the diagonals of the 

tables. Upon change of places of x/a and y/b, ex# ey, and 7xy do 

not change. In exactly the same way the stresses, forces, and moments 

will also remain unchanged. This will not allow us to complete all 

the tables and it will limit us only to the calculation of magnitudes 

located within the limits of triangle ABC (Fig. 72). The remaining 

magnitudes will be determined from conditions of symmetry. 

If we consider large 

m # V 0 9J 0.1 
$* 
V 
V 
V \ 
I4 •< N 

«« B >• 
V 

# 

V 

Fig. 72. 

deflections, at which the 

above-made disregard will 

be impossible, the volume 

of calculating work is 

increased, inasmuch as the 

tables lose their properties 

of symmetry. 

Now we calculate the 

values of e„, and 1/2 7 xy 

and we present the results in Tables 20, 21, and 22. 

It is further necessary to calculate (17). 

Figure 73 shows a diagram for the determination of On th^ 

beams of the diagram we plot sections OB = ex and 0A 

section AB, equal to the magnitude 

e and we obtain 



Further, by the same span of 

the meter, on the vertical axis we 

plot section OC = AB, On the 

horizontal axis we plot section 

CD = 7vv/2. Then 

It remains to plot on the vertical 

axis section OE = CD and on the 

CD=^.*+V,+^+(^)'. 

9 J 

Fig. 7? slanted line to read the value of 

= OF. The results of the determination of are given in Table 

23. On stress-strain diagrams (see Fig. 35) with respect to we 

find a1 (Table 24). 

Further, we compose Table 25 for * By formulas (15) we 

determine stresses ax, oy, and Txy (Tables 26, 27, and 28). Then we 

integrate with respect to z. For that, we construct a set of curves 

of a , c , and t depending upon z, and according to expressions (25) 
X y xy 

we integrate them. As a result we obtain Table 29 for Tx, Ty, Mx, 

, and H. 

Then we construct an auxiliary table, which contains data on 

à 2,, à 2 à 2 
w, 2_J¡L, and 2 ° (Table 30). After that, we calculate the 

Ò7? òy2 òxòy 

integrands of expression (83): 

lob 



Results of calculations are given in Table 51. 

Now it remains to conduct Integration of tabular functions with 

respect to x and y from zero to a and from zero to b. 

The first integral is taken analytically 

« » 

• A 

Further, expanding Table 51 according to the diagram in Fig. 72, 

we integrate according to the rule of trapezoids at first along the 

lines, i.e., along x, and then along y. As a result we obtain 

« A 
J JVäxäy—0,%87 

ih~ 
kg.rrjr,; 

dXdy — 1,89 kg.mrrj 

Ih? 
Si 

dxdy=2,07 kg. nrej 

2H ~^-dxdy^2,\Z kg.««. 
dxdy 

After that, by formulas (85) we calculate the magnitudes of 

supporting actions: 

"f’S.Z kg/cir^} p(Ms) — — 12,1 kg/c^ij 

—20.2 ^/cm2} p(M9)= —13,2 kg/omü j 

/(//)=-13,6 kg/cm2. 

According to equation (84) we obtain 

pm—53,4 kg/cin2. 

Thus, in the considered example, basic supporting action is given 



, and H (all three are approximately equal). Somewhat 

more Is given by force T . Regarding, however, force Tx, it is a 

loading factor, inasmuch as it has the sign and thus, as in the 

case of helical couples, it creates "longitudinal bending." 

The supporting action of shear force S, which we disregarded above, 

turns out to be comparatively small. In the considered example this 

force, according to calculations which were not given here, gives a 

total of 1 kg/cm2. Within the limits of the accuracy of calculations, 

this magnitude can be disregarded with complete Justification. 

by moments Mx 
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Table 20 

«#• 10* 

r 
• 

M 

• -M i >i.k i -a.o -3.51 -4.70 -4,39 -7.« -4.o: -0.011 -10.1 •| -10.1 

•.1 -*4 -1,41 -3.U -4.M • 4.13 -7.57 -4.71 -0. » -».J Ik 

M -4.M -4.04 -4.04 -4.33 -».* -M -0,3 tl 

M -4.44 -5.34 -4.23 -7,04 -7.* 

M k -:.l» -4.« - 7,44 

#.» 2 -4.22 1 

• -J.4« —S .14 —1,03 -3.41 -4.03 -4.71 -5.41 -4.01 -4.5 1 -4.04 -0.14 

•.1 —l.TI -3.00 —3.47 -4.04 -4.71 -5.34 -5.04 -4.4 -4.73 

M -*.»? -3.44 -4.14 -4.73 -5.27 -5.7? -0.1 
— 

•4 -1.04 -4.31 -4.71 -5.13 -5.40 

•.4 
» ~r — k_ 

4 
-4.30 -4.72 -4.03 

•4 -471 

• —14* —J.JJ -3.31 -3.14 -1.14 -3.10 -l.M -3.13 1-3.00 -3.4» -1.04 

•.1 -J.3J -3.30 -3.17 -3.14 - 3.2) -3.14 -3.13 
— 

-3.00 -3.07 

•4 -3.10 —341 -3.13 -S.» -1.17 -3.14 —3.t0 

•4 
* 

-3.04 -i.n -3.10 -3.14 -3.15 

•4 -3.11 -I.» -3.10 

•4 -3.30 

t -4.14 -4.13 -3.74 —3.21 —1.51 -1.7» -0.04 -4.34 +0.91 +0.43 +0.75 

•.1 -4.00 -3.4T -1.14 -1.44 -1.71 -1.01 -0.» ♦9.17 +0.50 

•4 -3.30 -3.01 -1.17 -1.75 -1.13 -0.57 -o.ta 
•4 -3.41 -1.11 -1.75 -1.30 -0.44 

4.4 
f «- + 

h -1.00 -1.75 -1.51 

•4 4 -1.73 

• -i.% -4.01 -I.» -1.1» 1 - l.*0 -0.37 + •.14 1 -2.« -3.54 + 4.20 I +4.50 
•4 -4.TÎ -4.U -1.00 -I.0I -0.17 + 1.03 ■*-1.33 +3.39 + 4.01 
•4 -3.S4 -1.44 -1.40 -4.37 *0.44 + I.01 ♦ 1.70 
•4 -1.44 -1.57 -0.37 +0.90 + 1.11 

•.4 
r-+ 

* '#.44 -0.« ♦ 0.00 

M J 2 -0.37 
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Table 21 
i, io* 

K1 

1.0 

• -441 -040 -1.3* -a.» -8.88 -548 -4.« -7.78 -».73 -».« -0.18 

•.i -0.« -i.*a -a.4i -848 -J.06 “4.41 -7.88 -».88 -».» 
- 

M -a.« -840 -8.08 -8.06 -8.» -7.38 -8.03 
— 

•4 -3.48 -4.88 -8.08 -S4» -845 

0.« * -4.«8 -8.08 -».40 

•4 '—T •5.06 

• -14* -1.44 -i.n -843 -8.« -3.Si -4.» -4.87 -8.36 -6.4« -8.7» 

•4 -1.18 -144 -a.3i -8.80 -3.S6 —448 -4.80 —5.77 -8,98 

•4 -a.n -841 -3.00 -3.SC -4,11 -441 —5.01 
- 

•4 -«.*• -3.15 —3.18 -8.86 -4.33 - - 
•4 * 

4 

-8.84 -3,58 -3.(0 

•4 -3.3« 1 

TH -S.M -a.ir -a.» -8.18 -8.08 -J .04 -3.40 —145 -143 -141 -1.» 

il -a.» -a.u -8.11 -8.08 -8.04 -348 -I4S -141 -141 — 
•4 -i.» -8.10 -8.0* -3.04 -84» -l.»8 -I.W 

•4 
• -840 -848 -844 -3.8» -145 

•4 
J ££ 0 

-848 -844 -8.88 — 
•4 1 -3.04 

• —*40 -a.iT -*.oo -848 -1.3* -040 ♦0.16 +0,88 ♦1.48 ♦1.7» + 141 

•4 —044 -84« -140 -1.33 -O.S0 ♦O.IS ♦0.10 ♦ 1.33 ♦ I.W 

•4 -148 -141 -4.81 -0.» ♦0.03 ♦O.SO ♦ 1.03 — 
•4 -1.48 -148 -040 -0.14 +0.87 

•4 

*“+ 4 

-O.B -0.» -0.33 

•J 1 : 
♦04» 0 -4.10 -a.u -8.18 -8.#* -0.73 +3.a» +3.83 *4.70 ♦8,49 +6.85 

•.1 —841 -840 -1.08 -0.88 ♦0.7» ♦3.31 ♦141 ♦447 ♦6.11 

#4 -a.» -141 -0.44 *04* +3,00 ♦8.08 ♦34! 

•4 -040 -O.ll ♦0.1» ♦ 1.« ♦8.48 

M , ® 
♦0.31 ♦04» ♦ I.8S 

04 
*■•+ J ♦0.7» 
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Table 22 

K* 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.1 0.9 1.« 

• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

i.l -0.49 —0.04 -1.29 -1.51 -1.59 -1.51 -1.29 -0.94 -0.49 

- 

0.2 -1.78 -2.45 -2.88 -3.02 -2.88 -2.45 —1.7« 

•.3 -3.38 -3.96 -4.17 -3.96 —3.38 ' 1 — 

0.4 . —T —4.04 -4,89 -4,64 
i 1 

0.& -5.15 • 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1 -0.27 -0.50 —0,70 -0.82 —0.88 0.82 -0.70 —0,50 -0.27 

0.2 -0.95 -1.32 -1.55 -1.63 -1.55 -1.32 —0.9' 
— 

0.3 —1.87 -2.13 -2.25 -2.13 -1.82 

C.4 1 = * -2.50 -2.64 -2.50 

0.0 4 [-2.78 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.Ml 0 0 0 0 

0.1 -0.04 -0,07 -0.10 -0,12 -0,13 -0,12 -0.10 -0.07 -0.04 

0.2 -0.14 -0.20 -0.23 -0.24 0.23 -0.20 -0,14 

- — 0.3 -0,27 -0,31 -0,33 —0,31 -0.27 

0.4 ï — 0 
0,37 -0.39 —0.37 

0.0 -0.41 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1 0.19 0.36 0.49 0.58 0.61 0.58 0,49 0.38 0.19 

0.2 0.67 0.» 1.09 1.15 1.09 0.93 1 0.67 — — 
0.3 1.2« 1.51 1.6 1.51 0.28 

0.4 * 
+T 

1.77 1.86 1.77 

0.5 1.9fc 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1 0.« 0.77 1.01 1.27 1.34 1.27 1.« 0.77 0,47 

0.2 I.4S 2.0' 2.41 2.54 2.41 2.0? 1.49 _ 

0,3 2> 1 3.31 3.51 3.34 2.84 
— 

0.4 « - 
3.91 4. U 3.9G 

-IL- ■+T 4.3 

ï 



Table 23 

•| 103 

*\f 

• 
• 

0 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 9,8 9.9 .«» 

0 i M7 2.63 1.96 1. S.9H 1 1.42 1 1.32 H 1,12 |l6,75 1 4.7; 1 9.93 2i ».50 

0.1 3.12 1.40 6.35 1.78 1 1.40 1 1.10 II S.56 1 8.51 1 9.73J 

0.2 r 5.72 7.56 9.68 1 1.80 l 4.02 1 5,92 1 7.45 

0.3 . 9.02 l 0.66 1 2.28 1 3.76 1 5,02 

0.4 k 
9 2 

1 1.77 1 2.6.7 1 4.36 

0.5 l¡ í.^r 

. [ 3.78 4.12 4.78 5.78 6.91 8.ai 9.72 o.as 1.90 12.57 1 2.HI 

... 4.33 4.93 5.88 7.10 8.40 9.66 0.82 11.68 12.27 

0.2 5.53 6.41 7.42 8.56 9.61 10.42 11.30 
1 

0.3 7.14 7.98 8.73 9.51 10.10 ! ¡ 

0.4 

0.5 

k 
' -T 

8.as 8.91 9.26 

1 8.9, 1 

0 5.60 5.55 5.48 5.43 5.as 5.28 5.20 5.12 5.08 5.05 5.02 

0.1 5.51 5.45 5.39 5.35 5.28 5.20 5,13 5.08 5.0: 

0.2 5.40 E 36 5.33 5,28 5.23 5,15 5.08 

0.3 5,34 5.32 5.28 5.25 5.17 

0.4 *-0 
5.30 5.28 5.27 ... _ 

0.5 
t 5.28 1 

0 17.29 7.14 6.42 5.36 3.94 2.43 1.04 0.90 1.8 2.ai 2.77 

0.1 6.86 6.22 5.21 3.94 2.M 1.28 0,98 1.6« 3 2.27 

0.2 
— 

5.76 4.85 3.87 2.76 l.H 1.27 1.3 7 .. ■ — 

0.3 4.39 3,78 3.05 2.36 1.74 — 

0.4 

0.5 

k 
- #-+7- 

3.54 3,52 2.85 

3.60 1 

0 9.46 1 8.93 7.43 5.30 2.71 0.79 3.48 6,20 8.26 9.74|I».I7 

Vi 1.42 1.U 5.22 2.94 1.74 3.70 6.00 7.9 
*12 a.. 

0.2 6.U 1 4.88 3.50 3.02 3.97 5.50 7.0 12 

0.3 1 4.4Í 4.13 4.10 4.40 .5,K 1 . . - - 

0.4 

0.5 

* 
- * *+ — 

4.52 1 4.7< 1 4,70 - 
1 5.0 \m 



Table 24 

•l k’Jm 

Ki 
0 o.l 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 

0 11.0 12.9 14.0 16.8 18.1 18.8 19.4 19.8 20.1 20.3 20.4 
0.1 13.9 15.4 17.0 18.2 18.8 19.3 19.8 20.0 20.3 

. « 

0.2 16.6 17.7 18.5 19.0 19.3 19.6 19.9 

0.3 10.3 18.8 19.0 19.2 19.0 

0.4 h 
—T 

19.0 19.1 19.4 

o.s I9J 

0 17.0 17.4 17.9 18.5 19.0 19.4 19.8 20.0 20.2 20.3 1 20.4 

0.1 1 17,6 18.0 18.6 19.0 19.4 19.8 20.0 20.2 20.2 

- 

0.2 18.4 18.8 19.2 19.5 19.7 19.9 20.0 

0.3 19.0 19.3 19.5 19.7 19.8 

0.4 h 19.4 19.6 19.6 

0.5 19.6 

0 30.7 20.7 20.7 20.6 20.6 20.6 20.5 20.5 20.4 20.4 20.4 

0.1 20.7 20.7 20.6 20.6 20.6 20,5 20.5 20,1 20.4 

«MM» 

0.2 20.6 20.6 20.6 20.6 20.5 20.5 20.4 
— 

0.3 20.6 20.6 20.6 20.5 20.5 

0.4 
«B 0 

20.6 20.6 20.6 

O.S 20.6 

0 23.4 23.3 23.0 22.4 21.1 18.7 13.4 12.2 17.0 18.9 19.4 

0.1 23.2 22.8 22.2 21.1 18,9 14.8 13.0 16.5 18.2 
. — 

0,2 22.6 22.0 21.0 19.4 17,0 14.7 15.2 

0.3 21.6 20.9 19.9 18,5 16.8 
— 

0.« A 20.6 20.6 19,5 

0.5 20,7 ' 

0 25.1 25.0 24.5 23.7 21.2 12.9 22,2 24.1 24.8 25.2 25.3 

0.1 L 24.8 24.4 23.6 21,6 19.0 22.5 24.0 24.6 25.0 

0.2 24.0 23.4 22.3 21.7 22.8 23.8 24.4 

— 
0.3 23.2 22.9 22.9 23.2 23.6 

0.4 â 
*“+ t 

23 2 23.4 23.4 

05 236 
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Table 25 

i. -ÎÎ-. IO1-* Vfjm 
* il_ 

H • • 
• 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.« 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.« 

• 7.31 6.54 4.04 3.75 2.07 2.21 1.83 1.58 1.43 1.36 1.33 

•.i 5.04 4.67 3.57 2.76 2.2U 1.83 1.59 1.44 1.37 

0.Í 3.07 3.12 2.55 2.15 1.83 1.64 1.52 

0.3 2.71 2.35 2.06 1.86 1.69 — 

«.4 A 
•—* 

2.15 2.01 1.80 

0.5 2.00 

0 0.00 5.03 4.00 4.27 3.57 3.11 2.72 2.46 2.26 2,15 2.12 

0.1 5.43 4.07 4.22 3.57 3.08 2.73 2.46 2.31 2,20 

o.l 4.44 3.01 3.45 3.04 2.73 2.55 2.36 

0.3 3.55 3.22 2.9« 2.76 2.61 

0.4 A 3.10 2.93 2r82 

0.5 
I » "J" 2.92 

0 4.03 4.07 5.04 5.06 5.13 5.20 5.26 5.34 5.35 5.391 5.42 

0.1 5.01 5.05 5.10 5.13 5.20 5.26 5.33 5.35 5.39 

0.S 5.00 5.12 5.15 5.20 5.23 5.31 5.35 

0.3 5.14 5.16 5.20 5.21 5.29 

0.4 
• 5.18 5.20 5.21 

».I 
ami 5.20 

0 4.20 4.35 4.75 5.57 7.14 10.26 17.18 18.07 |t2.52 (O.OOI 9.34 

0.1 4.51 4.10 5 <8 7.14 9.96 15.41 17.60 13.02 (0.69 1— 

0.2 5.23 0.05 7,23 9.37 12.52 15.43 14.79 

0.3 0.55 7.37 8.70 10.45 12.87 1 
0.4 am- 

, A 7,75 7.80 9.12 

0.5 hT 7.67 

0 3.54 3.73 4.40 5.95 10.43 21.77 8.51 5.18 4.00 3.45 1 3.32 

0,1 3.03 4,50 5.03 0.00 14.56 8.11 5.33 4.11 ).62 

0.2 5.1« 6.30 8.S0 9.50 7.66 5.60 4.61 

0.3 0.04 7.30 7.45 0.90 6.27 

0.4 . • 0.13 0.55 6.55 — 
6.28 

i4G 



Table 26 
? 

«* b’/fwi 

\1|£ 
• 4.1 0.2 0.3 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.7 4.4 4.9 1.4 

0 —11.4 -144 -14.0 -17.4 -14.4 -1».» —14,4 -a.» -a.- -a.i -a.» 

o.i -11.1 —14.1 -17.» -14.4 -14.3 -14.7 -a.o -a.j -a.» 

0.2 —14,1 -17.9 -14.0 -14.4 -14.2 -14.7 -a.i 

0.3 -17.1 -17.4 -14.0 -14.4 -14.4 

M » 
'"T 

-17.4 -17.4 -14.4 

0.5 -17.» 

0 -IM -tt.ï -14.0 —14.3 -a.o -20.2 -a.» -a.« -a.7 -a.« -a.o 

0.1 -IM -14.1 -14.5 -14.7 —20,0 -a.4 -a.» -a.» —a.» 

0.2 -144 -14.2 -14.» -14.» -a.o -a.» -a.« 

0.3 —14.4 -14.0 -19.4 -14.4 -a.o 

0.4 A -M.l -14.0 -14.» 

0.5 4 

0 -II.» -II.* -a.i -0.0 -91.4 -91.4 -21.4 -21.» -21.7 -21.7 -91.7 

0.1 -a.« -a.i -a.o -21.4 -21.4 -21.4 -21.4 -21.7 -11.7 

0.2 . -B.l -0.4 -91.4 -21.1 -21.4 -21.4 -21.7 
— 

0.3 -21.4 -91.4 -91.4 -21.4 

0.4 
* - 0 

-11.4 -21J -21.4 

0.5 -21.4 

0 -M.4 -94.4 -14.2 -a.7 -0.4 -21,4 —U.» +2.4 ♦14.1 ♦ IS.2 ♦a.4 

0.1 —94.4 -94.1 -a.» -a.4 -».4 -14.« ♦0.7 ♦a.» ♦ 14.2 

0.2 -a.4 -a.i -21.» -14.4 -14.0 —4 J ♦».« 

0.3 -91.4 -20.1 -17.» -14.» -4.7 

0.4 A -14.4 —14.0 -1».» 

0.5«* 4 -IS.7 ■ 

0 -».t -Î5.4 -9M -25.7 -a.» +0.» -14.4 ♦a.» ♦a.«| +94.4 ♦M.i 

0.1 -»4 -2S.S -24.4 -».4 +0,4 ♦ 17.4 ♦91.7 ♦a.i| +a.i 

0.2 —94.4 -91.4 -IS.» + 0.2 +14.1 ♦a.7 ♦2.0| 

0.3 -17.4 -4.7 +4.2 +4.2 ♦ 15.4 

0.4 
*=+-f 

-4.7 1 +0.2 +4.4 

J 

1 1 0.5 +4.9 

il? 



Table 2? 
2 

tf k¿/M 
> 

14 

• -«.i -W.I -II.I -IS.I —17.1 -10.1 -10.» -l».l -l»4 -a.» -a.» 

•.1 -it.• -li.« -i*.« -17.0 -10.0 -10.0 -M.l -l».S —M.7 

t.2 -i«.i -is.« —M.S -17.0 -10.1 —10,7 -19,2 
— 

t.3 -11.7 -M.l -10.0 -17.5 -17.» 

0.« k 
* T 

-M.l -10.« -17.0 • 

0.5 -10.3 

• -M.4 -i«.« -W.11 -17.» -10.4 -10.» -11.4 -11.5 —M.O -M.7 

o.t -•».7 -M.3 -17.» -17.0 -10.3 10.» -M.l —M,4 —M.4 

0.2 
* 

-IM —17.» -17.5 -10.0 -10.4 -M.l —M.2 

— - 0.3 -17.0 -17.1 -17.0 -1».» -M.S 

0.4 k 
*“ 7 

-17.1 -17.3 -17.7 

0.5 -17.3 

0 -N.0 -lt.0 -l».0 -l*.0 -10.» -II.» -IM -10.7 -lo.el I».k 

0.1 -».O -1*.» -».0 -».0 -10.0 —10.» -10.7 -10.7 -10.0 1 
0.2 -IM -•».0 -K.0 -10.» -10.0 -10.7 -10.7 • 

0.3 -I».» -a.o -10.» -10.» -10.7 

_ 

M . 

#«0 
-10« -IM -II.» 

0.5 -10.» 

0 •a.i -II.» -II.« -a.« -IM -15.0 -5.3 -rlJ.4 +M.4 +21 ,o| ->-21.3 

0.1 -II .1 -II .1 -a.i -10.3 -14.0 -5.5 ±114 +10.4 +a.4 
fl 

0.2 -a.« -a.» -17.3 -13.7 -0.7 +4.7 +14.3 L 
0.3 -IM -IS.0 -11.7 M —?.3 

0.4 -14.1 -11.4 -M.l 

0.5 -11.7 

0 -S1.S -a.7 -a.i -71.« -17.« +13.3 +34.3 +33.3 T».» +a.o a.: 

0.1 -a.i -a.» -a.» -IS.I +0.0 +33.2 +144 +35.5 +36.0 

. 0.2 # -11.5 -IM -M.S +5.0 +10.5 +a4 +34.7 

0.3 -II.« —0.5 +4.5 +13.1 +M.5 

0.4 , A -«4 +4.» +4.4 

,M +3.0 



Table 28 
, 2 

Ut fey*» 

N- 
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 o.o 0.9 1.0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.1 -V -2.2 -2..1 -2.1 -1.1 -1.4 -I.C -0.1 -o.: 
0.2 —3,8 -3,1 -3.1 -2.8 —2.C —1.4 
0,3 —4,1 -4.1 -+.J 

—4,1 

-3.7 -2.Î 
0.4 

g 
h_ -s.c -4.2 • 

0.5 2 —5,1 

0 0 0 0 0 o- 0 0 C 0 0 0 
0.1 -0,7 -1.2 -1.5 -1.5 -1.3 -1.1 0.9 -0.6 -0.3 
0.2 -2.1 -2.6 -2.7 -2.5 -2.1 -1.7 -1.1 
0.3 —3.2 —3+ —3.4 -2.9 -2.4 

0.4 
1«= 

* -3.9 -3.9 -3.5 

0.5 4 —4,1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1 “0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.3 —0,3| —0.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 

0.2 -0.4 -0.5 -0,6 -0.6 —0,6 -0.5 -0.4 

0.3 -0.7 -0.8 —0.9 -0.8 -0.7 

0.4 
f 3= 0 

-iro -1.0 -I.i 
0.5 1 -M 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1 +0.4 +0,9 + 1.4 +2.1 +3,0 +4.5 +4.3 +2.3 fl.Il 
0.2 + 1.8 +2.8 +3.9 +5.4 +6.8 +7.2 +5.0 

0.3 +4.2 +5.6 +7.0 +7.9 +8.2 

0.4 h 
*=+T 

+6.9 +7.3 +8.1 

0.5 • 
1 +7.5 . 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0 

0.1 +0.*! -H.» +3.3 +6.2 +9.8 +5.1 +2.9 + 1.6 +0.1 

0.2 +3.9 +6.5 410.2 + 11.5 +9.2 -15.8 +3.4 

0.3 +9.91 412.3 +13.1 +11.5 + 8.9 

0.4 , * f-13.4 + 13.4 + 12.8 

0.5 h 2 + 13.5 
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Table 29 

V M 

t 4.1 •4 44 4.4 

1 

4.1 44 4.7 44 44 14 

t -».1 -04 -04 -04 -04 -114 -14.4 -11.7 -11.4 -il.: 

t.i -414 —®4 -04 —41.4 -04 -314 -15.4 -13.3 -13.3 

-0.1 —Il 4 -04 -0.1 -0.4 -04 -14.* 1 —-V 

•.3 -04 -0.4 -0.4 -04 -0.4 1 

0.4 
Tx KP 

-04 -04 —14.4 

0.S -0.1 

• -».1 -0.1 -04 -0.1 -04 -314 -14.3 -4.4 -7.4 -7.3 -7.1 

o.l -04 -0.1 -04 -04 -114 -144 -14.4 -4.1 -7.1 

0.9 -04 -04 -04 -0.1 -144 -11.4 -4.3 
— 

0.3 -04 -04 -04 -174 -14.4 

0.4 
Ty Kg/nrn 

-04 -04 -04 

0.5 -04 

0 ♦ 14 +».l +14 ♦i.l 44.7 -14 -4.1 "M -4.7 —10.3 -0.« 

0.1 ♦M ♦14 ♦1.4 ♦4.7 -14 -44 -4.1 -44 -14.0 

0.9 ♦14 ♦14 ♦04 -14 -44 -7.« -4.1 
— 

0.3 ♦44 -4.4 -34 —$t® -4.4 

0.4 V 
Tun/mni 

-14 -14 -14 
— 

0.5 kg* -1.4 
L_ 

0 ♦ 14 ♦1.4 ♦14 ♦14 -4.4 -14 -74 -44 -14.1 -114 -II.) 

0.1 ♦«4 ♦14 ♦l.l -4.4 -3.3 -4.1 -4.4 -10.1 -MM 

0.2 ♦1.4 ♦44 -4.7 -44 -44 -4.7 -4.1 

0.3 4 -14 — -4.1 -74 

0.4 Í 
in/mm 

■ -1.1 -44 -4.1 

0.5 
kg/r 1 -3.1 

0 • 4 0 

0.1 -4.« —4.1 -14 -1.3 -1.7 -14 -1.1 -OJ » -4. 

0.9 -U —*4 -3.1 -14 -1.7 -1.3 -1. t 

0.3 -t.» -1.1 -44 -1.1 -14 

0.4 ri 
wn/mm 

-1.7 -14 ■“3.7 

0.5 
kg*' 1 -44 

1_ 
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Table 30 

K’ Ll i 0,1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

0 —0.2 -4.1151 -«.HW -0.1305 -0.1 -0.069 -0.041' -0.019 -0.C3C 0 
0.1 -0.ISO4 -O.I76S -0.15¾ -0.13»- -0.1 -0.070( -0.044 -0.023 -0.00 

0.2 -0.1554 -0.147« -0,135( —0,1 -0.07« -o.o:j -0.034, j. 0.3 -O.I34Í —O.IIK f-o.l —0.0811 -O.063J 

0.4 
tr 

-0.10¾ -0.1 -O.OBfc 

0.5 -0.1 

0 9,08*0 0.00101 0.0U5II 
i 

0.00373 0.00195 0 0.00105 0.00171 0.00511 O.OOCOI 0.00632 

0.1 0.00571 0.004*6 0.00353 0.00106 0 0.00106 0.00353 0.00486 0.00571 

0.2 0.00413 0.00300 0,00156 0 0.00156 0.00300 -0.00413 

0.3 0.0031k 0.00115 0 0.00115 0.00211 

0.4 0.0CO6O 0 -0.0060 

0.5 d# dy* 
0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1 -0.00131 -0.C0330 •0.00316 •0.00373 -0.00391 0.00373 -0.00316 0.00230 0.00121 

— 
0.2 -0.00697 •0.00601 -0.C0707 0.00743 O.C0707 -0.00601 -0.00417 

1 

0.3 •0.0003b 0.00973 0.01033 0.00972 0.0063b 

0.4 0.01163 0.01303 O.OII43 

«*- - • 0.5 dxdy • 
0.01364 

0 4.56 4.88 5.78 7.16 8.93 ' 10,88 12.83 14.6 15.98 I6.8H 17.2 

0.1 5.18 6.02 7.35 9.02 10,88 12,74 14.4 15,74 16.58 

0.2 6.75 7,83 9.23 10,88 12,48 13.88 15.01 

0.3 1.68 9.73 10.88 12,03 13,01 

0.4 
fl —Vi 

i 
1 i 

09- mm 1 
I 

10,28 10.88 11.48 

0.5 Ojr*/ i».«| 
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Table 31 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

0 •Mi •4M 0.0101 0.0003 0 -0,008] -0.008 -4.001 -4.000 0 
•.1 0.W« 0.0771 o.oin 0.0073 • -0,002* >-0.003! -0.001 -0.00(7 

0.2 •.0711 0,0140 0.0000 0 -0.0¾ -O.OOi -0.002 

0.3 0.0009 C .0039 • -0,00?] -0.002« 

0.4 T _ -.. m» Ito/rm 
" 1 

0.0017 0 -0.00'] 

0.5 ' ê. K* 0 

0 24.5 26.2 29.3 31.9 32.1 23.1 12.7 6.0 2.4 0.6 0 
0.1 27.4 29.9 31.9 31.3 53.1 13,3 6.7 2.9 1.1 
0.2 30.9 31.4 29.5 24,0 15,0 8.7 4.8 

— 

0.3 30,3 27.5 22.6 17.2 12.3 
0.4 

••103 Kn/m 
25.3 22.6 20.0 

o.s 
r \n *«/ 1 22.6 1 

0 15.4 14.4 10.2 4.5 -0.8 0 + 15.4 15.7 54.7 66.1 70.2 
0.1 13.1 8.7 3.9 -0.7 0 + 11.7 33.2 51.5 62.2 
0.2 5.5 2.4 -1.1 0 +9.8 26.1 40.9 
0.3 0 -1.5 0 +6.1 15.8 
0.4 gtw u .ini t e/m 

-1.3 0 +2.6 
0.5 

A 
0 

0 13.9 12.6 9.2 5.6 +1.4 0 + 11.1 32,0 49.6 61.3 65,7 
0.1 11.4 5.7 4.9 +1.3 0 +9.9 29.3 46.2 57.1 
0.2 6.6 3.6 +0.3 0 +7.7 22.2 36.3 

0.3 1.1 -0.5 0 +4.4 12.7 

0.4 M —*• 10> k i/m 
-0.7 0 +1.7 

0.5 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.1 0.5 1.6 3.2 4.5 6.3 5.6 4.1 1.8 0.5 
0.2 5.7 12,0 17.7 '¿0.8 19.1 13.8 7.0 

0.3 J2.4 31.1 35.8 32.1 24.8 

0.4 
.A* ..J 42.3 45.7 42.3 

0.5 50.6 



CHAPTER VII 

CERTAIN ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS ON THE ANALYSIS OF A 
LIQUID-PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE SHELL 

Cyrillic Designations in Text 

r » g ss gas 

r.yCT * g.ss » gases in steady state conditions 

Kp - crit - critical 
Kp.sam * crit. fix ■ critical pressure of a shell 

with fixed ends 

up * ih - interhousing 
n * tot * total 

nji - pi - plastic 

np - ib ■ inelastic buckling 
cp - av - average 

§ 30. Preliminary Considerations on AllowPd 
Local Deflections oi* Inner ghell- 

The question of the assignment of allowed local deflections of 

a shell is a complicated and complex one, the solution of which is 

determined by the requirements of invariability of conditions of 

cooling, and also by certain individual conditions of shell rigidity. 

As was shown above, local deflections of a shell to a large 

extent depend on its temperature. In turn, temperature jbviously 

depends on local deflections. If the inner shell obtains noticeable 



local deflection In at direction toward Its axis, the passage section 

of the cooling duct Increases and the rate of flow of the liquid 

coolant decreases. In connection with this heat withdrawal will be 

lowered, and temperature of the shell will be Increased. To a certain 

extent, upon the appearance of local deflections heat transfer from 

the gas flow to the wall also changes. 

The indicated Interdependence cf temperatures and deflections for 

liquid-propellant rocket engines is very significant. It is possible 

to even imagine such a case, when in the absence of external excess 

pressure there will occur a thermal loss of stability of the shell. 

This is possible under a sufficiently critical dependence of temperature 

build-up of the shell with Its deflections. Loss of stability is 

unavoidably followed by shell burnout. 

From all that has been said it follows that in the determination 

of the magnitude of local deflection the most correct results can be 

given by complex calculation in conditions of variable temperature 

rate of the shell. However, such a calculation would be very compli¬ 

cated. Therefore, forgetting the conditions of heat transfer, we shall 

limit ourselves only to certain general considerations about the 

magnitude of permissible local deflections from rules of shell rigidity. 

We shall consider a typical dependence of deflection wm on 

pressure p (Fig. 74). Judging by this diagram, the shell does not 

lose stability by a snap. On the curve, however, there is a section 

of comparatively fast build-up of deflection, analogous in some measure 

to the zone of plasticity on an ordinary stress-strain diagram. 

It is clear that if the operating point is on the section of 

fast growth of wm, then during possible overloads we always risk the 

obtainment of excessively large local deflections, i.e., local dilation 
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Absolutely natural In this respect is the 

requirement that the operating point be located 

on the first ascending part of the curve, for 

instance like point A is located in Fig. 74. 

Thus, for a full answer to the question of 

local deflections of a shell, it is desirable 

to construct the curve p = f (wra)» ^cr a ten“ 

tative Judgement about the trend of this curve 

the calculation of three or four points is sufficient. The first point 

in the calculation should be one that is permissible according to 

considerations of conservation of invariability of heat transfer con¬ 

ditions. Local deflection, as mentioned above, will have a magnitude 

of the order of the allowance for thickness of wall. A more exact 

answer to this question should be obtained from subsequent investiga¬ 

tions of cooling conditions for a deformed wall. We shall designate 

the abscissa of this point by wml. 

As the second point of the diagram, the most convenient of all 

to taxe is w = 0. In this case the pressure is determined most 
m 

simply and with the least expenditure of labor. Independently of the 

method of attachment. 

' #, x*i 

Magnitudes T' and T' are calculated by means of integration of 
X Jr 

stresses through thickness h’: 



Stresses o %nd a are found, as usual, from relationships (15)# 
* y * 

and deformations. Independently of the method of connection of shells, 

are determined as 

Thus, It Is possible rather quickly to determine pressure at 

point * 0. 

Plotting two points of the diagram, p(wml) and p(0), we still 

cannot decide where on the diagram should be the operating point and, 

in particular, to say if point wffil can be taken as limiting. 

It is necessary to determine pressure in one more point, for 

instance Obtaining the value of pressure p, it is possible 

to plot the third point on the diagram p = 

If it appears that the third point p(|- wml) is located app~oximateily 

on one straight line, connecting the first two (Fig. 75)# then the 

accepted value of wml, satisfying the conditions of invariability of 

the cooling made, simultaneously satisfies the conditions of rigidity. 

If calculation of the third point shows that 

on the diagram it is located comparatively low 

(Fig. 76), then this means that the initial value 

of wml, satisfying the condition of invariability 

of the cooling made, does not satisfy the rigidity 

condition of the shell. In this case, evidently, 

magnitude wml cannot be taken as limiting and 

should be designated not by considerations of in/arlability of heat 

withdrawal, but from conditions of local rigidity. 

Of large value in the appraisal of permissible local deflections 

is the comparision of results of calculation of the designed engine 

with the results of calculation conducted for an analogous operational 



engine. In similar comparisons the errors of calculations are partially 

compensated, and Judgements about the efficiency of the designed 

structure obtain practical substantiation. 

The given considerations are only preliminary 

and cannot be taken as an unconditional güilo . 

In the process of conducting practical calcula¬ 

tions there always appear new questions connected 

with the features of a specific design. These 

questions can be answered only by means of 

creative perception of all that has been said. 

§ 31. Influence of Sequence of Loading and Repealed 
Engine Startings on the Work of a Liquid- 

Propellant Rocket Engine Shell 

Above, during the analysis of general carrying capacity of a 

shell, it was assumed that temperature and pressure, starting from the 

moment of ignition of the engine, change in such a relationship that 

in all points of the internal and external shells there takes place 

active deformation. 

However, such a simplifying assumption does not have sufficient 

foundations and needs checking. For the investigation of this question 

it is necessary to know, on the one hand, the laws of change of 

pressure and temperature in time during starting and stopping of the 

engine, and on the other hand, the dependence of deformation of shell 

material on stresses with simultaneous change of temperature. 

Regarding pressure p , the law of its change can be approximated 
C> 

by the exponential 

ft-A.,«,«'-«-*>• (86) 

where t is the time counted off from the moment of contact ; 



p Is the pressure of gases In steady-state conditions; 
o* 8® 

k is the coefficient characterizing the time of emergence of the 
engine into these conditions. 

In order to calculate coefficient k, it is necessary to know the 

time of emergence of the engine into these conditions. 

As follows from formula (86), pressure p theoretically attains 
Cb 

a nominal value only when t * cd. However, if we establish a definite 

allowance on the amount of deviation of p^ from face value, then we 

may assume that the process is established on a certain finite time 

interval. 

For instance, let us assume that pressure p^ is considered as 

the attained nominal value, if it lies in the interval (0.99-1.00) 

Pg S8, i.e., in other words, we shall be limited by an accuracy of 

1#. We shall further assume that the fuel system ensures emergence 

of the engine into conditions for instance in 0.1 sec. Then by 

formula (86) we can determine k! 

0,99-l-r**1 

and 

â—46 sec-l. 

with a long time of approach to the conditions, k decreases. 

Drop of pressure upon cutoff of components occurs faster than 

build-up during engine starting. The period of disconnection depends 

on the volume of the chamber, dimensions of critical section, and 

method of cutoff of components. 

Temperature of walls during starting and stopping of engine changes 

aclording to the laws of non-stationary thermal condition. Analysis 

of this question is an independent and sufficiently complicated task. 

Therefore, not remaining on its solution, we shall use the results 
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obtained by V. S. Zarubin In [6], 

Figure 77 represents the results of calculation of distribution 

of temperatures variable in time for internal and external shells of 

an engine during starting. As an example we have taken the engine 

for which above we conducted calculations of the chamber on general 

carrying capacity and calculations of local deflections. Thickness of 

engine walls is taken as equal to 1.5 mm. Temperature of walls and 

liquid coolant before starting is 20°C. Temperature of hot gases, 

starting from the moment of ignition, increases according to exponential 

law [formula (86)]. it is assumed that it attains, in 0.1 sec, its 

face value, taken as equal to 2720°C. Furthermore, we have taken the 

following initial figures: coefficients of theimal conduction of shell 

material X» = X" = 21.2 kcal/m-hr.deg; coefficient of heat radiation 

from gas to wall 1300 kcal/m2«hr.deg, and from internal wall to liquid 

and from liquid to external wall 12,420 kcal/m^hr.degi radiant heat 

flow is 1.5-106 kcal/m2«hr. 

From tha curves shown in Fig. 77 it is clear that temperature of 

walls in the considered example is established in approximately 2 sec 

from the moment of engine starting. Average temperature of internal 

and external walls increases in time as shown in Fig. 78. Upon 

turning off the engine, temperature drops quickly (Fig. 79). 

From the given example it is clear that the time of heating of 

a wall during starting and time of cooling during stopping is measured 

as 2 to 4 sec, upon the expiration of which the thermal conditions may 

be considered completely steady-state. Thus, the period of non-station- 

ary thermal conduction has a duration immeasurably longer than the 

period of build-up or drop of pressure. Therefore, in most cases it 

is possible to consider that change of pressure occurs instantaneously. 
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It 

Fig. 77. 

For analysis of work 

of shells in conditions of 

engine starting and stopping 

it is necessary to establish 

the law of change of strain 

deformations depending upon 

temperature of material. 

Not going into detail into 

this complicated question, 

we shall take the hypothesis 

of invariability of plastic 

flow. 

Figure 80 shows two 

stress-strain diagrams 

derived at temperatures 

t^ and tg (tg > )• We 

shall assume that the 

stressed and thermal state 

of the material is deter- 

mined by point A. With a temperature increase and simultaneous change 

of strain deformation there occurs a transition of representative point 

A from diagram t± to diagram t2. We shall consider that this transition 

occurs with the conservation of plastic flow epl (Fig. 80). In this 

case the process occurs in two stages. Producing unloading at 

temperature t^ we find the magnitude of plastic flow epl (point B), 

which, by assumption, also remains unchanged for state tg. 

Subsequent transition to diagram tg is determined by the magnitude 

of deformation. If in the new stressed and thermal state the strain 
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ft 

diagram of tg. Point 0 

with point (Fig. 80). 

will be disregarded. 

deformation (complete after subtracting 

thermal deformation et) exceeds magnitude 

£pl' the rePresentative point moves along 

line BC upwards, and further, to the right 

according to the usual law of loading for 

diagram tg. 

If strain deformation in the new state 

turns out to be less than Epl, in the mate¬ 

rial there appear negative stresses. They 

can be determined by constructing an inverted 

is then combined with point B, and point D 

The Bauschinger effect in first approximation 

it If we consider the process of loading 

as static, it is possible, knowing pressure 

and temperature, to determine deformation 

of internal and external shells for any 

moment of time. The calculation should be 

conducted by the same methods which were 

used above in Chapter III. 

Analysis of the question was performed 

by V. S. Zarubin [6], The results he 

obtained are represented in the form of 

curves in Fig. 8l. The calculation is given within the bounds of a 

one-dimensional problem. Along the axis of abscissas the average 

strain deformation of internal and external shells is plotted, and- 

along the axis of ordinates are the corresponding stresses. 
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Fig. 80, 

The continuous lines denote the 

change of state of the shells during 

starting, and the dotted lines, upon 

stop of engine. Along the curves there 

are given time notations in seconds 

fro’n the moment of starting or stopping 

of the engine. 

The beginning of the process is 

determined by point e = 0, a = 0. In 

the first instant, due to build-up of 

pressure, both the internal anó external shells are extended. Both 

points, depicting the state of strain, move together upwards on a 

direct line to mark 0.0 (it is assumed that pressure grows instantly). 

Deformations are elastic. Further, due to heating, the strain 

deformation in the inner shell decreases and the corresponding point 

moves in the opposite direction along the same straight line. In the 

inner shell there appears compressional stress. In the outer shell 

the tensile stress then increases. The representative point moves 

upwards. 

In the concluding period of starting, when temperature is almost 

established, there is observed a small drop in the absolute values of 

stresses for the Internal and external shells. This is explained 

basically by the fact that at high temperatures a lowering of mechanical 

characteristics of material renders a more essential influence on the 

work of the inner shell than the growth of thermal deformations. 

Curves depicting the work of the shell in the process of stopping 

the engine are analogously ccnftructed. Due to sharp drop of temper¬ 

ature of the inner shell the mechanical characteristics of the material 
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are quickly restored. This leads, in the first period of engine 

stopping, to the growth of compressional stresses in inner shells (see 

dotted curves in Fig. 81). 

Residual stresses in internal and external shells after starting 

and stopping are determined by ordinates of points A and B, 

The described method of determination of stresses and deformations 

in a shell can also be used for analysis of repeated engine startings. 

In Fig. 8l the curves of second starting are drawn by "-x-" lines. 

It is important to note that repeated starting and everything after¬ 

wards in the considered example lead to accumulation of plastic flows. 

The chamber is dilated from starting to starting. 

This phenomenon is determined in the first place by the relative 

shift in time between laws of build-up of temperature and pressure. 

For the considered so-called gun starting, the fast build-up of 

pressure with subsequent comparatively slow heating is characteristic. 

It is possible to imagine another extreme case, i.e., full heating at 

small pressure with further approach to conditions. In this case, 

as shown by the analysis conducted by V. S. Zarubin [6], the engine 

chamber during subsequent startings will decrease in dimensions. 

Accumulation of permanent deformations of chamber during repeated 

startings also depends on the parameters of the shell. The parameters 

can be selected so that in the case of gun starting the dimensions of 

the chamber during repeated cycles will be not increase, but will 

decrease or remain constant. 

If we consider the laws of change of deformations under different 

conditions of starting, it becomes evident that the assumption on the 

active deformation of the wall material (see Chapters III-VI) cannot be 

observed in all cases. Preliminarily obtained results may be formulated 

in the following manner. 
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At nonslmultaneous build-up of pressure and temperature the 

assumption on active deformation cannot lead to errors when pressure 

(the most quickly Increasing) does not cause plastic flows In the 

shell. Thus, for Instance, during calculations It Is possible not to 

determine zones of unloading when In gun starting the quickly growing 

pressure did not cause plastic flows In the cold engine. 

During starting with preliminary heating. In the shell right up 

to supply of pressure there appear plastic strains. In this case the 

initial assumption about active deformation can lead to a significant 

error in the calculations. The acceptability of the assumption about 

active deformation in more common cases of build-up of pressure and 

temperature during startings requires further Investigations. The 

presented considerations indicate the real possibility of investigation 

of this question on the basis of calculations of non-stationary thermal 

conduction. 

§ 32. 

In the preceding paragraph we considered the question about the 

work of a shell during engine starting and stopping in conditions of 

time-variable pressure and temperature. However, the Influence of 

time on work of a shell is not limited by periods of starting and 

stopping. At high temperatures in steady-state thermal conditions, 

for several minutes of engine running, in the material there appear 

creep properties. 

At constant pressure and temperature there occurs a change of 

stresses and strains in time. This circumstance must be taken into 

account in precise calculations. 

Creep analysis should precede testing, as a result of which it 

would have been possible to obtain a quantitative estimate of the 

Trme_Pn Stressed and 
a She.' " 
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properties of the material. The simplest and most graphic creep test 

is extension of samples during constant stresses and determination of 

elongations depending upon time at different temperatures. As a 

result of tests we obtain the so-called diagrams of simple after-effect 

(Fig. 82). For the full characteristics of the properties of the 

material it is necessary to have a large number of diagrams, constructed 

at various temperatures. 

Upon transition to specific problems it is 

necessary first of all to answer this fundamental 

question: how does one transfer the results 

of experiments conducted in conditions of 

constant stresses and temperatures to the case 

of inter-variable parameters? The study of 

this question is the object of the theory of 

creep. There are many proposals on this matter. 

The basic ones can be seen in [11]. Up to Fig. 82. 

now, however, the general problem of determination of the functional 

dependence of four parameters o, e, t°, and t cannot be considered 

solved. Therefore, in the investigation of particular questions of 

creep we resort to certain simplifying assumptions, the selection of 

which is determined by the specific character of the particular problem. 

In the considered case, for an approximate estimate of creep it 

is possible to offer the following method. We reconstruct the grid 

of diagrams of simple after-effect at fixed temperature (Fig. 82) in 

coordinates o and e. As a result we obtain a grid of conditional 

stress-strain diagrams (Fig. 83). Each curve has its own time 

notation. Similar sets of curves are also obtained for other values 

of temperature. 
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Subsequently, conditional diagrams 

having common time notations will be 

grouped together and we will obtain a set 

of curves o * f(e) for several values of 

temperature and a certain fixed time t 

(Fig. 84). Thus, the solution of problem 

reduces to formal multiple (depending upon 

number of points in time) repetition of calculations of general carrying 

capacity or local deflections. The deformations or displacements 

found from the calculations are considered subsequently as functions 

of time for a running engine. 

In the proposed method the volume of 

calculating work is increased in proportion 

to the number of points taken on the time 

base. In connection with this, a special 

value is obtained by the application of 

high-speed computers for calculations. 

§ 35. Stability of Inner Shell in the Case of 
Widely-Spaced Couples 

By widely spaced couples we meant above such couples that are 

located so far apart from one another that the shell in the intervals 

between couples is basically in a membrane state (see Fig. 5). 

For thin-walled shells, as a rule, bending strains carry a local 

character. Bending moment has the biggest value at the pinched edge 

and in points of critical change of shape of a shell. A typical law 

of change of bending moment was shown above for a cylindrical shell 

in the zone of full pinching (see Fig. 8). 
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Analogous dependences also take place In other forms of coupling« 

put on a shell during deformation. 

Laws of change of bending stresses and strains are described by 

quickly attenuating functions. Therefore, a shell at a sufficient 

distance from places of coupling may be considered as being in a 

membrane state. The zone in which there take place comparatively 

large bending strains bears the name the edge effect zone. 

If the edge effect zones from the left and right couples envelope 

only part of the span (the part of the shell between couples), the 

couples may be considered as widely-spaced. If the distance between 

couples is small, large bending strains completely envelope the whole 

span and are predominant. Such couples are said to be closely-spaced. 

From what has been said it follows that it is impossible to draw 

a sharp boundary between closely-spaced and widely-spaced couples. 

Moreover, in time it can happen that in general it is difficult to 

decide what type should either design of coupling be classified as. 

Tentatively, in transverse couples it is possible for the time 

being to indica* t* that for a cylindrical shell the zone of edge effect 

extends at a distance of the order of 2 >1 Rh, where R Is the radius 

and h is the thickness of the shell. 

The very same will approximately be for spherical and conical 

shells. For the latter. Instead of R one should take the main radius 

of curvature Rg. 

In the presence of small plastic flows the edge effect zone is 

not expanded. In sharply expressed plastic flows it is noticeably 

narrowed. 

In widely-spaced couples large parts of internal and external 

shells work independently from each other, inasmuch as the influence 

of couples extends to a smaller part of the span. Therefore, In the 
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calculation of general carrying capacity the Internal and external 

shell, should he calculated Independently, .. if there were no couples 

^e inner shell will he under the action of external pressure p1h-p 

and external, under the action of Internal pressure p *’ 

Thus, widely-spaced couples In the sense of general carrying 

capacity for the Inner shell are not essentially supporting. Their 

basic role consists In the retention of the Inner shell from loss of 

stability. 

Stability of a shell In spans between widely-spaced couples may 

be estimated In first approximation with the help of comparatively 

simpje means. During calculation it follows first of all to distinguish 

the pressure conditions (or starting) and operating conditions of the 

engine. 

In pressure conditions the Inner shell Is under the action of 

external pressure in the absence of thermal effect. With widely-spaced 

couples the subcritical state is momentless and there takes place the 

usual loss of stability, l.e., transition from axially symmetric to 

asymmetric form of equilibrium. If „e assume that deformations in 

this case are basically elastic, then to the determination of critical 

loads It is possible to apply the usual formulas available In reference 

literature. Hot remaining on the derivation of these formulas, we 

shall give only the final results. 

For a cylindrical shell, under the action of an external uniformly 

ributed load (Fig. 85), critical pressure is conveniently determined 

by Fapkovlch's formula [9]: 

M» 
<1—el“ (87) 
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where R is the radius of the shell« 

h 1& its thickness« 

and l Is the length. 

t 

JhlHIlHIIHHl# 
Fig. 85. 

The shell Is assumed to be hinged on face 

supports. Formula (8?) gives the mcst exact 

results for so-called shells of average length« 

i.e., If l has a magnitude of the order of R. 

For a shell that Is pinched on Its ends, as, 

for example, for the span of the shell of a 

liquid-propeliant rocket engine between rings 

of transverse couples. It Is possible to take 

[13] 

Wftr (88) 

These formulas can be applied for a conical shell, if instead of 

R we take the largest radius Rg for the span (Fig. 86). 

For a spherical shell with wide arrangement 

of couples 

* 2* 01 R • 

Loss of stability then has the character 

of a local depression (Fig. 87). The last 

formula is essentially empirical, although the problem of stability 

of a spherical shell has a great deal of theoretical solutions. 

The matter with the calculation of a shell for stability in 

operating conditions is more complicated. Here the shell knowingly 

works in the region of plastic flows. In this case the critical 

pressure can be found by introducing into the calculating formulas the 

so-called given elastic modulus. For its determination it is necessary 
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to preliminarily calculate the flexural rigidity of 

a plastically deformed shell. This method is well- 

known from the solution of the classical problem of 

stability of a rod compressed beyond the bounds of 

elasticity (see, for example, [16]). 

In the considered case the problem of stability of a shell has 

one specific peculiarity. Stresses due to the temperature gradient 

are distributed through the thickness of the shell nonuniformly and 

flexural rigidity turns out to be essentially different depending 

upon in what direction the shell is bent. 

This is easy to trace in an example of a purely thermal effect 

on a shell, when heating is produced from the inside, cooling on the 

outside, and pressure is absent, in this case the stresses through 

the thickness are distributed approximately as shown in Fig. 88. 

If a shell is bent in the direction of 

decrease of curvature, in all the layers there 

take place unloading. Consequently, 

flexural rigidity is determined by elastic 

modulus E (Fig. 89). This modulus changes 

somewhat with respect to thickness, inasmuch as it depends on 

temperature. On the average, rigidity will be approximately the same 

as in elastic bending. 

If the shell Is bent In the opposite direction, i.e., to Increase 

Its curvature. In this case the deformations In all layers will be 

active. Rigidity is determined by the local modulus of plasticity E1, 

averaged by layers (see Fig. 89), the magnitude of which is always 

less, and in a number of cases substantially less than elastic modulus 

E. 

Fig. 88. 
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In the presence of external pressure 

the diagram of distribution of stresses 

differs from the one considered above. In 

general, obviously, the relationship between 

rigidities depends not only on distribution 

of temperature, but also on the magnitude 

of pressure. However, in all cases it is 

obtained that a shell during loss of 

stability has on some sections one rigidity, and on others, another 

rigidity. Where the change of curvature changes its sign, rigidity 

intermittently changes. 

Let us consider the problem of stability of a long cylindrical 

shell, the curvature of which during loss of stability changes only 

in tangential direction, and its generatrices remain as straight 

lines (Fig. 90)« 

From a ring with height equal to 

unity, we shall isolate an elementary 

section with length ds, shown in 

Fig. 9i. Conditions of equilibrium 

for this section give 

Fig. 90. 

HL-S.^0. 
4» *i 

(89) 

where R1 is the local radius of curvature of the bent shell. 

In subcritical state normal force N is equal to pH, and bending 

moment has a certain value of M0, determined by the law of distribution 

of stresses with respect to thickness in a heated shell. Q in the 



change of curvature 

We shall place 

the first powers of 

subcritical state is equal to zero« 

We shall designate 

Af s~ AI; 

O-Ö: 
* » 1 
5r“T+*' 

where M, Ñ, and Q are small changes of force 

factors, appearing as a result of the small 

of the shell >t. 

M, N Q and x in equations (89). Retaining only 

small magnitudes, we obtain 

*9~ * 
—0. 

We exclude Ñ and Q from these equations: 

(90) 

** i * éM 
é$ 

0. 

Moment is connected with change of curvature by the following relation¬ 

ship: 

(91) 

where J is the moment of inertia of a section of line with width equal 

to unity. 

As a result we obtain 

where 

, «J éu 
é$> r é» (92) 

«•--£4 I 
m ‘ 
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In a bent ring the sections should be separated according to the 

sign of K. 

Let us assume that on section 01-A (Fig. 92) flexural rigidity is 

characterized by modulus Er Then for that section we have 

This expression satisfies equation (91)• 

Inasmuch as the beginning of reading 

of arc s1 is selected on the middle of the 

section, according to conditions of 

symmetry, constant is equal to zero. 

Therefore, 

For the second section analogously 

*,=¿,+ £,0)8 Vr 

Arcs Sj^ and s2 are counted off In counter directions (Fig. 92). 

At the point of coupling of sections the following evident 

conditions must be observedî 

{M (Af« 

where 
and » are the angles of rotation of sections for the first 

2 and second sections. 

The boundary of the sections is not fixed. Its position is 

determined from the condition that on the right and on the left from 

the point of coupling of sections the change of curvature h has 

different signs. 
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On the boundary of the sections in connection with the intermittent 

change of rigidity, the curvature h intermittently changes. However, 

by virtue of the first condition, i.e., due to inseparability of 

bending moment, such an intermittent change would occur without replace¬ 

ment of the sign of curvature. Consequently, it remains to consider 

that bending moment and change of curvature at point of coupling are 

equal to zero. Thus, the first condition, valid for the fixed point 

of the section, in this case is replaced by the following conditions: 

(ti)»,*«, *0» (**)»!“*• **0* 

The three other conditions with the help of equations (90) and 

(91) may be presented in the form of 

whence 

-)-A| eoi Mi *=0: 

Mi 

«¿i*, tin 1,4,+5,4.1111 M,=0; 

«¿.AÜcocMi - ¿/a cos *gfl,=0; 

+ ¿‘ sin *,a,+s,n 

where 

Excluding magnitudes A2> B1, and B2> we obtain a system of 

two transcendental equations: 



-{¡Zi 
HVi,- +^Ÿ(»i*î+ 

where 

*?-f(0+,): 

*î-f(‘57+,): 

X’iese equations must be jointly solved with respect to p and 

for different values of a. 

As a result we obtain the data given In Table 32. 

Table 32 

• 1 3 5 7 9 

2«| 

■A 
0.500 0.628 0.682 0.717 0.740 

l*L 
EXJ 

• 

3 1.87 1.59 1.45 1.35 

As we should expected, when a = 1, i.e., when = Eg, sections 

with positive and negative change of curvature h have identical length 

^ûi*0,5ï£J , and critical pressure p takes the known expression: 

i, -3^- 
3 w • 

The dependence of critical pressure on a is represented in the 

font of a curve in Fig. 93. 

Now we can ask this question: what should the magnitude of the 

elastic mediar oí an ordinary ring be, so that the critical pressure 

for It would be equal to the critical pressure of a ring having tensile 
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rigidity? This deteminee the magnitude 

of the modulua of inelastic buckling E^. 

On the one hand. 

t 

and on the other, 

where p0 is taken from the graph in Fig. 
93, depending upon a. 

Equating the expressions of Pcr^ti we obtain 

(93) 

Now in the specific example of a heated shell we shall compute 

flexural rigidities E^J and E2J. 

Let us assume that we are given a cylindrical shell with thickness 

h = 1.5 mm, radius R » 92 mm, and length l - 100 mm, while temperature 

and thermal elongations in layers of the shell have the following 

magnitudes : 

9 
à 

- S 
à_ 
4 0 + T 

rc 729 047 575 502 430 

•i 0,01342 
• 

0,01192 0,01040 0,00805 0.00757 

Stress-strain diagrams for the five indicated layers are shown in 

Fig. 35. 

As before, considering the problem as one-dimensional, we shall 
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assign several values of total tangential elongation £y tot* o** 

instance, we shall take ey tot * 7.0-10 7.5*10 5, 8.0*10 etc. 

According to each value of ey tot we determine strain deformation by 

layers : 

Then, using stress-strain diagrams (see Fig. 55)> we find ay and 

construct diagrams of distribution of stresses with respect to thick¬ 

ness of the shell (Fig. 9*0. Measuring the obtained curves with a 

Planimeter, we find the values of external excess pressure, correspond¬ 

ing to each curve. Figure 94 gives notations of pressures, whereby 

external excess pressure is taken as positive. 

We further calculate conditional elastic moduli and Eg. 

We shall designate by Ao the change of stresses appearing during 

bending of the shell: 

where E’ is the local elastic modulus, corresponding to the subcritical 
state of strainj 

h is the change of curvature; 

z is the distance from the neutral layer, the position of which 

1 is unknown. 

We shall rewrite the last expression in the form of 

(94) 
2 

2 

and for each of the curves shown in Fig. 94 we shall construct diagrams 

Ao under the condition that the internal layers of the shell are addi¬ 

tionally compressed, and the external ones are extended. 

Figure 95 shows such construction for the case of 

p*IX) • 
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Fig. 94. 

Before conatruction we 

select several points of the 

beginning of reading of z^. In 

Fig. 95 there are three such 

points: 0, A, and B. The 

stress before bending a in 

every layer is known. It is 

given by the diagrams shown 

in Fig. 94 for every p. By 

stress o on the corresponding 

stress-strain diagram (see 

Fig. 35) we determine in the 

corresponding point the local 

(tangent) modulus during 

loading E*. If some layers 

are unloaded, instead of 

magnitude E1 we take the elastic 

modulus E for the given layer 

(Fig. 96). 

Further, by formula (94) 

we find and we plot its magnitude on the graph in Fig. 95. Since 

three origins of reading were taken for z^, we obtain correspondingly 
t ... 

three curves (1, 2, and 3). 

From the obtained diagrams Aa should be selected so that its area 

would be equal to zero. In this case during bending of shell there 

does not appear a normal force. 

We calculate the areas limited by curves 1, 2, and 3# and in 

conformity with points 0, A, and B from a certain horizontal axis 
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(see Fig. 95 below) we plot the 

sections proportional to integrals 

-1 
s 
f badh. Drawing a curve through 
* 

the obtained points, we find the 

beginning of reading z^, at which 

the condition of equality to zero of 

normal force (point C) is observed. 

With this origin of reading we once 

again construct the curve of Ac. 

This curve is drawn in Fig. 95 by 

a heavy line. 

Producing integration, we find 

the moment created by stresses Ao 

for the obtained curves 

♦i 
M— J totdz. 

» 
T 

Magnitude z, when computing the moment, can be counted off from 

any point, inasmuch as the condition of equality to zero of normal 

force is already carried out. It is most convenient to count off z 

from the middle surface. 

When the moment is found it is 

possible to calculate the conditional 

elastic modulus. During bending in the 

direction of increase of curvature of 

ring this will be modulus Eg» and then 

.. £j A* 

Fig. 96. 
1-1»* 12 

i. 

'1 Of', «u'. ^ *. 
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Before construction we 

select several points of the 

beginning of reading of z^. In 

Fig. 95 there are three such 

points: 0, A, and B. The 

stress before bending a in 

every/layer is known. It is 

giv^n by the diagrams shown 

Fig. for every p. By 

stress o on the corresponding 

stress-strain diagram (see 

Fig. 55) we determine in the 

corresponding point the local 

(tangent) modulus during 

loading E*. If some layers 

are unloaded, instead of 

magnitude E' we take the elastic 

modulus E for the given layer 

(Fig. 96). 

Further, by formula (94) 

we find -=¾ and we plot its magnitude on the fcraph in Fig. 95. Since 

three origins of réading were taken for z1# we obtain correspondingly 

/- i 

three curves (!,/£* and 5). 

From the ol/tained diagrams Ao should be selected so that its area 

would be equal to zero. In this case during bending of shell there 
/ 

does not appear a normal force, 
/ 

We calculate the areas limited by curves 1, 2, and 5* and in 

conformity with points 0, A, and B from a certain horizontal axis 

Fig. 94. 
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(see Fig. 95 below) we plot tile 

sections proportional to integrals 

*1 I 60 dit. Drawing a curve through 
JjL 

t 

the obtained points, we find the 

beginning of reading at which 

the condition of equality to zero of 

normal force (point C) is observed. 

With this origin of reading wu once 

again construct the curve of Aa. 

This curve is drawn in Fig. 95 by 

a heavy line. 

Producing integration, we find 

the moment created by stresses Act 

for the obtained curves 

Fig. 95. \ 
♦i 
J àszdz. 
» 
T 

Magnitude z, when Computing the moment, can be counted off from 

any point, inasmuch as /the condition of equality to zero of normal 

force is already carried out. It is most convenient to count off z 

from the middle surface. 

When the moment is found it is 

possible to calculate the conditional 

elastic modulus. During bending in the 

direction of increase of curvature of 

ring this will be modulus Eg# and then 

Bn *1 M 

Fig. 96. 
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i. 
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Taking u - 0,3# we obtain 

2 

Conditional modulus (during bending in the direction of 

decrease of curvature) is determined analogously. In this case, the 

form of the diagram Aa will be different (Fig. 97). Repeating the 

shown operations for a number of values of p (see Fig. 9*0» we obtain 

a table of dependence of E0 and E. on pressure p. 

Returning to formula (93)» 

we determine the modulus of 

inelastic buckling E^, depending 

upon pressure p, and we fill in 

the last column of Table 33. The 

value of p0 is then taken for 

corresponding a from the graph in 

Fig. 93. 

Table 33 

OJ 
g 

2 
a 

CM 

I 
CM 
U 

CM 

! 
•■4 
M 

CM 

< 
U) 

: 

CM 

1 
M 
M 

A 
H 

Ui 

— 4,t 
+ !.• 
+ M 
+1U 
+16.9 
+21.» 
+25.» 
+29.3 

2800 
2800 
9080 
»»40 
»130 
9800 
9190 
9120 

13300 
13300 
13300 
UNO 
12800 
I17C0 
10800 
10000 

5.11 
5.00 
4.02 
».OB 
3.09 
4.57 
4.92 
4.71 

TOGO 
7080 
7220 
7400 
TOGO 
5380 
8760 
5400 
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The considered shell has length l = 100 mm. Consequently, it 

cannot be considered as Infinitely long. Upon loss of stability there 

occurs bending both in tangential and also in meridional direction. 

Critical pressure in first approximation may be determined by 

Papkovich's formula (b7)# using the modulus of inelastic buckling 

E.. , found from the solution of a one-dimensional problem, 
ib 

Considering that the shell is fixed on its ends, we shall introduce 

correction factor 1.5 [see formula (88)] and, substituting the numerical 

values of R, h, and l, we shall rewrite expression (8?) in the form of 

£1-4.29-10-». 

According to the numerical values of the first and last columns 

of Table 53, by selection we find 

i 

/^ = 25 Kg/cm2 . 



CHAPTER VIII 

PARAMETRIC VIBRATIONS OF THE SHELL OF A LIQUID-PROPELLANT 
ROCKET ENGINE 

Cyrillic Designations In Text 

r » g = gas 

CT * stl = steel 

§ 34. Parametric Vibrations 

In the solution of many technical problems frequently It is 

necessary to encounter parametric vibrations and the phenomenon of 

parametric resonance. Therefore, It Is expedient to briefly stop on 

them. 

Let us consider a simple mechanical vibrational system: mass m 

rests on spring of rigidity k and is connected with a weightless rigid 

hinged horizontally located bar (Fig. 98). 

On the mass there acts a vertical force P, periodically variable 

In time: 

P-PtsiiiQf, 

where ft is the angular frequency of change of force (frequency of 

excitation force). 

We shall compose an equation of motion of mass. We shall designate 

by X (see Fig. 98) displacement of mass, counted off from the position 

of static equilibrium. Change of force of the spring allowing for 
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deviation is equal to the product of rigidity k multiplied by x. 

According to Newton's law, obviously. 

mx=sPi*\nHt—kx% 

or in common form 

Jc-ftÄr 
m (95) 

where 

This is the common equation of forced 

vibrations without damping. Coefficients 

m and k are constant. In the right part of 

the equation is the given function of change 

of excitation force in time. 

We know that when the frequency of 

excitation force Í2 coincides with the fre- 

Fig. 98 

quency of natural vibrations 

the amplitude of forced vibrations increases without limit, i.e., there 

appears the phenomenon of resonance. 

We shall now consider the very same system in which force P is 

applied not vertically, but horizontally (Fig. 99). Law of change of 

force in time remains as before. 

Preserving the same designations, we obtain the equation of 

motion of the system in the following forms 

m/=ZV? sin 8/- Jt/jr 

or 
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(96) 

The obtained equation essentially 

differs from the usual equation (95)• 

In equation (96) first of all there 

is no right side« and in this respect 

it can be considered as the equation 

Fig. 99. 
of natural vibrations, but with variable 

rigidity k. The influence of force P on the system is not direct 

in this case, but indirect. The external effect is reduced to periodic 

variation of parameters of the vibratory system. Hence, there occurs 

the name parametric vibrations,M Equation (96) is a simple equation 

of parametric vibrations, and the mechanical system shown in Fig. 99 

Is a vibratory system with parametric excitation. 

For such a system it is characteristic that the external forces 

accomplish work not on direct, but on secondary (smaller in order) 

displacements, as can be seen from Fig, 99. Whereupon it is essential 

that in distinction from the usual forced vibrations the external force 

is not able by itself to cause deviation of the system from equilibrium 

position. Here, it is necessary to have a certain external influence, 

which would give the system at least a small deviation, after which 

the role of the external perturbing periodic factors (in this case, 

force P) can already show up. 

In parametric vibrations, as in usual ones, there is a possible 

unlimited buildup of amplitudes, l.e., parametric resonance is 

possible. From simple physical considerations it is simple to determine 

when it sets in. 

Let us assume that for some reason (due to an external shock) the 
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system shown in Fig. «¿9, went into vibratory motion. So that horizon¬ 

tal force P renders the biggest action, obviously it should attain 

maximum value in the moment of the biggest deviation of mass from the 

position of equilibrium. When mass deviates in the opposite direction, 

it is necessary that force P again attains the biggest value, i.e., 

the total period of its change would pass to this moment. 

Thus, it is obtained that the frequency of change of force during 

parametric resonance should be twice as much as the frequency of 

natural vibrations. 

At the same time, buildup of the system is possible also when 

the external force attains its maximum not in every cycle of deviation 

of the system, but in one, two or three cycles. Consequently, in a 

parametric system there exists not one resonance state, but a great 

many states. 

A more detailed investigation of the question shows that the 

resonance state sets in not only upon exact fulfillment of the indicated 

relationships of frequencies. There exist whole regions of resonance 

states. The dimensions of these regions depend on the amplitude of 

the parametric effect (in the considered example, on the amplitude of 

force P0). 

Figure 100 represents a characteristic picture of change of these 

regions. Zones of resonance (zones of instability) are shaded. With 

growth of force P0 they are expanded. 

The most essential zone is the first, where frequency ft is close 

to 2(d. In it there occurs the most intense buildup of the system, 

since energy transfer from the force to the system occurs in every 

half-period. In the other zones the energy transfer will be signifi¬ 

cantly smaller, and during dispersion the buildup will be weak or will 



disappear completely. Therefore, the investi¬ 

gation of these zones in usual cases does not 

have practical value. 

The above-considered system with 

parametric excitation is not unique. It 

is possible to present a number of simple 

and complicated systems, in which there 

appear parametric vibrations. 

An example can be the appearance of parametric vibrations 5.n an 

ordinary pendulum with variable length of thread. 

As another typical example we should mention a straight elastic 

bar that is loaded by a longitudinal, periodically variable force 

(problem of dynamic stability) [15]* 

A more specific coverage on the question of parametric vibrations 

is given in [4]. 

§ 35. Appearance of Parametric Vibrations in the 
Shell of a Liquid-Propellant Rocket Engine 

An operating liquid-propellant rocket engine is a source of 

powerful vibrations, enveloping a very wide range of frequencies. The 

elastic elements of rockets, having frequencies of natural vibrations 

within the limits of this range, always can enter into the state of 

resonance and obtain rather large amplitudes of forced vibrations, 

which directly affects the strength of the design. 

The direct influence of excitation forces of the pressure of 

gases is applied to the shell of a liquid-propellant rocket engine, 

in which the influence will be the strongest, and, therefore, more 

dangerous. 

A special danger for the shell of a liquid-propellant rocket 

Fig. 100. 
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engine Is presented when burning In the engine enters pulsatlonal 

conditions. In this case the pressure In the chamber changes with 

comparatively low frequency, but the amplitude of vibrations of pres¬ 

sure becomes commensurable with the operating pressure In the chamber. 

For normal operation of an engine, such conditions are Impermissible. 

In all oases for the practical designing of liquid-propellant rocket 

engines It is Important to have an idea of how fluctuations of pres¬ 

sure In the working cavity affects the behavior of the shell as an 

elastic system. 

this problem will be considerei below separately from the gas- 

dynamic processes occurring in the combustion chamber. 

The process of the origination of fluctuations of pressure is 

usually not connected with elastic vibrations of the shell, with the 

exception of certain cases. For instance, elastic vibrations of a 

ilat head (Fig. 101) lead to periodic change of flow rate of fuel 

components through burners, as a result of which there can appear 

conditions for excitation of vibration burning. However, we do not 

consider these questions, but shall consider that pressure in the 

chamber changes according to a known, beforehand given, law. 

Subsequently, we shall consider that 

P=*r+Apslnß/, 

where pg is the average operating pressure of gases; 

Ap is the amplitude of fluctuations of pressure; 

is the frequency of fluctuations of pressure. 

^he shell of a liquid-propellant rocket engine, under the action 

of periodically variable pressure, accomplishes first of all the usual 

forced vibrations. The form of the vibrations will be axially 
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quency of natural vibrations of 

phenomenon of resonance. 

symmetric and displacements of the 

shell are accompanied by extension 

and compression of It In Its middle 

surface (Fig. 102). 

If the frequency of perturbing 

Influence fl coincides with the fre- 

the shell o>, there sets In the 

Fig. 102). 

The frequency of natural vibrations of 

a cylindrical shell may approximately be 

estimated by considering It as a ring, 

operated by extension and compression. 

Let us assume that the dimension of 

the ring In a direction perpendicular to 

the plane of the drawing will be a (see 

We shall construct an equation of radial vibrations of the ring 

(Fig. 103). From the condition of equilibrium 

*ia/Mf#+AM9*>0, (98) 

where m Is the mass of the shell, per unit of surface; 

w Is the radial displacement; 

N Is the normal force In the cross-section of the ring. 

Unit elongation of the ring In tangential direction e will be 

equal to w/R. 

According to Hooke's law, stress 

Force 
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Fig. 103 position of equilibrium. In the first half-period 

of vibrations, stress a increases by magnitude Ac (Fig. 104). Then 

the stress will be lowered to the mean value of a and in the following 

half-period will decrease by Aa. The vibrations subsequently will 

occur elastically (section AB in Fig. 104). Therefore, in considering 

the questions of small vibrations, we shall consider that the ma 

of the shell obeys Hooke's law. Elastic modulus E should then b 

taken in conformity with the temperature of the shell 

Now equation (98) takes on the following form: 

Thus, angular frequency of natural radial sjmmetric vibrations 

of the cylinder turns out to be equal to 

(99) 

Calculations give very high values for cd. 

Let us consider, for instance, the cylindrical part of a combustion 

chamber with the following dimensions: thickness of inner shell 

(Fig. 105) h1 » 2.0 mm; thickness of outer shell h" * 2.5 mm? 
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Fig. 105. 

Interhousing clearance 6 * 3 nm; radius 

R i 234 nun; material is steel with elastic 

modulus for outer shell E" - 2.1-10^ kg/mm2, 

h p 
and for inner shell E* ■ 1.9*10 kg/mm (due 

to the high temperature the elastic modulus is 

lower). Specific weight of steel > » 7.8 g/cm5. 

We shall calculate m. It contains the mass 

of both shells and the liquid coolant, the 

specific gravity of which we say take equal to 

1 kg/cm^ 

i 

sec 2/mir.2 • 

In expression (99) Instead of Eh we place 

rr+^-9,05.10* kg/m . 

Then angular frequency 

•■■20600 ..0-1, 

and simply frequency 
. 

JL-3290 ops. 
2b 

For a shell with smaller radius R the frequencies are even higher. 

Let us now consider, for the same ring, asymmetric forms of 

vibrations, when deformations of the ring (cylinder) will have a 

flexural character (Fig. 106). With such deformations the ring 

periodically acquires, for instance, the form of an ellipse, being 

extended and reduced periodically in the direction of two mutually 

perpendicular diameters. 
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The possibility of appearance of such 

vibration is easy to establish from simple physical 

considerations. Let us assume that for some reason 

the ring was somewhat distorter in the form shown 

in Fig. 106, and at the moment of distortion the 

Fig. IO6 pressure attained maximum. The ring will then 

be straightened, and by the inertia passing through the neutral position 

it again will take on a distorted form. If pressure at this instant 

again reaches maximum, the phenomenon will be completely repeated. 

Thus, in the complete period ef vibrations of the ring the pressure 

attains maximum twice. Under this condition there will be the biggest 

energy transfer in the vibratory system and there appears ^ts most 

intense buildup. Pressure accomplishes work not on main, but on 

secondary displacements. Bending moment due to forces of pressure 

appears only when the ring obtains distortion and differs from 

circular form. Thus, we have typical parametric resonance. 

As was noted, parametric resonance can set also in at smaller 

values of frequencies of change of pressure ft, when actuation of the 

elastic system occurs not twice per period, but only once or in one, 

two, three, etc, periods. But in this case the energy transfer in 

the elastic system will be smaller and the amplitude of vibrations 

will be significantly smaller. 

Depending upon magnitude Ap (97) excitation of parametric 

vibrations is also possible and with a certain deviation of frequencies 

from the indicated relationships. 

We shall now try to determine the conditions of appearance of 

parametric vibrations (conditions of parametric resonance). 



5 36. Parametric Resonance of a Cylindrical Shell 

Ve shall again limit ourselves to the consideration of vibrations 

of a ring whose width is equal to unity. 

During asymmetric vibrations the inertial loads can have not 

only a radial pn, but also a tangential component pt (Fig. 107). 

Let us consider the conditions of equilib¬ 

rium of an isolated element of the ring. 

Projecting forces in directions Q and N and 

taking the moment with respect to point A, we 

obtain 

4» p/i»-dQ-N-?=0\ 

p,di+dN-()£=0; 

dM-Qds=0. 

Here, by p and pt we mean the pressure acting on the normal 
n 

and on the tangent; 

is the local radius of curvature of the bent ring. 

We further obtain 

0= 

r,+i*'~jL-o¡ 
M'-Q. 

(100) 

where 

4M. fy 4Q . Mjf ■ 4M 
N «• e—s-.*— 

From the two first equations we exclude N. Then 

A+Wi<fc—W—£=0. (101) 
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Change of curvature of the ring during radial displacement w la 

composed of two parts: from the change of curvature due to displace¬ 

ment of all points of the ring to magnitude w, i.e., 

j_l_ i 

and from the natural distortion of the ring, as also for a straight 

beam, i.e., the second derivative of deflection w along arc s. 

Thus, complete change of curvature 

I * • 

whence 

I « * 9 (102) 

'-t—’* 

Due to the smallness of w 

R^R+w+yR*. 

Normal intensity pn consists of two components; 

(103) 

(104) 

v*here 
p is the normal load caused by internal pressure. Magnitude 
0 apes rut depend on w> but depends on time, 

5 is a purely inertial component, depending on mass and accel- 
P eration Wj p is small. Inasmuch as w is considered to be 

small. 

Transverse force Q is also small and is different than zero, if 

displacement w is not equal to zero. 

We shall place 1/¾ (102), % (103). and pn (104) in equation 

(101): 
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A+(*'+«-W(A+7-<n+w+»+«rÄ*Ki'-<r)- 

-«(t-Í-'H- 
Now we shall retain only linear members of the order of w. 

Then 

Ä+*<.'+»"«*)+*<?-<r) ~!-o. 

We exclude Q * M1: 

/.+^+^^)+^(7-^)-^=0. (105) 

But bending moment M is connected with change of curvature by 

the known relationship 

/»-«(•r+i). 

where EJ is the flexural rigidity of the ring. 

Now equation (105) will take on the following formî 

/.+/.<*•+ m+Bp.-u* (^+3^)- 
-t^+f)“0- (106) 

Let us assume that as before m is the mass of the shell per unit 

of surface. Then 

(107) 

where v is the displacement in the direction of a tangent to a circular 
arc. 

From the condition of inextensibility of the ring 

(108) 

This relationship is easy to obtain from formulas (21), if we 
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1 P 
disregard nonlinear member i.(w') , put £y * 0 by the condition of 

inextensibility, and take z = 0. 

We shall exclude pt, pn, and v, from equation (106) using 

expressions (107) and (108): 

m JL+*(*■+•"#*)- R*»" - MR"" - 

R Ä* 

Further, according to expression (97) 

Ä=Pr+AP**nö<. 

Now we obtain 

»»—+(*+A^sin a/)(*" + ic,v #*) - 

-Rmwm-EJRw" v' 0. (109) 

Let us assume that 

w—Tcos~-t (110) 

where T is a certain function of time t, and n is any integer. 

By assigning n, we can obtain different forms of vibrations. The 

value of n » 2 corresponds to bending of the ring in a form close to 

elliptic (see Fig. 106). If we take n = 5, 4, ..., then we will obtain 

bending in the forms shown in Fig. 108. 

Placing w and expressions (110) in equation (109)» we obtain 

or 

Î+^(1+mUi9/)T«0. (Ill) 

where 

*>(*»-1) 
«(rf + l) R 

(112) 
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(113) 
*+<*-1)==- 

Thus, as should have been expected, we obtain an equation with a 

periodic coefficient, describing the motion of the ring during para¬ 

metric vibrations. 

If pressure In the chamber 

Is not changed, then £p = 0 and 

e=0. Then 

f+n* r-o, 

l.e., we obtain the ordinary 

equation of natural vibrations 

Fig. 108 

Expression (112) gives the angular frequency of natural asymmetric 

vibrations. This frequency depends, as we can see, on the mean value 

of pressure pg and on the flexural rigidity of the shell. With the 

increase of pressure the frequency increases, since under the action 

of internal pressure the distorted ring is straightened oat and the 

pressure is the recovery factor, acting Jointly with the forces of 

elasticity. 

If pressure had been external, then when 

the frequency cd would have become equal to zero. This is also 

understandable, inasmuch as magnitude 

is nothing else but the critical pressure for the ring. If on ring 

from the outside there acts such a pressure, the ring loses its 

stability. 

Equation (ill) is called Mathieu*s equation and has been well 
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studied. All problems mentioned in § 34 reduce to this equation. 

Therefore, regardless of the external appearance of a vibratory system, 

the solution of all problems will be common. 

A diagram of zones of instability (zones of excitation of 

parametric resonance) is shown in Fig. 109. This diagram is borrowed 

from V. V. Bolotin [4] and was constructed for the investigation of 

dynamic stability of a bar. However, inasmuch as the problems reduce 

to the same equation, the difference consists only in the values of 

the parameters entering expressions of œ and e. 

The diagram shows three shaded zones 

of instability. On the axis of ordinates 

with respect to these zones we have three 

points. 

Peak = 1 corresponds to basic 

parametric resonance. Here, pushing of 

the ring by pressure occurs every half¬ 

period. 

j? 
Fit 

I 

Í 
I 

) 

81 
> 

^ -((1 

qt 0,2 ¢1 4* t 

Fig. 109. 

o i 
At the point where = 7>t i.e., 

0=a), the pushing continues for a 

Q I 
half-period, but when ^ ~ ^ ^ continues for two half-periods into 

a third. 

When e ^ 0 we obtain not the point, but the interval of frequen¬ 

cies, in which there will be excitation of vibrations. On the diagram 

shown in Fig. 109 the corresponding regions are shaded. Thus, if for 

the chamber of a certain engine the point with coordinates e and 

on the diagram goes into the shaded region, in the shell there appears 

parametric resonance. 

Let us consider a numerical example. We shall return to the 
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cylindrical shell for which we determined the frequency of the 

symmetric form of vibrations. 

First we shall determine magnitude of flexural rigidity EJ. For 

that, we shall consider a section of the cylindrical shell, having a 

length equal to unity (Fig. 110). 

If the elastic moduli of the internal and external 

shells were identical, then the distance c to the 

neutral axis xQ would be determined by the usual 

method: 

5* 4.5* 

r+r 

where S' and S" are the static moments of the lower 
X1 X1 

and upper rectangles with respect to axis x^ (see 
Fig. 110. 

Fig. 110). 

With different elastic moduli of shells the magnitude c should be 

determined in another manner: 

rr+rr * 

or, substituting S' and S" , we obtain 

E’k'+rtr ' (114) 

Now given rigidity EJ is defined as the sum of 

Ej^rr+rr, 

where J' and J" are moments of inertia of rectangles with respect to 
axis Xq. 

£y=-J-£'A ‘ l3** - ** * '++ 
(115) 

3 
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In the considered example 

rrnij h" = 2,5^ mr ; Í — 3 min. 

£f«|,9*10« kc/*2, r-2,110» tojm . 

We shall first calculate c by formula (114): 

C-4.C3 mm. 

Further, we shall determine EJ from expression (115): 

£/»64,8• 104 kg/™«. 

Let us assume for instance thac the average pressure in the 

o 
chamber is p = 24 kg/cm , Considering the basic form of vibrations 

and taking consequently n = 2, by formula (112) we find 

»»-1,037-IC* sec-2, 01*1020 sec"1 V» 162 cps. 

Consequently, if the frequency of oscillations of pressure is 

ft = 324 cps, in the shell there certainly (at any Ap) will be parametric 

resonance. 

We shall further assume that in the engine there appeared 

p 
pulsational conditions of burning and AP = 3 kg/mm , 

Then by formula (113)# e = 0,077. On the diagram shown in Fig. 

109, for e = 0.077# we find the boundary of stability 

—- = —0,96 anc 1,03. 
a» 2* 

Consequently, if the frequency of change of pressure is in the 

inverval 

2v*0,96*311 cpsand2v* 1,03 * 329 cp», 

in the shell there will be excited parametric vibrations of the con¬ 

sidered form. 

The obtained solution is approximate, inasmuch as it does not 

consider bending of the cylindrical shell in a meridional direction. 
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This, however, does not at all show up on the qualitative side of 

the phenomenon; only the numerical ratios are changed somewhat. 

In a conical nozzle [1], as in a combustion chamber, there 

also can appear parametric vibrations. Here, the deflection of the 

shell will occur basically in a tangential direction with straight 

cone generatrices (Fig. 111). 

In conclusion it is necessary to indicate 

that the calculation of parametric vibrations 

for an engine existing only in a design cannot 

be performed, since the most characteristic 

Fig. Ill 

and essential frequencies ft and amplitudes 

of change of pressure Ap are unknown. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CALCULATION OF A FLAT HEAD OF A LIQUID-PROPELLANT 
ROCKET ENGINE 

Cyrillic Designations In Text 

n = tot = total 
npwB = limit = limiting 

np = ib = inelastic buckling 

cp = av = average 

5 57. Selection of Calculating Diagram 

A flat head is a circular sectional plate, having a quite 

complicated design. It is double-walled and divides cavity of fuel 

(I or II in Fig. 112), oxidizer (II or I), and hot gases (III). The 

fuel component, which cools che chamber, from the interhousing space 

usually proceeds to the internal interwall cavity of the head and 

from there through burners A Is injected into the combustion chamber. 

The second component enters the combustion chamber through tubes B, 

intersecting the head and terminating with the burners. 

Connection of plates in the head can be carried out by different 

methods, but most frequently for this purpose they resort to expansion 

of the burners, which are located on the head in different structural 

variants. We shall assume that along the surface of the head the 

burners are uniformly distributed. 
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The connected plate-head perceives the load 

of pressure forces acting In all three cavities 

I, II, and III, whereby pressures Pj and pIT are 

approximately equal and somewhat exceed pressure 

Pm« Thus, the plate as a whole Is under the 

Influence of drop of pressures 

The Internal plate, which touches the fire cavity of the chamber. 

Is noticeably heated. In it there appear significant thermal elon¬ 

gations, and the mechanical characteristics of the material with respect 

to thickness are variable. 

Before we proceed to the calculation of such a design, it is 

necessary to decide what the final purpose of such a calculation is. 

It is absolutely clear that inasmuch as the head, like the 

engine shell, works during noticeable plastic deformations, the appear¬ 

ing stresses cannot serve as a criterion of its appraisal as a support 

structure. 

For normal work of the engine it is important that the head is 

not noticeably deflected, i.e., it should have sufficient general 

rigidity. Furthermore, it is necessary that in the process of work 

of the engine the airtightness of joining the elements of the head 

in places of expansion of burners must not be disturbed. 

In distinction from the shell of a liquid-propellant rocket 

engine, local deflections of the internal plate in the zone between 

connections in the head do not present interest, since plates of the 

head have sufficiently large thickness and local deflections turn 

out to be small. Furthermore, heating of the head by hot gasses occurs 

with counter convection flows of gases in the zone of the burners, and 

not by fast shear flow along the walls, as in the shell of a 

Axis of chanbsr 

Fig. 112. 
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liquid-propellant rocket engine. Proceeding from this, one may assume 

that local deflections in the head between connections essentially 

will not affect the work of the system. 

Thus, the purpose of calculation of the head Is the determination 

of its rigidity, i.e,, the determination of general deflections at 

given operating pressures and temperatures. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to give an appraisal of the degree 

oí airtightness of Joining the burners with plates. This problem 

contains a great deal of difficulties and should be solved approxi¬ 

mately. The essence of such a solution consists in the following. 

We offer the hypothesis, according to which the airtightness in 

the zone of expansion is disturbed when one of the components of 

deformation (ex or ey) in the plate attains a certain limiting value. 

In other words, as the criterion of airtightness of Joining we take 

the biggest total positive elongation in the plate. Such an assumption 

may be given a simple physical interpretation. 

If the plate obtained a certain elongation in the zone of burner 

installation and expansion, the hole into which the burner is inserted 

obtains ellipticity (Fig. 113). The greater the elongation, the 

greater the hole will be stretched, and the more probable the dis¬ 

turbance of airtightness of the connection. For disturbance of 

airtightness, elongation in one direction is sufficient. If such 

elongation appears simultaneously and along another principal axis, 

then from this nothing essentially will be changed. Therefore, as a 

criterion of airtightness one should also take the magnitude of the 

greatest positive deformation. 

Here we consider total reformation, including thermal elongation. 

The fact is that the burner in the zone of expansion is intensely 
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cooled by flowing liquid and la almost not heated« Therefore, thermal 

elongation of the plate pronotea opening of contact« 

The magnitude of limiting elongation, at which 

airtlghtnesa is disturbed, depends on tightness in 

setting the burners and on the degree and condition 

of expansion. This magnitude may be determined onl 

experimentally and in reference to conditions of 

specifically adopted production and technology. 

We shall now select a calculating diagram. 

We shall consider the head as a homogenous plate, consisting of two 

rigidly Joined plates (Fig. 114). The necessary corrections for 

compliance of connections and weakening of plates in the zone of 

holes will be introduced below. 

Illllllllllllllllllllll 

I 

In the selection of a calculating 

diagram the most complicated question is 

the one concerning the outline of fastening 

the plate. Fastening of the head to the 
Fig. 114. 

outline is pliant. This Is something in the middle between complete 

fixation and free support. If the fitting peint of the head to the 

shell of the chamber is rigid, the plate may be considered as fixed 

on the outline. However, in many cases it is possible to consider 

that the plate on the outline is freely supported. Such an assumption 

should be also made on the basis of other considerations. 

During plastic deformations the form of deflection of the plate, 

independently of rigidity of fixation, is like the form of deflection 

of a freely supported plate. As a result of thermal effect, the 

junction becomes more pliable. 

Finally, one should also consider the fact that by taking the 
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condition of free support on the outline we allow an error in the safety 

factor, since for a freely supported plate the deformations and deflec¬ 

tions at given pressure will be larger than in other forms of fasten¬ 

ing. 

Thus, below we shall consider the plate as freely supported. At 

the same time we shall derive ialationships also for the case of 

rigid fixation. 

Due to the fact that tne number of burners in the head is very 

great, the plate may be considered as homogeneous. In this respect, 

calculation of the head is analogous to calculation of a shell for 

general carrying capacity, where the behavior shells in the zone of 

connections also was not considered. 

Let us now turn to the derivation of basic relationships. 

§ 58. Basic Calculating Dependences 

Let us consider a round symmetrical plate, loaded by a uniformly 

distributed load p (see Fig. 114). Such a plate is bent symmetrically 

and all stresses, deformations, and displacements may be expressed 

as functions of only two independent variables: radius r and 

coordinate z, counted off along the axis of symmetry. As the begin¬ 

ning of reading we shall take the lower surface of the plate (Fig. 

115). 

Current deflected of the plate will be 

\ designated by w, and radial displacement on 

•«71 

Fig. 115. 

lower surface, by u. 

Let us consider an element of axial cross 

section of the plate (Fig. II6). At a point, which is at distance z 

from the lower surface, as this may be seen from Fig. II6, radial 

displacement will be equal to 
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«••H—*6, 

where ♦ is angle of rotation of the normal, drawn to the surfaces 
of the plate. 

Proceeding from the fact that the plates 

are united rigidly, the hypothesis or 

invariability of the normal may be accepted. 

From Fig. II7 it is clear that angle 

4r (116) 

Total radial elongation 

(117) ■ —á* 

'■ TT“*“**- 

Tangential elongation 

(US) 

If we then compute thermal elongation e^, we will obtain 

v=Ä.-*e._v 

• _ I •1=-*- 
r r 

(119) 

These components of deformation, according to expressions (15), 

are connected with stresses by the following relationships: 

(-+1-,). • JL 
3 «I 

(120) 

where, by formula (17)* 

•1+«1 (121) 

fluid is determined by stress-strain diagrams depending upon 

Let us now consider an element of the plate that is separated by 
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two close axial sections and two circular sections of radius r and 

r + dr (Fig. ll8). 

The elementary forces, acting in 

each lateral edge of this element, will 

be reduced to some point (regardless of 

which one) in the form of normal force 

and moment. Distance from lower surface 

to point of reduction will be designated 

by a (see Fig. 118). This magnitude 

will be common for all edges. 

We shall designate by Nr and N& 

kg/mm the intensity of normal forces 

occurring per unit of length of corresponding sections. Intensity of 

bending moments will be Mrkg*mm/mm and kg*mm/mm; Q is the intensity 

of transverse force. 

Projecting all forces acting on the element on the vertical axis, 

we find 

(Q-MQ) (r-\-dt)dy—Qr dy—pr dy dr^O, 

whence 

±(Qr)=pr. 

We integrate this expression with respect to r. 

Then 

2 f 

Since in the center of plate the transverse force does not become 

equal to infinity, then obviously arbitrary constant is equal to 

zero. 
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Thus, finally 

Q-e.. (122) 

We further take the sum of moments of all forces with respect to 

axis y, passing through the point of reduction (see Fig. 118). This 

gives 

(Mf-{-dMr)(r-\-dr)df—Mrrd<f—Midrdf-\-Qr d^dr«=0, 

whence 

-Qr. 

Considering expression (122), we find 

J-iMsï-M,--Ç. (123) 

Projecting all forces toward the radius, we obtain one more 

equation of equilibrium: 

±iP/)-N%-D. (124) 

Normal forces are determined through stresses by the usual method 

[see relationships (25)]: 

\dz\ K-f‘, 

Aft-Uwz. 

(125) 

where integration is extended to the entire thickness of the plate. 

(126) 

Moments Mr and will be 

Ahm.-juig-tids. 

Here, in distinction from expressions (25), there is introduced 

magnitude a, i.e., the distance from the lower surface of the plate to 

the point of reduction (see Fig. 118). 
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Subsequently we will have to introduce a correction for shear 

between plates and thus consider the compliance of connections, which 

are presently considered as rigid. For that we shall determine shear 

force Sq kg/mm^ per unit of surface of the plate (Fig. 119)« 

Force SqT dcp dr constitutes the sum ot pro- 

jections, in direction of radius r, of all ele- 

tprdfir 
mentary forces acting on the lower plate. This 

force includes both the projection of elementary 

forces of stress ar and also a^. 

Obviously, precisely the same force, but in 

Fig. 119. the opposite direction, is applied to the upper 

plate of the element. This follows from the fact that the sum of these 

forces according to expression (124) is equal to zero. 

Distance between shear forces (between middles of components of 

plates) will be designated by H. Then from the condition of equality 

of moments of couples, we find 

SfdrdiH=Qrdidr, 

(127) 

Subsequently, in the solution of the problem we will apply the 

numerical method and calculation will be produced as done above for 

the shell of a liquid-propellant rocket engine. Therefore the question 

should now be answered concerning the selection of functions of 

displacements u and w. 

§ 39. Selection of Functions u and w 

Radial displacement u on the lower surface of a plate appears 

basically due to bending and due to the thermal effect on the plate. 

Correspondingly, we shall present function u in the form of two 

components : 
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u - A4 + Br, 

where 4 as before is the angle of rotation of the normal; 

A and B are constants, not depending on current radius or 
slightly depending on it. 

Putting u in expressions (119)» we find 

(128) 

If A and B are c nsidered as magnitudes depending on radius r, 

then elongation £r will obtain an additional component in the right 

part 

' ir ' ár 

In thj future, however, we will disregard this component, con¬ 

sidering *hat A and B as functions of r change insignificantly. 

Now it is necessary to compute A and B. The physical meaning 

of these magnitudes is quite clear. 

Constant A, as can be seen from equations (128), gives displace¬ 

ment of neutral plane of plate during bending. If the position of 

this plane is determined incorrectly, then this is equivalent to the 

imposition on bending of general extension of forces of compression of 

the plate in radial and tangential directions. A similar role is 

also played by B. It constitutes the total average elongation of the 

plate as a result of thermal effect. The error in determination of 

this magnitude is also equivalent to imposition on the plate of 

additional extension or compression. 

We shall consider that normal forces Nr and N0 for the whole plate 

are identically equal to zero. For such an assumption there are many 

reasons, inasmuch as no external forces are applied to the plate along 
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Its surface, and the radial forces on Its contour In places of con¬ 

nection with the shell are comparatively small. 

Let us note that when Nr = 0 and N6 = 0 the equation of equilibrium 

(124) Ij automatically satisfied. 

According to expressions (128), (120), and (125) we obtain 

rfir+T I 
* 4 (129) 

JV « /i-4.-L ¢.1 f i(yl-*)*+2 f f 
* » \ r i dr I) i, l 1 

Here the magnitudes not depending on z are carried after the inte¬ 

gral sign. As regards the modulus of plasticity a^/e^, it varies 

wU: he thickness of the plate and remains therefore under the sign 

of the integrals. 

So that Nr and N0 identically become equal to zero, it is necessary 

to equate to zero each of the integrals. 

-1 (A —x)iz~0\ 

«i 1 
I 

(130) 

whence 

(131) 

If the value of OjAi» depending upon z, had been given, A and 

B could have been considered known. However, the value of a1/Ei 

depends on the Intensity of deformations, previously unknown to us, 

and depending In turn and on A and B. Therefore, relationships (131) 



do not allow us immediately to find the numerical values of A and B. 

We shall divide each of the integrals into two, which are taken 

correspondingly within the limits of thickness of the internal and 

external plates. 

Then 

(132) 

where the signs of h' and h" at the integrals mean that they corre¬ 

spondingly pertain to the first and second plates. 

We shall introduce coefficient k, which approximately will be 

considered as the distinction in the average mechanical state of the 

internal and external plates. 

We shall average the values of with respect to their 

thicknesses and their mean values will be designated correspondingly 

ft) “d tf)' 

We shall carry out these magnitude after the signs of integrals 

(132) and obtain 

(133) 
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where coefficient k is equal to the ratio 

(134) 

During elastic deformations the coefficient k takes on the 

following form: 

k eT* 

Assuming for the beginning, that the average intensities of 

deformations for the internal and external plates are magnitudes of 

i '> 
one order (i.e., ~ e^), from expression (134) we obtain 

Let us assume that the stress-strain diagrams of the material of the 

internal and external plates are similar (Fig. 120). 

"Then from Fig. 120 it is clear that k 

is determined by the ratio of sections 

k = §|. (135) 

We assume that this ratio for all values 

of remains approximately unchanged. 

Practically, one should measure the ratio of 

sections in several points of the diagram 

within the limits of possible change of and take the average magni¬ 

tude, which in first approximation is equal to k. 

When k is determined, by formulas (133) we find A and B. 

The thickness of the internal plate will be designated by h', and 

the thickness of the external plate, by h". The clearance between 

them is equal to 6 (see Fig. 115). Then after integration of 

Fig. 120. 
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expressions (133) we obtain 

i + +21) . 
n rrm: • 2 â' +M* 

P_ t-r+'h"*' 
v+ur 

(156) 

If the indicated rough estimate of A and B is not satisfactory, 

it will be possible to conduct the following more precise definition. 

When the function of deflection w is selected, and by it we 

find function $, then with the obtained approximate values of A and B 

it will be possible from formulas (128) to find e and for a number 

of values of z and r. 

If er and are known, then according to expression (121) 

is determined, and then by the stress-strain diagrams we determine 

After that, the integrands of expressions (131) become approx¬ 

imately known. Further, producing integration with respect to z, we 

determine A and B for a number of values of r. Thus, A and B become 

magnitudes depending on r. This dependence, incidently, is weak. 

At the new values of A and B the magnitudes er and (128) should 

be recalculated. 

Now we shall assign function w. With complete fixation on the 

contour this function should be taken in the same form as for an 

ordináry homogeneous plate with small deflections: 

(157) 

where R Is the external radius; 

wm is maximum deflection in the center of the plate. 

For a freely supported plate one should proceed analogously. 

If the plate is homogeneous and the material follows Hooke's law. 
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the form of the elastic surface of the plate Is described by the 

following expression: 

« 

1—I»* faS + l* + 

iw» £ ri+n 1+1» ** 
1 

Considering u = ^ > we take function w In the form of 

(138) 

where Is an Indefinite constant. Including load p and considering 

the influence of the mechanical characteristics of the material. 

In a purely thermal effect, when there exists a temperature 

gradient along the thickness, a homogeneous plate under the condition 

of elastic bending is strained, as can be showed, along a quadric 

surface. Therefore, in order to consider the character of deformation 

due to thermal effect, we shall add the following to expression (158)ï 

M* -£)• 
Then 

—A(H-H £+3 £•)+0,(1-^), i1*» 

where Dg, Just as D^, is a certain indefinite constant. 

Let us note that with complete fixation of the plate contour it 

is not necessary to introduce such a cofunction. A plate, fixed on 

its contour and su’, lected to heating from one side, in the absence 

of pressure does not change its curvature. Therefore expression (158) 

is final. For case of free support it is necessary to introduce the 

indicated component. 

Considering in expression (159) r = 0, we find 

» n Oi -f-Dj. 

We exclude in expression (159). Then 
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?("-■> J+*f)+c(í-Í)' (140) 

where C Is the new constant: 

The obtained expression (140) is final. If we consider that 

and place this function in expressions (128), we will find 

^-*>[^(»-36 I (141) 

It remains to find magnitude C. It will be selected in such a 

manner so that radial moment on the contour becomes equal to zero. 

According to expressions (120) 

On the contour when r * R 

We equate bending moment Mr to zero on the contour. According 

to expression (126) after substitution of or we obtain 

Magnitude a is arbitrary. It constitutes the distance from the 

lower surface of the plate to the point of reduction of internal forces 

in cross section of the element (see Fig. 118) and may be taken 
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arbitrarily. We shall now take that a * A, Then 

Í— 

-«-. 

Thus, in the determination of C we arrive at integrals similar to 

those which we encountered above in the determination of A and B. 

Considering expressions (130), we obtain 

C= 3Ä» 

23 f (142) 

We shall divide, as before, every integral by two, according to 

the first and second plates, and shall introduce coefficinet k. Then 

22 J^“*)***J(A—i)*** 

Averaging further magnitude et within the limits of each of the 

plates, we find 

i*__ 

22 (*')»(y a~ y *')+* {y ^K*'+»+*•)*-(*' +»)*1 - - 

-. . .--j-Ki'+M-^-W+tWj 

(143) 

Thus, we approximately determine C. The obtained expression 

contain! A and B, which were found approximately in the same measure. 

In a more precise definition of A and B, C is also definitized, 

which in the known law of change with respect to thickness when 

r = R, is determined from expression (142) by means of numerical or 
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graphie integration. 

§ 40. Sequence of Conducting the Calculation 

For carrying out the calculation of the head It is necessary first 

of all to have stress-strain diagrams of the material of the internal 

and external plates at corresponding temperatures. Such diagrams 

were already used during calculation of the shell. Here, however, in 

certain cases the stress-strain diagrams require additional treatment. 

The plates composing the head are not continuous. In them there 

are holes with inserted burners. 

In those cases when there arises the necessity to consider lowering 

(or increasing) rigidity, the only method presently is the appropriate 

change of the stress-strain diagram. Thus, for instance, if the plate, 

due to the presence of punchouts, or weakly filled holes, is c, times 

less rigid during strain, stresses in stress-strain diagrams, at all 

temperatures should also be lowered £ times and used subsequently in 

calculations with these given diagrams with lowered av If the plate 

is more rigid due to some design features, the diagrams must be 

modified by means of corresponding increase of 

The biggest difficulties with such an approach appear in the 

selection of the coefficient of lowering t. To determine it by means 

of calculation is very difficult. 

Therefore, here one should proceed either along the lines of the 

formulation in the case of the necessity of a specie experiment tor 

evaluating the change of rigidity due to design features, or roughly 

estimate this coefficient approximately. 

It is necessary to note that for the internal and external plates 

the lowering coefficient £ will le different. 



After the stress-strain diagrams are traced and, if necessary, 

are reduced to real rigidity, at average temperatures we take the 

ratio of ordinates and tentatively estimate coefficient k according to 

expression (135) (see Fig. 120). We further determine A and B according 

to expressions (T^j) and C according lo”equation (143). 

We further assign deflection wm, and for a number of values of 

z and we calculate deformations er and e& according to expressions 

(141). The number of calculating points with respect to radius may 

be small, inasmuch as in this case the dependence on r is smooth. 

We shall conditionally take six points: r/R = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 

0.8, 1.0. 

With respect to thickness, the number of points should be larger. 

Below we shall take 10 points, i.e., five points on each plate with 

the following values of z: 

,«*<+»; A'+»+îj-: *'+‘+y: 

^ # 

The results of calculations of er and ee should be given in a 

table (see Table 34 and further). 

Then we construct a table of values for intensity (121). On 

the stress-strain diagrams we further find and constitute a table 

of values of 

Now it is possible to proceed to a more precise definition of 

A, B, and C. For that, we turn first of all to formulas (131) and 

for every value of r we integrate the magnitudes entering these 

formulas with respect to z. Thus, A and B are determined in the form 

of a function of radius r. Further, in the same way we integrate the 
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magnitudes entering expression (142) when r = R, and definitlze the 

value of C. 

Now all calculations are produced again. By formulas (l4l) we 

again calculate er and After er and are calculated, we find In 

the former sequence e^, aand ^ cj/ej/ Then by formulas (120) we 

find stresses a and oû# The results of the calculations are introduced 
r u 

into the tables. 

We further integrate the stresses with respect to thickness for 

determination of bending moments and Their magnitude is 
r u 

determined by relationships (126). 

Considering that according to what was assumed above, 

a « A, 

we have 

AfrSa-.Jor(x~i4)^; 

Mi = A)dz. 
(144) 

For integration it is necessary to construct curves of change of 

stresses o and with respect to thickness for each fixed value of 
r o 

r/R. Then we produce summatijn of integrands with respect to elemen¬ 

tary sections of thickness. For the internal plate the summation is 

conducted within the limits of change of z from zero to h', and for 

the external plate, from z =h' +6toz =h' +6+hM. Magnitude A 

is then different depending upon the value of r. 

Let us return to the equation of equilibrium (123). As in the 

calculation of shells, we will use Galerkin's method. We multiply 

all members of this equation by function w and integrate them along 

the surface of the plate: 
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f j- (Aí/) to rf*—J Mtwds— —¿-jrhffds, 
a a a . 

where ds is an element of surface of the plate: 

ds=rdfdr. 

But since all magnitudes entering the equation do not depend on 

<p, we obtain 

* é * * (Af,r) wrdr—j M%wrdr = —£-j wr* dr. 
* 

I dr 

Magnitude Mr Is given tabularly, and its graphic differentiation 

can lead to noticeable errors. Therefore, the first integral of the 

obtained expression is partially taken 

« * * 

■{M^)wr dr—MfTwr — f Af/ —(wr)dr. 
it ir 

But on the contour w = 0, and in the origin of coordinates r = 0. 

Therefore, 

? * 
j—(Mf)wrdr — —j* Af/ j-(wr)dr. 

Then 

» da 
Mrr-^(wr)dr-\- j Mtwrdr^—jw^dr. I 

Here, under the sign of integral we differentiate the function, 

given not tabularly, but analytically. 

In conclusion, integrating function wr^, we obtain 

« a 

j + j M*wrdr=^ (*}f +c )• (145) 

whence we determine pressure p, corresponding to selected deflection 

w. m 
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We must now make a correction for shear between plates and thus 

consider the compliance of connections. 

As a result of shear of plates there appears an additional angle 

of rotation (Fig. 121), which is summarized with angle I, as a 

result of which the deflection is increased to w*: 

(146) 

Angle 5* in first approximation may be 

considered as slide angle "y appearing in the 

connections (see Fig. 121). If the distance 

between plates is small, angle 7 can be deter¬ 

mined as 

where SQ is the shear force per unit of surface of the plate. Force 
Sq was determined above. According to expressions (127) 
and (122), SQ * Pr/2H; 

G is the shear modulus for the material of the connecting 
burners (or the connections in general). The material 
of the connections may be considered as obeying Hooke's 
law, inasmuch as the deformations here are small, and 
thermal effect due to intense cooling is absent; 

F0 ic the area of cross section of the connections, referred to 
surface area of the plate, i.e,, a dimensionless magnitude. 

As a result, excluding SQ, we obtain 

1 2//Of, 

Additiona] deflection with equal distribution of connections will 

be 

(147) 

We do not definitize the sign of w*, inasmuch as from physical 

considerations it is clear that w* will be of the same sign as w , since 
m 
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the shear between plates lowers the overall rigidity of the design. 

In conclusion it is necessary to indicate liât correction of w* 

(147) is tentative. In places of swiveling the burners will be par¬ 

tially collapsed. The inevitable gaps will be partially selected. 

Furthermore, displacements will build up to shear deformation (espe¬ 

cially at a large distance between plates) due to bending of the con¬ 

necting tubes and local bending of the plate. It is very difficult to 

consider all these peculiarities. Therefore it is also necessary to 

satisfy the above-indicated estimate. 

If w* is small as compared to wm, i.e., if the connection is 

sufficiently rigid, the errors in the determination of w* do not have 

large values. 

Thus, the operation uf computation as a result has the following 

appearance. 

We assign deflection wm, which would be in the absence of shear. 

On the basis of the deflection we determine pressure p, and by it 

introduce a correction to the deflection and obtain for it a new 

definitized value. Such an operation of computation should be 

performed for two or three points of the dependence wm = f(p)# so 

that by means of interpolation we may find the deflections at the 

given pressure and temperatures. After that we check the magnitudes 

of the biggest total elongation appearing in the plates, and we compare 

it with the elongation in which there occurs a disturbance of 

airtightness in the given type of swiveling. 

The magnitude of limiting elongation should be determined as 

mentioned above, from experiment. For determination of this magnitude 

it is possible to recommend the following formulation of the experiment. 

Two rectangular plates are connected together by swivel burners 
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(Fifc* 122)• All peculiarities of the type of swivel of the real 

design are retain. Then we place and weld the lateral walls of the 

sample, and through the sides we Insert rectangular stoppers with 

shanks, behind which the sample Is stretched. These stoppers are 

also sunk along the contour. Inside there moves a liquid pressure. 

With the help of a tensometer we measure the average elongation and 

fix the moment of formation of a leak through places of swiveling. 

Thus we determine 

The same sample can also 

be bend tested according to 

the diagram shown in Fig, 

123. This test will give the 

conditions of work of burners 

in places of swiveling, 

closest to reality. 

§ 41. Example of Calculation of a Flat Head 

As the first example we will consider a head, the radius of 

which is R = 230 mm, thickness of internal and external plates is 

h' * h" « 3 mm, a distance between plates is 6 * 9 kg/cm2. 

Temperature of the hot wall of the internal plate will be equal 

to 500°C. Temperature of the wall touching the liquid is equal to 

250°C. With respect to thickness, the temperature is assumed to vary 

according to linear law: 

Z mrr 0 0.75 I.S0 3.35 3.0 

#*c too 4 437 375 313 350 

Temperature of second plate will be considered constant in 
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thickness and equal to iOO°C. The material is carbon steel. Operating 

pressure is p * 10 kg/cm • 

At the shown temperatures the elongations et (according to the 

diagram shown in Fig. 30) will be equal to the following magnitudes: 

0.00700; 0.00595; 0.00505; 0.00415; O.OC325; 0.00120. 

Let us assume that the stress-strain diagrams of steel, taking 

Into account the coefficient of lowering, are depicted by the curves 

shown in Fig. 124. On the curves we have marked the values of the 

modulus of inelastic buckling. 

Now we estimate 

tentative coefficient k 

[see formula (135)] as 

the ratio of average 

ordinates of the stress- 

strain diagrams of one 

and more plates at 

average temperature. We 

assume it to be equal 

to 1.3, and by formulas 

(136) and (143) we find 

the preliminary values of A, B, and C: 

A = 8.29 mm; B = 0.0028?; C = 2.28 mm. 

We assign deflection wm * 4 mm and by formulas (141) we calculate 

e and en for ten values of z and six values of r/R. In the calcula- 
r ö 
tions, for every value of z we take the corresponding value of et. 

The results of the calculations are presented in Tables 54 and 55. 



Table 34 
«rio» 

V 
z mm ^ 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.8 

• 
0.79 

M 

1.25 

t 

12 

12.75 

IS .5 

14.25 

Ift 

—3,25 

-2.28 

-1.45 

-4),54 

-4),18 

+1.28 

1.20 

1.12 

1,04 

0.06 

—3,16 

-2,20 

-1.38 

-0,60 

+0.24 

+1.24 

1.16 

1.05 

0.98 

0,89 

—2,89 

-1.96 

-1.17 

-4),40 

+0,41 

+1.12 

1.01 

OJO 

0.78 

0.67 

-2,45 

-1,55 

-0.80 

-0,08 

+0,69 

+0.92 

0.77 

0,62 

0.46 

0.31 

-1.82 

-0,98 

-0,29 

+0,40 

+1.09 

0.64 

0.43 

0.22 

0,01 

-0.20 

—i.02 

-0,25 

+0.37 

40.98 

+1.60 

0.28 

0 

-0.28 

-0.56 

—0,84 

Table 35 
^•10» 

\ r 

z mm \ 
0 0.2 0.4 6.8 8.0 i.o. 

0 
0.75 
1.5 

. 2.25 

12 
12.75 
13.5 
14.25 
15 

-3.26 -2.28 
-1.46 

+o*.S 

8.98 

-3,22 
-2,25 
-1,44 
-0.62 
40.20 

1.27 
1.18 
1.10 
1.82 
8.84 

-3.13 -2.17 
-1.36 
-O.S5 
40.¾ 

1.23 
1.14 
1.06 
8.96 
8.88 

-2.98 
-2.04 
-1.24 -0.44 
tO.35 

1.16 
1.06 
0.95 
0.06 
8.74 

-2,77 
-1,85 -1.07 
-0.29 
40.48 

1.07 
0.94 
0.82 
0,70 
8.57 

-2.50 
-1,60 
-0.85 
-0,10 

8,95 
0.80 
0,65 
0,51 
0.3u 

Then by formula (121) we find (Table 36). For each value of 

El on the diagrams (see Fig. 124) we determine (Table 37). Finally 

we construct Table 38 for approach the correction of A, B, 

and C. 

For this, we return to expressions (131) and by means of numerical 

integration with respect to z from Table 38 we determine the necessary 

Integrals• 
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Table 36 
• 11-101 

\ JL \ R 
z mm 

0 0.2 0.4 
• 

0.6 0.8 1.0 

6 

6.75 

1.5 

2.25 

3 

12 

12.75 

13.5 

14.25 

IS 

6.50 

4.56 

2.92 

1.28 

0.36 . 

2.56 

2.40 

2.24 

2.06 

1.92 

6.37 

4.45 

2.83 

1.22 

0.44 

2.51 

2.33 

2.16 

2.00 

1.83 

6.02 

4.12 

2.53 

0.95 

0.67 

2,35 

2.15 

1.95 

1,73 

1.53 

5.43 

3.60 

2.05 

0.56 

1.06 

2.08 

1.84 

1.58 

1.33 

1.08 

4.61 

2.87 

1.43 

0.41 

1.61 

1.73 

1.40 

1.10 

0.81 

0,58 

3.62 

2.01 

0.85 

1.06 

2.32 

1.29 

0.92 

0.66 

0.62 

0.84 

» 

Table 37 2 
«I kg/rnn 

O 
0,75 
1.0 
a.25 
3 

12 
IÍ.75 
13.5 
14.25 
15 

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

11.0 
14.6 
14.7 
12.4 
6.0 

18,0 
18.0 
M.O 
17.0 
17.8 

11.1 
14.6 
14.6 
12.2 
7.4 

18.0 
18.0 
17.8 
17.8 
17.7 

11.7 
14.4 
14.3 
10.9 
9.3 

18.0 
17.9 
17.8 
17.6 
17.4 

11,6 
14.2 
13.7 
8.0 

12.0 
17.9 
17.8 
17.4 
16.9 
16,0 

11.3 
13.7 
12.3 
6.5 

13.6 
17.6 
17.1 
16.0 
13.5 
10.4 

11.0 
12.8 
9.6 

11.6 
14.8 
16.8 
15.0 
11.9 
11.2 
14.5 

Table 38 
-*-.10-» 
•1 

V r 

X * 

Z mm 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

0 
0.75 
1.8 
2.25 
3 

12 
12.75 
13.5 
14.25 
15 

1.82 
3.20 
5.04 
9.69 

16.8 
7,03 
7.49 
6.03 
8,56 
9.28 

1.85 
3.28 
5.16 

10.00 
16.8 
7.16 
7,72 
8.29 
8.90 
9,65 

1,94 
3.50 
5.65 

11.5 . 
16.8 
7.66 
6.32 
9,11 

10,18 
11,38 

ills 
6.67 

14,3 
11.32 
8.60 
9.67 

11.00 
12.7 
14.80 

2.45 
4.77 
8,CO 

15,9 
8,44 

10.15 
12.2 
14,55 
16.7 
16.0 

3.04 
6.23 

11.23 
10.7 
6,37 

13,0 
16,3 
18.0 
18.0 
18.0 
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Results of Integrations are presented in Table 39. In the same 

place are given new values of A and B. 

Table 39 

J_ \ 

R 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 

43,S 45,8 30.4 57,3 69,2 75.6 

MM jsá* ke 371 383 426 308 638 732 

J rf# kg/m 118 121 132 147 175 181.2 

A rnm 8.45 8.36 8.45 8.82 9.23 9.66 

*•10* 2,68 2.04 2.62 2.36 2.53 2.49 

Further, when = 1, we find the integrals entering expression 

(142) 

*)S4ft«—2420 k«*ran. 

Then the new value for C, by expression (142), will be equal to 

C » 2.20 mm. We shall now return to formulas (141) and again start 

computing elongations er and £0 with new, definitized values of A, B, 

and C. 

Results of calculations are presented in Tables 40 and 41. 

Then we determint the values of e^, o^, and j (8ee Tables 

42, 43, and 44). 

By formulas (120) we calculate stresses ar and (see Tables 45 

and 46). According to these tables we construct curves of change of 

stresses with respect to thickness (Figures 125 and 126). 
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Table 40 

Table 41 

•r10S 

H 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

0 

0.75 

1.5 

2.25 

3 
i 

12 

12,75 

13.5 

14.25 

15 

-3.39 

-2.43 

-1.61 

-0.79 

+0.03 

+1.09 

+1.01 

+0.93 

+0.85 

+0.76 

-3.44 

-2,47 

-1.66 

-0.84 

-0,02 

+1.04 

+0.96 

+0.88 

+0.79 

+0.71 

-3.44 

-2,48 

-1,66 

-0.84 

-0,03 

+1.03 

+0.94 

+0.86 

+0.78 

+0.69 

-3.21 

-2,26 

-1.47 

-0,67 

+0.12 

+0.92 

+0.81 

+0.71 

+0.60 

+0.50 

-2.96 

-2,03 

-1,26 

-0,48 

+0.30 

+0.88 

+0.76 

40.63 

+0.51 

+0.39 

-2.64 

-1.74 

-0.98 

-0,23 

+0.53 

+0.84 

+0.» 
+0.55 

+0.40 

+0.26 
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Table 42 

•i-lo» 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 

0 

0.75 

1.5 

2.25 

3 

12 

12.75 

13.5 

14.25 

15 

6.70 

4.86 

2,22 

1.58 

0,06 

•2,18 

2,02 

1.86 

1.70 

1.52 

6,88 

4.94 

3.30 

1.66 

0,04 

2.06 

1.90 

1,76 

1,58 

1.42 

6,55 

4.51 

3.05 

1.35 

0.20 

1,92 

1,72 

1.52 

1,33 

1.14 

5.89 

4.04 

2.50 

0.97 

0,63 

1.54 

1.39 

1.14 

0.69 

0.66 

4,96 

3,19 

1.75 

0,40 

1.33 

1.47 

1.16 

0.84 

0,57 

0.39 

3.77 

2.1Û 
0,99 

1.07 

2,27 

1.30 

0.9! 

0,59 

0.44 

0,64 

Table 43 

•j kg/«»2 

V 
t mm 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 

0 

0.75 

1.5 

* 2.25 

0 

12 

12.75 

13.5 

14.25 

15 

11.0 

14.7 

15.0 

13.2 

1.0 

17.9 

17.0 

17.0 

17.6 

n.? 

11.0 

14,0 

15,0 

13.4 

0.7 

17.9 

17.0 

17.7 

17.4 

17.1 

11.8 

14.0 

14,0 

12.6 

3.2 

17.8 

17.6 

17.4 

17.0 

10.3 

11.6 

14.4 

14.2 

11.0 

10,6 

17.5 

17.0 

16.3 

15.0 

11.9 

11.4 

14.0 

13.2 

7.8 

13.0 

17.2 

16.4 

14.0 

10.3 

7.0 

11.0 

13,0 

10.0 

11.6 

14.6 

16,8 

15.0 

10.6 

7.9 

11.5 
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Table 44 

Table 45 

•r Vrjm 

\ r 

z mm \ \ 

. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 t.o 

0 

0.7b 

• 1.5 

2.25 

3 

12 

12.75 

13.5 

14.25 

15 

-IM 
-14.7 

-15,0 

-13.2 

+1.0 

+17.9 

+17.8 

+17.8 

+17,6 

+17.3 

-11,8 

-14.8 

-15.1 

-13.5 

-0.7 

+17.9 

+17.9 

+17.6 

+17.4 

+17.1 

-11,6 

-14.8 

-14,5 

-11.5 

+3.9 

+17.4 

+17.1 

+16.7 

+16.0 

+15.0 

-11.2 

-13.8 

-13.3 

-9.1 

+12.1 

+16.8 

+15.9 

+14.8 

+13.7 

+8.9 

-10,6 

-12,5 

-10.7 

+0.6 

+14.6 

+15.9 

+14.4 

+11.7 

+5.4 

-0.8 

-9.1 

-8.9 

-1.4 

+13.1 

+16.6 

+14.8 

+11.3 

+4.2 

-4,1 

-12.2 
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Table 46 

ei W*2 

\ r 
\tt 

Z mtr 

0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

0 

0,75 

1.5 

2.25 

3 

12 

12,75 

13.5 

14.25 

15 

-11,8 

-14.7 

-15,0 

-13,2 

+1.0 

+17.9 

+ 17.8 

+17.8 

+17.6 

+17.3 

-11,8 

-14,8 

-15,1 

-13,5 

-0.7 

+17.9 

+17.9 

+17.6 

+17.4 

+17.1 
i 

-12,0 

-15,4 

-15.2 

-13,6 

+1.4 

+16.2 

+ 18.2 

+ 18.2 

+16.0 

+17.4 

-12.0 

-15,0 

-15.0 

-12.2 

+8.0 

+18.2 

+17.8 

+17.6 

+17.6 

+13.4 

-12.1 

-15,2 

-14.8 

-7.4 

+ 10 2 

+ 18.3 

+ 18.0 

+17.0 

+ 11.9 

+6.6 

-12.3 

-14.9 

-11.3 

+4.0 

+ 11,8 

+18.3 

+17.0 

+12.0 

+'.l 

-1.4 

Table 4? 

; JL 
' R 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

• 

0.8 1.0 

• 

Mr kg 

M% Kg 

X mm 
0 ytr 

(wr)' r mm2 

Mr r(xr)' kg»mm2 

Al| xr kg*mm2 

-537 

—537 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-537 

-537 

' 3.88 

178 

168 

-9,04 10« 

-9,6-10« 

-499 

—535 

3.51 

323 

227 

-10.1-10« 

-17,3 10« 

-417 

-504 

2.82 

389 

21 

-0,9-10« 

-19.6 10« 

-263 

—130 

1,70 

313 

-705 

+185-10« 

-13,5-10« 

0 

-276 

0 

0 

-2348 

0 

0 
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<Sr t /mm’ According to expressione 

(144) we shall integrate the 

obtained functions with respect 

to z and find the values of 

bending :noments Mr and . 

Results of integration are 

given in Table 47. In this 

table are the values of func¬ 

tions w, wr, and j]p(wr)r« 

The last two lines of the 

table give the values of 

integrands of equation (145). 

According to these lines we 

construct the dependences 

Af/— (wr)—/,(r) and M*wr—/Jr), 
dr 

and then we measure the constructed curves with a planimeter. 

Thus we determine 

/1 

\ Mf (trr) Jr =0,6-10* 

d 
. j M%wr dr =- — 29,1 • 10^ kg»mm3. 

Putting in formula (145) these values of integrals and values 

of R, w , and C, we find 
m 

pmt—0,0525 kg/mm2 “—5,25 kg/cm2. 

Corrections for shear between plates will not be introduced here, 

assuming that the plates are connected sufficiently rigidly. 



With positive deflection 

the pressure turned out to be 

negative. This means that as 

a result of thermal effect the 

plate is deflected inside the 

chamber. In order to retain 

the plate from even larger 

deflection, it is necessary to 

apply the excess pressure, 

found above, in the opposite 

direction. 

It would have been possible, 

by assigning a new value of wm, 

to repeat the whole calculation again, so that calculating pressure 

would be close to operating. In this case, however, there is no need. 

It is obvious that at operating pressure in the head there appear 

very significant deflections. Furthermore, elongations er and 

o 
already at the known pressure, i.e., whan p = -5.25 kg/cm , turn out 

to be sufficiently large. 

Actually, we shall turn to Tables 40 and 41, where the values 

of elongations er and eç are given. In order to find total elongations 

er tot and e0 tot* available tabulated data it is necessary 

to add et. The biggest total elongation er tot (see Table 40) will 

be at point (z = 0; r/R = 1): 

f««-(-1,02 + 7.00) 10**-= 0,00598. 

At other values of z, due to smaller e^, total elongation will 

be smaller. Magnitude e£a£ot also turns out to be smaller. 
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The found magnitude e^tot 8hould be compared with the limiting 

value of elongation allowed from the condition of unopening of the 

swivel. 

As a second example we shall consider a compound plate, specially 

assembled, and then tested under hydrostatic pressure for checking the 

correctness of calculations. 

Geometric dimensions: R -90 mm; h' = 5 mm; h" = 8 mm; 6 = 6 mm. 

Material of the first plate is moderately heated copper with yield 

point near 12 kg/mm2. Material of the second plate is high-quality 

steel. 

Plates are connected together by a large number of steel cylinders, 

replacing the burners. The diameter of each cylinder is 9 n®. At 

pressure p = 55 kg/cm2 without heating there began a flow of liquid 

through the swivels of the connections. The biggest deflection of 

the plate was then 0,21 mm. 

o 
At smaller pressure (of the order of 15 kg/cm ) there material 

of the plate works elastically and the problem of rigidity of the 

structure may be sol /cd by the usual methods of calculation of plates 

by means of introduction of given rigidity. Such a solution showed 

fully satisfactory consent with results of experiment within the 

limits of small pressures. 

We shall now solve this example, taking into account plastic 

deformations, assigning deflection in such a way as to obtain results 

comparable with the experiment. 

We shall take w = 0.18 mm, considering the subsequent correction 
m 

for shear between plates. 

Test diagrams of copper and steel are shown in Fig. 127. 

Inasmuch as the holes in the plates are filled by rigid continuous 



With positive deflection 

the pressure turned out to be 

negative. This neans that as 

a result of thermal effect the 

plate is deflected inside the 

chamber. In order to retain 

the plate from even larger 

deflection, it is necessary to 

apply the excess pressure, 

found above, in the opposite 

direction. 

It would have been possible, 

by assigning a new value of wm, 

to repeat the whole calculation again, so that calculating pressure 

would be close to operating. In this case, however, there is no need. 

It is obvious that at operating pressure in the head there appear 

very significant deflections. Furthermore, elongations er and e6 

already at the known pressure, i.e., when p = -5.25 kg/cm , turn out 

to be sufficiently large. 

Actually, we shall turn to Tables 40 and 41, where the values 

of elongations er and Eg are given. In order to find total elongations 

p ^ ^ and e0 ^ to the available tabulated data it is necessary 
r "tou ö toi-' 

to add et. The biggest total elongation er tot (see Table 40) will 

be at point (z = 0; r/R = 1): 

«“«-(-1,02+7.°0) 10-^0.00598. 

At other values of z, due to smaller £^., total elongation will 

be smaller. Magnitude e“a£ot also turns out to be smaller. 
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The found magnitude coinPare^ with the limiting 

value of elongation allowed from the condition of unopening of the 

swivel. 

As a second example we shall consider a compound plate, specially 

assembled, and then tested under hydrostatic pressure for checking the 

correctness of calculations. 

Geometric dimensions: R = 90 mm; h' = 5 mm; h" = 8 mmj 6=6 mm. 

Material of the first plate is moderately heated copper with yield 

point near 12 kg/mm^. Material of the second plate is high-quality 

steel. 

Plates are connected together by a large number of steel cylinders, 

replacing the burners. The diameter of each cylinder is 9 mm. At 

pressure p = 35 kg/cm2 without heating there began a flow of liquid 

through the swivels of the connections. The biggest deflection of 

the plate was then 0.21 mm. 

At smaller pressure (of the order of 15 kg/cm ) there material 

of the plate works elastically and the problem of rigidity of the 

structure may be solved by the usual methods of calculation of plates 

by means of introduction of given rigidity. Such a solution showed 

fully satisfactory consent with results of experiment within the 

limits of small pressures. 

We shall now solve this example, taking into account plastic 

deformations, assigning deflection in such a way as to obtain results 

comparable with the experiment. 

We shall take w = 0.18 mm, considering the subsequent correction 

for shear between plates. 

Test diagrams of copper and steel are shown in Fig. 127» 

Inasmuch as the holes in the plates are filled by rigid continuous 



cylinders, corrections for weakening of 

plates will not be introduced. 

Measuring the ordinates of the 

diagrams, we take coefficient k equal 

to 2.4. By formula (136) we find 

A = 12.0 mm. 

Since thermal effect is absent, 

B = 0j C = 0. 

By formulas (141) when w = 0,18 mm, 
m 

we calculate er and Eq, and we present 

the results of the calculations in 

Tables 48 and 49. Further, according to expressions (121) we find 

ei (Table 50) and on the diagrams we find (Table 51). As is easily 

established, the steel plate works in an elastic zone. 

We further determine (Table 52) and according to expressions 

(131) we again find A. For the six taken values of r/R we obtain 

consecutively new magnitudes of A: 12.55; 12.53; 12.41; 12.23; 11.55; 

11.55 nun. 

Further, we construct tables for er (Table 53)* (Taole 54), 

£^ (Table 55)* (Table 56), and (Table 57). Then by formulas 

(120) we calculate ar and (Table 58 and 59). 

We must now integrate a and for obtaining moments and Mn 

[see expression (144)]. 

For that, we construct curves of laws of change of or and with 

respect to z. Figure 128 shows curves only for ar# Diagrams for 

will be analogous. 

Results of integrations are presented in Table 60. 
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Table 48 

Table 49 
§,•103 

\ I— 

\ R 
z mm \ 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

0 

1.25 

2.5 

3.75 

5 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

0,678 

0,607 

0,537 

0.466 

0,395 

0,056 

—0,056 

-0,169 

-0,282 

-0,395 

0.666 

0,597 

0,527 

0,458 

0.388 

0,055 

-0,055 

- 0,166 

-0.277 

-0,388 

0,631 

0,568 

0.500 

0.434 

0,368 

0,053 

-0,053 

-0,158 

-0,263 

-0,368 

0,570 

0,511 

0,451 

0,392 

0,332 

0,047 

-0,047 

-0,142 

-0,237 

-0.332 

0,492 

0.441 

0,389 

0,338 

0,287 

0,041 

—0,041 

-0.123 

-0.205 

-0,287 

0.388. 

0,347 

0,307 

0,266 

0,266 

0,032 

-0,032 

-0.097 

-0,161 

-0.226 
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Table 50 

Table 51 

?,■ krjm 

\ f 

z mm \ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

0 9.4 9.3 8.8 7.8 

1.25 9.0 8.8 8.4 7.2 

2.5 8.5 8.3 7.8 6.6 
£m «i 

3.75 7.9 7.6 7.0 

5 6.9 6.7 

II 

13 
Eg f{ 

15 

17 • 

19 
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Table 52 

•i 

"N*; 0 
. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

0 6,94 T. 12 7.50 8.36 

1.25 7.41 7,51 8.02 8.61 

2.5 
• 

7.92 8.02 8.41 8,93 

3.75 8.44 8.45 8.70 10,0 

5 8.72 8,81 • 

11 1 
13 20.0 

15 

17 

19 

Table 5) 
(,.103 

\ _r_ 

\ * 

z mm 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

0 

1.25 

2.5 

3.75 

5 

11 

13 

15 

17 

19 

0.709 

0,638 

0.568 

0,497 

0.407 

0.088 

-0.025 

—41,138 

-0.251 

-0.364 

0.672 

0.605 

0.538 

0.471 

0,404 

0.082 

-0.025 

-0,132 

-0.240 

-0,347 

0,557 

0,501 

0,445 

0,389 

0,333 

0.063 

-0.022 

-0,112 

-0.202 

-0,291 

0 362 

0.325 

0,288 

0,251 

0,214 

0.036 

-0.023 

-0.082 

-0.041 

-0.200 

0,115 

0.103 

0,090 

0.078 

0.065 

0.005 

-0,014 

-0,034 

-0,054 

-0,074 

-0,187 

--0,167 

-0,147 

—0,127 

—0,106 

-0,009 

0,023 

0.056 

0.088 

0,121 
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Table 54 

Table 55 
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Table 56 

tf \ni’Jm* 

X 7 mm 
0 0.2 0.4 

* 

0.6 0.» 1.0 

0 9.6 9.5 9.0 7.9 

1.25 9.2 9.0 8.5 7.4 

2.5 0.7 8.5 8.0 6.8 
£h tf 

3.75 8.1 7.9 7.3 

5 7.3 7.1 6.5 

11 

13 
£c tf 

15 

17 

19 

Table 57 

——.IO“* W"»2 

X * 

NTf 
z mm 

0 

0 '1 - 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 • 1.0 

0 9.04 9.19 9.92 11.10 

1.25 9.62 9.86 10.40 11,55 

2.5 10,24 10.36 11.03 11,98 
13,33 

3.75 10.89 11.02 11,53 

5 11.42 11.52 12.00 _ _ ■ 

11 

13 

15 
26.67 

17 

19 1 
*> 
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Table 58 

Table 59 
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Fig. 128. 

Table 60 

* rlR 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

M k(? 
. r 

Af, kg 

m mr 
2 wr ron 

(wr)' r 
2 

M r(wr)1 kg.mm 
r ' 

Al^ wr kg.mm2 

642 

642 

0,1800 

0 

0 

0 

0 % 

629 

632 

0,1710 

3.06 

2.75 

1730 

1950 

568 

597 

0,1446 

5.21 

2,74 

1560 

3110 

454 

533 

0.1010 

5.62 

-1.92 

-8,72 

299Õ 

281 

419 

0,0535 

3.85 

-11.49 

-3230 

1610 

0 

204 

0 

0 

-23.6 

0 

0 

t 
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This table gives certain auxiliary final integrands 

M/-jL(wr) and M^ur. 

Integrating the latter, we find 

» 
J (wr) dr =-2,25-10* kg»mmJ¡ 

H 
J Af»trr</r= 18,13* 104 K^.irrr3. 

We put these values of integrals in formula (145) and at given 

w and C we determine 
m 

p“0,372 kg/m? “37,2 kg/cm2. 

In conclusion we introduce a correction for shear between plates. 

For that, we turn to expression (14?). 

Magnitude H, entering this formula, may be taken as the distance 

between middles of plates: H = 12.5 mm. 

Magnitude FQ is the relation of total area of cross section of 

connections to area of plates: 

where n is the numoer of connections; d is their diameter. 

Now, considering 

we determine 

mm 
4*90* 

0,24. 

0=-=0.77^04 kg/mm2, 

37,2*90* 
4-12,5-0,77 • 104-0.24 

0,033 mm. 

We add this deflection to w,. *= 0.18 mm. 
m 

o 
As a result, we obtain w. * 0.215 mm at pressure p * 57.2 kg/cm . 

01 

The experiment gives w = 0.21 mm at pressure p * 55 kg/cm2. 
m 
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The coincidence, as we can see. Is more than sufficient. The 

biggest elongation appearing In the plate, according to Tables 53 and 

54, will be at z = 0 and r/R = 0 

i *u =.0,000709. 
r • 

At such elongation we detected the first signs of leakage through 

the swiveling. 
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